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INTRODUCTION: AN OVERVIEW

T112 title of this study calls attention to
its central thesis - in scientific texts there
are explicitlond also tacie'normative asger-
tions which cover the full range of personal
and public dilemnas confronting contemporary
society. To some this will seem obvious and
the only puzzles will be why authors and teach-
ers do not see that their most important teach-
ing vehkle includes evaluative opinion as well .

as descriptive fact. To gthers, it is not at
all obvious that texts carry moral messages or
normative prejudices. This study should re-
solve those doubts.

The tA-m "value", as used in this study,
must be ,taken j.n the broadest possibll sense.

It includes any principle, proposition, policy,
fact, or idea which is the object of human
interest. Values, as we understand thtm, in-
clude assertions about the nhture of scientific
method, e.g. that it is rational, its results
objective, and its practitionersiopen-minded,

hopest and dedicatted, etc. The term also
includes assertions about the costs and bene-
fits of a particular techpology, characteriza-
tions or criticisms of environmental policies,
or of partfcular products like DDT, thalidomide,
and specific historical episodes such as the,
use of agent orange,"or mustard gas. As a

category, "values" must also include specific
ethical irinciples or moral prescriptions such
as the need to control world population, the
belief that our standard of livfng is too high
(or too low), that we are too exploitative of
other cultures, too reckless, too fragile, too
much a "mono-curture" and so on. All.of these
political and moral judgments can be found in
'one or more of the textbooks viewed in this
study. We htlfe included 'bthical prescriptions
and moral judgeMents %within our rubric df
values knowing full well that many philgsophers
would argue that ethics, as a 'discipline, and
values, as objects of empirical study, ought to

be separated.' The primary reason that we have
taken a very inclusive term is our conviction
that many who doubt that science education re-
flects and conveys the multitudinous values of
a p+uralistic society will require an exhius-
tive documentation of the range of assertions
in the first year course in science. .Nothing
should be'left out if the.case is to be made.
Secondly,,.ethical and moral'principles exist

4s a means of resolving conflict between in-
dividuals; consequently, they are subordinate
to and supportive of soeial cooperation, co-
hesion, pluralism and freedom of expression.2

--
1-These opinions have been canvassed in Arthur
Kaplan's article, "Ethics and Values in Edu-

cation: Are the Concepts Distinct and Does It
Make a Difference?" Educational Theory (Summer
1179) Vol. 29 .No. 3, p. 245-253.
Here as Peter Caws has said, "Some form of

moral ?Atte, therefore, becomes a value in com-

mon foi peciple required to tive in a. common

world. It is 4.o be notPd that '(ethical) rules

All of those goals are "values"' consequently,

as we are using these fugacious terms, "ethics"
rd-\"morals" are a part of values.

In irilroductory science courses, especially
those designed for non-majors, textbooks are the
primary and sometimes theonly pedagogic vehicle.
As such, they play a large role in shaping stu-
dent opinion about science and technology, and
they may be ultimately responsibld for countless
lasting impressions and prejudices about science
itself. From the teachei's point of view a
comparative survey of introductory teXts will
show which values, normg and goals are common to
those members of the profession who use, endorse
oi write textbooks. Thus, given either a con-
cern about what information students receive or
a concern about the dominant communicated values
of the profession, we believe this critical
bibliography will inform teachers about the ex-
plicit value jucrgements and tacit pre-supposi-
tions which.are part of their professiopal peda-
gogic life.

We 4:ave read and studied nearly all the
chemistry texts on the market during the 1979-80
academic year which might be 'designated for "non-

majors". We have included books which would be
used in courses satisfying a general education
requirement, a first-time chemdistry course, or
a terminal introductory course serving such
vocational aims a4s those in allied health science
programs. Although difficult to define,in terms

other thad "a science course for non-majors",
the profession probably has a very good working
upderstanding of what-,th se books are, the level
of difficulty and the audi nce which they ad-

dress. It is perhaps a le s well known, but
none the less remarkable Lict, that a small
number of introductory textbooks,apparently
dominate the market. This is clearly the case

in major level texts. 'The Journal of Chemical
Education, records 18, general chemistry text-

books for science majors. (Vide "Book Buyers

Guide" Journal of Chemical.Education, Vol. 55,
No. 9, Sept. 1978). Of these texts another
study of course adoption in 86 U.S. institutions
shows thatstIvee texts account for 42 percent

of the market (Vide Hung, Carl C. "Survey of
Evaluation and Grading in Undrgraduate General
Chemistry" Journal of Chemical Education, Vol.
53, No. 9, Sept. 1976). More remarkable still

is the fact reported in the same study that one
textbook, Masterson and Slowinski's Chemical
Principles is the choice of ,21 of. the 86 schools.

Although wellirre unable to determirre which books

dominate the non-major market, .there'are prob-

ably a few which hold the commandlrr4,1ead.

.

are not wanted for their own s'ake,-but for the
sake of further values, which are not held in

common or at any rate need not be. And the

nature of these further values is left complete-

' ly open,'save for the condition....that they be
compatible with observance of the moral rules'.
Peter Caws, "Teaching Ethics in a Pluralistic

Society, Hastings Center'Report 8, 5 (Octobpr

1978): 35.
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The methodology of this study was arduous,
sometimes tedious, but not elaborate. We read
each book and took notes on any mention of value
judgements on social, political, or economic
issues. When a large:amount of space was de- ,
voted to an issue sech as drugs,hpollution, or

'nuclear energy, we counted the number of para-
graphs describing that issue. It is important
to note that these paragraph counts often called
for borderline judgements about content because
authors often mix many issues; conseqtrently., we
exhort the'reader to look Upon the charts
at the end of his bibliography as something
of a thumb-nai sketch which reveals differing
directions an areas of emphasis. No one should
assume that a author who spends only 20 para-
graphs on nuslea nergy while another devotes
70 paragraphs to the same topic, has produced
an inferiur treatment The,rough quantitative

method of paragraph co n' says nothing about
quality. In a general way ie shops something
about which issues are thought to be importbt
or significant for undergraduate students. What

is interesting is that texts can be grouped ac-
cording to the similarity of value presupposi-
tions and these show great uniformity in the
topics covered.

Since this study was the collaborative effort
'of a physical chemist and a philosopher of
science, and since each book was read and dis-
cussed by both, the Scope of our reflectigns
extended to some genftal observations abodf the
nature of science education itself. We have

called our study a critical bibliography be-
cause while there are descriptive bibliographic
entries for each textbook, we have also includ-
edNan explanaeton of the general patterns and
trends which this study reveals. It is impor-
tant to note that we have not rated or ranked
any book. There is ri,p separation of wheat from

chaff here. We did riot think of our task as

that of a book reviewer making recommendations
for text selection, but rather as that of
concerned tea...hers ditiating dialogue about

certain patterns of pedagogy.

The inikestigators share a common apprecia-
tion of,the work of Thomas Kuhn, The Structure
of Scientific Revolutions3, and Jerome Ravetz's
Scientific% Knowledge and Its Social Problems4.

' The former is probably better known, but the
latter is more rewarding for insights and de-
scriptions of science as a social process.
Both are semdnal books in the continuing d9vel-
opment of the "new common sense of scienceP.

'This new understanding shows the..po tivist's

concern with a rational reconstruction of
science according to:strict criteria o veri-
fiability is orgy part 'of the reality of science.i

3 Kuhn, Thomas, The Structure of Scientific._
Revolutions, 2nd edition, Uniyersgity of Chicago

Press, Chicago, 1970.
4 Rayetz, Jermme R., Scientific Knowledge and
Its Social Problems, Oxford University Press,
New York,. 1971.

It does not ask how a given piece of-perfected
scientific knowledge arrived at truth, but rarher
what are the processes and activities by which
that knowledge passed from the personal and am-
biguous dimensions of a problem situation to the
public world of shared knowledge. Of course, one
terminus of that public world is the classroom
and the textbook, consequently, the. "new common
sense ot science", gives some guidelines for
graaping, as a whole, both the rescarch and the
pedagogic roles of science..

No one, we believe willtdisputethe notion
that ociety carries different images of wIgi
science is. It has been at various times
characterized as, "the champion of reason", as
"dirty and threatening", as "mankind's great
'hope", and as his "destroyer". Which ofithese
images or value orientations will be round in
introductory chemistry books? The key to answer-
ing that question is tp look carefully at pas-
Sages describing technology and its products.
Our bibliographic entries pay close attention
to technology whenever it is mentioned. To
anticipate what the reader will firid, we note

that the predominant value transmitted at the
introductory level is what might be called the
"scientific (or technological science,related)
fix". In brief, it is the belief that thereis
no problem or social issue which cannot be satis-
factorily resolved given sufficient investment
of research funds and time. The "technologic
fix" is part and parcel of a more general belief
that science always progresses towards:greater
understanding.and truth, and that these n

' truthsWoduc7e concomitant technological velop-
ments which continue to better the lot man-
kind. There are one or two.books which offer a
more pessimistic outlook; but by far the large
majority of ,books underscore and reaffirm the
dominant motif of the union of scientific truth
with material progress.

Many authors include episodes frpm the his-
tory'of science in their textbooks and they
write about these episodes in a way whicl conveys
an appra*Isal of scientists and the1r'fk. In

summarizing each book we gave close attention to-
their remarks. We found that texts which :pride

themselves on incorporating,the hisCOry of
chemistry into the'factual content of the text-
book, often in the name of "humanizing" science,
perpetuate the illusion that the history of 4

science is the story of progress and enlighten-
ment in conflict with,forces of ignorance and

puperstition. It is. th45story of heroes and

villians. A particular achievement such as the
work of Dalton, Laloisier, or i'lendeleev prefig-

.

ures dr merely illustrates contemporary know-
ledge. The actual religious or philosophic
convictions as well as the'social context which
conditioned these achievements are completely
Ignored: Using episodes from the history of
science in, this way reinforces the notion that
history is merely facts and dates, some of which
hre vindicated by present knowledge. One does

not get the countervailing impression that there
could not have beeri crvcrent chemical knowledge

2



without tho'se aLhievements and the men who made
them.

The scientific method is a frequent topic in
th4 first year text. Like the history of science,
it sometimes suffers from a caricature. In this

-case it is the tired.old saw That science arises
solely from observation and proceeds by induc-
tion to law and theory. The story goes some-
thing like this: science begins yith observa-
tions, then by induction the investigaZor
arrives at a hypothesis which is subject to
experimental testing. 'Tten the hypothesis has
been confirmed and linked with related hypoth-
esis on the same subject, scientists foAQulate
laws of nature. When laws of nature are col-
lected and combined, scientific theoribs are
produced. Philosophers of science call this
the "narrow inductiyist" model. Its origin goes
back Io J. S. Mill'S System'of Logic (1843).
Althbugh the inductivist model receives lip
service and endorsement, no author seriously

uses i in organizing the material. In fact,

it is seldom mentioned'once the introductory
chapters are-out of the way. Why is the scien-
tific mexhod characterized by cliches and ideas
from a model which no scientist, or philosopher

*takes seriously? What appafently has happened
is this. Because there is wiaespread agreement
about what sort of standardized facts and skills
ought to be covered in an introductofy text,
perhaps some authors cannot resist the tempta-
tion tc transfer this impressive agreement and
consensjUs to statementsabout the scientific
method. "Afterall, if there is common consent
about what the basic facts are, musn't there be
similar agreement about the method by which

-those facts were-discovered and received? The

need to present the scientific method as a piecg
of perfected unifOrm procedure equal to and
responsilile for the pyfamid of lacts ce'rtainly
inhibits an awareness to the actual processes
and activities ok scientific research. It is
refreshing to find that some authors have
labandoned all mention of inductivism and treat
the scientific method as a combination of im-
agination and experimentation.

'mere is a remarkable uniformity in the
factual content of introductory chemistry te
books. This sort of general agreement about
basic content'allowed us to separate the book
into three categories whiCh are distinguished
by pedagogic design. The first division, .

"science and society" texts, use's phrase which -

seems to be gaining sote currency as the best
rubric to describe those books which emphasize
personal and societal issues arising from the
applicallon of chemistry and technology. The

range of% issues is broad, and aq 6ur analysis
indicates we have divided this group into sub-
catekciries which reflect different perspectives

.;
and treatment of the issues.

fiThe second division, called "skills and drills"
.or "fact-acquiring", includes those books which
virtually eliminate personal and sbcial issues
and concentrate entirely on the transmission
and acquisitfbn Of chemical facts or of problem

t -

3

solving skifls. This cl,ass resembles more the

introductory text for majors than.it-aoes the"
science and society texts. The'uniformity of
factual content, examples and even of diagrams
and pictures is so striking and so consistent
throughout the group we decided to provide an
analysis for the class as a whole while pro-
vidiog only,...shoft bibliographiccomments on,each

particular book. In the lucrative market of
textbook .publication, one would expect a t..ast

diversity comparable to an oriental bazaar, but
surprisirig1y, this is not the case., It appeais

that Olefe is a.large scale concensus among
science teachers about what should be taught in
the first course. Fixity of content, whether
enforCed by the publishers or by the profession,
certainly exists,'but this ddes not explain
why there is such a great uniformity of style,
examples,.drills, and even pictufes. If one

looks back several decades, chemistry text-
books were once weighty tomes with little in
the way of pictures and illustrations and much
in the way of wyitten descriptions. By contrast
ehe textbooks of today are not nearly so long
as their ancestors, and possibly not as well
written, but they all include far more pictures,
cartoons, diagrams, charts, and all manner of

graphics. The skills and drilll textbooks have
gone even further.ln this direction. The

growidg conformity in content, styles, examples,
and of drill, illustrates the process of
standardization of facts. 'We believe that the

forces at work in the process of standardiza-
tion are little understood by either Elle re-
search scientist or the dedicated undergraduate
teacher despite the fact 'that they'bothylay
key foles'in shaping that process. To call
ttention to this process and open it to ex-

am ation by the profession as a.whole, we have
incl ded a separate section on the "standard-
izat on of facts". Reading this section will
expl in,why the skills and dhlls texts are
grouped together, but it also raises pivotal
questSons about the directiong of science
educat'ion,today.

The third category lumps together texts to
which we might apply the label "applied rele-
vance4. The basic aim of these books is to
provide chemical facts to students who, the
authoN claim, will need the kaowledge in
their chosen voications. Not surpritingly,

most of -these texts emphasize the application
of'chemistry .to the allied health professions.
These books, with their claim of Alseful appli-,
cation, present their own unique set of palue

presuppositions.

Our study is not itself value free,, nor doevy
it pretend to be, foi like the mythwof total '

objectivity, the notion of value free inquiyy,

is a story gone stale.' The !general presup-

positions guiding our inveStigations appear in
the recommendations which are included in each
section. ,If the mastery of standardized iects'
is the paramount educational goal, we recoglend
that authors and teachers explain the process
of standardization itself. One way to do this
is to trace the growth, development, and



theoretical underpinnings of a particular scien-
tiTic achievement suU as the Lewis octet rdle
(see p. 22). Certainly not every achievement
could be given this scirt of detailed attention,
but at least ope thorough case study of the
growth and development of a standardized fact
Kill reveal hcks actual scientific practice shapes
the acquired knowledge which emerges from seminal
research. A thorough immeision in one case study
will do more to teach a student the tidiness of.
'the scientific method than all the textbook

C'47

platitudes about Ouctivism osmbined. Moreover,

it will,give a tru and more'ilpondite sense of
the history of science than the misleading name
and dale versions. If science is indeed part

of the search for troth and if truth seeking is
its paramount interpal value (as many writers

4.ay it is) , then is there not an obligation to
give a more truthful account of the nature of
science itself? A major step towards.an honesty
about science and its methods will be taken when
teachers and writers do something to demonstrate
to students that the textbook version of science,
with its accompanying laboratory exercises, is
quite,distitIct from the history of science and

from the actual scientific practice which ulti-
mately produces a textbook's standardized facts.

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY TEXTBOOKS

The term ','science and society textbook" is

widely understood as a designation for an ap-
proach which stresses the relevance of basic
science for understanding social issues, such
as pollution and nuclear energy, and personal
issues,'such aWalcohol and drug abuse. In

higher education "televance" is and has been a

buzz word. Whatever it connotes, it most assur- .

edly remains vague in the exlreme until one
knows what (and how) an author treats his topics.
Many issues have receiveMpublic attention, but
vety few remain long in the public,eye. It

would, therefore, be a mistake to define
"relevance" of a textbook solely in terms of.

which issues it covers. The chart on page 47
gives some indication of the range of issues in
the survey books, but this is not the whole
story and possibly. it is tHE least informatiVe

-section. In our oprnion the question of how
authors make chemistry relevant can be answered

in two ways. First, there is one group of
--writers, who despite differences in style and
content, organize theii- material in a remarkably
similar way. _They introduce social issues as
examplIS of what chemistry helps us to under- f

stand'. These books,resemble a text for majors
in their emphasis on the mastery of basic facts,
but their examples, same of which are quite
extensive,,are almost exclusively discussions
of social issues. The general supposition is
that a,given issue will make more sense Eo the

reader (and possibly more easily.re lved) if

the reader understands the basics of emistry-
This approach tends 'to emphasize the pa
achievements,of chemiAri,and its accompanying
technology in solvhig problems. For example,

the development of medicines, pesticides, fer-
tilizers, etx., take on paradigmatic status.

4

The chemical industry generatly receives a
favorable endorsement and the nuclear energy
debate is couched in terms of the industry's
past and present safety record rather than its
potential danger. It is aqued that even a
rudimentary understAding of chemistry will im-
prove onerS ability to make a rational decision.
We believe that this line of argument tends to
re-enforce the belief that every problem admits
of either a'scientific or technologic fix. They
reflect the belief that a given problem presents

difficulties in so far the scientific commun-
ity lacks sufficient knowleJge to understand all
of its ramifications, or because it cannot, at
present, develop a sufficient technological in-
novation to resolve the problem. For mere con-
venience and to acknowledge its 19th,century
heritage of a.belief in progress, we have called
the subclass of science and society texts, *the
"truth and progress" approach.

The second group an'd its pattern of'organiza-

tion,reflect a differen t. understanding of rele-.
vance, but as wa shall see; the dominant presup-
position of the scientific fix remains unaltered
in the end. Here the emphasis is on the issue
itself, not as a mere example of abstract chemical
principles, but rattier as one of the salient,
possibly irritating or threatening features of
life in our society'. It is assumed that the stu--'

dent already has, ar_shortly will, confront
problems such as drugs, alcohol, pollution, etc.
The notion of relevance governing this approach
miglit be called "experieritial" in that it as-
sumes a student will bring some 4nterest to the '

issue itself, and probably will be more interest-
ed in it than she or he ts in the chemistry
which underlies the'problem. Chemistry, becomes

rereVant once its connection to an individual's
°experience or interests becomes clear.

In cllemistry the experientfal approach ap-

pears and is pbssibly most successful at the
introductory non-major level. It concentrates

in ghowing that chemistry underlies the swarm of
issues which confront Oen a doderately informed

student. Because this pattern of organization
keeps a constant focus on issues which might
stimulate a desire to learn chemistry we have
called it an "issues" approach.

Certainly'no textbook can fulfill every re-
quirement of an open concept like relevance, 'and
possibly none are completely devoid of each of
the two patterns just mentioned. One can look
at chemistry (or any discipline) as giving the
basic facts which 'shape a certain way of nking

about problems. Then, as examples of thaa9 of

thinking, one selects topical social and personal

issues. can think of the stud'ent as a

person faci a host of difficulties and concerns.
These can be-described in such a way to show the
'importance of chemistrY. Here there is no assump-

tion that one could not make decisions, or "right"
choices without a knowledge of science, but sim-
ply that it is difficult to be fully informed with-
.out a knowledge of basic 6hemistry. By its very

nature the issues approach reaches .out to oergr.
disciplines because those disciplines can make' the



same claim wi,th respect to being fully informed
and also because most issues require-more than
just a knowledge of chemistry.

,

Each appnoach has its strengths and weakness-
es. As a matter of personal style most teachers
probably have an unconscious preference for one

* or the other. The "truth and progress" approach
builds on a foundation of recondite facts and

there16, conveys the belief that, most, if not all
problems, await the discovery of new scienLfic
facts or the development of innovative technolo-
gy. The "issues" approach builds a strong case
for a knowledge of chemistry as.a universal pre-
requisite for improving the art of living be-
cause almost ever% issbe has a chemical sidelo
it. In our ovinion the "issues" approachex-
tends this sort of reasoning to unbounded
lengths. It ultimately results in endorsing the
"scientific fix", just as its companions in the

"truth and progress" approafh did; however, the
reasoning is usually .a bit different. To show
the ubicitiitiOus nature of chemistry and its in-
put into every problem, authors, quite naturally,

select examples which have a strong coniponent nf
scientific achievement. As our comparison charts
show, many of the same issues are covered by
both grouPs, ail both giVe the lessons of the '

technologi 1 fix. In only one textbook, Roger
. Gymer's Chenlistry and the Natural World, did we

find the suggestion that some problems could be
'handled if peopLe adjusted their lives, or
appetites, rather than expecting Cechnology to
produce the solution. This hight be called the
"natural fix". Gymer's textbook contrasts
drmnatically with eveLy other text and for this
reason it stands in a class by'itself. We cal-'
led it the "naturalist approach". Another book,
Fine''s Chemistry Decoded, sufficiently different
to raise questions about some of the new direc-
tions in Cextbook publication, is also put An a
separate class. ClaAes of one member show that
no taxonomy is completely precise or exhaustive,
and if we were merely grouping textbooks An terms
of their dominant presupposition almost all would
be circumscribed by the belief in the "scientific
fix". 4

TRUTH AND PRCCRESS APPkOACH

Science.has a history rich enough in personal
and pUblic struggles.to generate an ideology of
truth. It was common in the late 19th century to
describe the aims of science and even the per-
sonalities of scientists, in terms of a pure and

, selfless search for Truth. The history of science,
r so it went, ifiows the sacrifices of enlightened

minds to defend eeason against prejudice, to win
individual fr'eedom froli,tyrannical authority, and
to launch humankind on 'the road to progress. In
the 19th century the aim of this ideological
message was to secure for the disciplipe of
academic science an independent but,equal place

' in the departments of the university. Scientists
labored to distfnguish their work from that of
philosophy, theology, philology, and other ac-
cepted fields of ,inquiry. The result was an
ideology of truth which treats science separate
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and distinct from other nnds of inquiry and
which espouses a kind of moral tnnocence befit-
ting a dedicated pilgrim. Scientists are
interested truth seekers who sacrifice for the
sake,of higher,goals. This sentiment can be
Pound in many texts. a has been said that World
War I shattered the moral innocence of science'
and that the ideology of truth cannot be the sole
foundation tor academic science. Vo one who has
seen the close connection between research and
the economic and technological markets can seri-
ously uphold the moral innocence of pure research.
Nonethel4s, the ideology of truth is frequently
invoked,in introductory texts. Here are some
sample quotes to show how it is done:

It isquite easy to imagine a situation in
which a technological process can introduce
into our environment, drastic and irrevers-

v

tble, changes whicp set a chain of events
into action before we can stop*them. (p. 241)

The vast majority of mankind has no know-
ledge of the scientfific principles upon
which technology is 'based and accordingly
must accept the opinions of others on
technological'matters. This dependence
upon experts, ih turn arouses fears,of
these experts and the damage they can do
either by error or by evil.intent.(o.243)

,This fear, in some peop10.is an unreason-
,

ing, blind, driving force which leads them
to condemn all technology. The.only anti-
dote to such fear is an understanding of

the tecohnology based on study. Mekind's
perennial enemy has been ignorancA and
the prejudice it generates. Humanprogress
has always beep the result of actIvities
of that small percentage of peoplp,who
acceptineither the ignorance nor the
popular prejudices of their fellow human
beings.° (Jonesl, et al, Chemistry; Man
and Society, p. 243)

/
,What we see here is a blending of'the ideals

of academic science, ideals of objecAivity and
rationality, with those of the technology. There

, is no attempt to distinguisfi between science and

technological applications, nor is there any in-
dication of how one would go about assessing the
differences. .

Inevitably, current technology mid industrial
practice are endorsed in terms reminiscent of
the values attached to academic science.

The chemical i dustry produces an amazing
array of prodAts of great value both to
the economy and the general welfare, but

obylously this work must be Carried out im
harmonious balance with environmental con-
,siderations. Considering the huge scale
of operations and their many built-in
hazards, the record is moderater9 good.

(Compton, Inside Chemistry, p. 376)

. all reactors are designed with second
level containment lystems built in behind
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the radiation shield. Such an accident (melt
down) would require costly and time consum-
ing repairs, but it:i...rould not ,result in

widespread contamination. (emphasis added)
(Kieffer, Chemistry Today, p. 268.)

The failure'to make some sort of disti,nction
between academic science and the technocratic
and economic conception of applied science stems
from a deep confusion about therelationship be-
tween the accumulation bf facts and the meaning
of "progress". It is certainly true thnt we know
more now than people did 50-Or 100 years ago.
There has been an actumulation of facts, a groWth

in knowledge, but to identify all of science's
activities and its products 'as "progress" is to
attach-a label which wbrks like a persuasive
definition. It, in effect, defines what is, as
what ought to be. Whatever is, is good. Since
the historian Herbert Butterfield adopted the
phrase "Whigish interpretation of history" to
describe the tendency to see science as develop-
ing along lir4ar paths of progressive develop-
ment, we can eadily adopt this phrase to de-
scribe the m t prevalent conception of science
found in te books. On the topics of'scienCe
and technol gy most authors are whigs, and of
course tSis ew is dangerously one-sided; it

ignores the 'tomp'lex eaonomic (and political)
connections between r,esearch and applied science,
it fails toirecognize that experts have economic
motives, and that resources of funding guide re-
search aims as much as inherent significance.

As Ravetz has observed,

lied science has become the basic
s of production in a modern economy.

Prosperity and economic independence,does
not rest so much in its factories as in
its research and development industries.
Industry has been penetrated b3; science.
(Ravetz, p. 21)

Understandingotliriproblems raised by applied
science are or should be a significant concern
of the educated laymah who will influence or re-
spond to governmental and corporate policy
decisions. We do noesee how the blending Of.
the accolades of academic science with a faith
in progress can contribute to this understanding; .

nonetheless, this dominant value, to reiterate,
is the conviction,,that science and technology
are set upon inherently progressive and better-
ing paths of development and that most'if not
all of our problems, social, economic, and eVeri
moral problems, only require mpre knowledge and
more innovative technol,pgies for their solution.

One,irony in the camouflaging of applied
_science with the ideology of truth is that it
ignores one 'of the sVidents' basic motives for

studying science. Most studerits, -and certainly

all science majors, recognize the economic op-
portunities which are associated with a career
in the applied sciences, and presumably they
would benefit from a clear understanding of the
Jlifferences between "kinds of science". Some

authors do know that what their students want

s

is zyi acquaintance with enough science to enter

the applied science fields, particularly allied
fiealth fields: These authOrs do nort discuss
the differences between gLademic science and
applied science, but they do take great pains Co
introduce major facts in,immediate connection
with technological applications. For example,
a leading chemistry book for majors, Ma.sterson

and Slowinski's Chemical Principles, takes a
' topi, like hydrocarbons and explains their .

properties by illustiating a process for coal-
gasification. (Vide p. 32.of this study) Ap-
plied science is always rn the atmo4here at
least by way of example, even though its special
problems and difference from academic science
are never fientioned.

, The texts in the category of "truth and pro-
gress"-are: Compton, Inside Chemistry;%Jones,
Netterville, Johnston and Wood, Chemistry, Man
arid Society;, Kieffer, Chemistry: A Cultural
Aperoach; Kieffer, Chemistry. Today; and Seager
and Stoker, Chemistry A Scince for Today.

ISSUES APPROACH

Books in this category start witil the fact
that students will have drVergent 4nterests and
will import concerns from other fields. The
response is to show how science is intimately.
related to other fields. In particular, Jay
Young's book Chemistry, A Human Concern, carries
out the project with a high degree of enthusiasm.
Since there are no two things which are not
similar in some respect ar another, the crucial
question is what kinds of similaritfes.will
knit up a bundle which includes poetry, religion,
art, and science? Young's answer is to stress
imagination ancj creativity. This permits a
very interesting definition of chemistry, to
wit,

Me study oC sensual, delightful, facts
that demand intellectually hnaginative
explanations. In this ch,amIst:, cat' not

different from others. Almost eyeryone
likes-to Bolqe puzzles, for example,
and chemists even take some pleasure in
the occasional foul odors generated in
their kind of wRrk. (Young, Chemistr,
A Human Concern, p. 43)

The playful quality,of,this kind of writing
has something endearing about it. It suggests
a harmony among the disciplines, a commonality
and a reconciliation between human.itios and
science.

But the knitting together of all disciplines
can be taken too far, as with Ois example on
the synthesis of morphine.

Chlmists began with nature itself, since
morphine originally comes'from poppy
seeds. The first problem was to elucidate
the moleclOar shape, very much as a sculp-
tor brings to light the shape of a statue

, that exists inside a blak of stone. Once
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this. has beyn dune, the molecule became
a sort of canvas or poetic expressfOn

A ready for further artIioic modification.
Just as the change of a single word can
alter the thrust of a poem, the change
of a sidkle atom can alter.the proper-
tles of a moieeule. Who rallv knows
why a poetwhanged that word, or a
chemist substituted another atom2
(Young, p. 71)

PeThaps onty a purist 6ould raise violent
oblectiops to this way of sp.eking. Certainly
this approach seems to culftyate the favor and
the virtues of good company. Poetry is certain-
ly a good thing, but is the commercial produc-
tron of drugs equally a "good" thing too, since ,

this approach says "Chemistry is Intimately re-
lated to every. profession" (Young, p. 412)? It

is'not surprising'that there is a great diffi-
culty in separating the chemical industry and
Its techn6Iogical applications from that purer
science whi(.11 cavorts With art and poetry. We

are told that the "chemical industry is not pre-
cisely definable" (Young, p. 375) because like
chemistry itself it js intimately linked with so
many fields. The lo.git of this is suspect, for
even if somethiog is intimately linked there
certainly shoyld be sume way of defining, at
'least thinking about, Ito di5tinguishing char-
,

acteristics In.a sensible. way. Again, in this

aNproach the virtues of one enterprise rub off°
on another. The chemical industry,shares the
stature of puee academic chemistry, which in its
turn is like ar't, poetry, religion. All are
good things. To return'to our example:

Molecular artistry is expensive in terms
of time and materials and sophisticated
instruments used to obtain the facts that

414. lead to the indirect conclusion th the

molecule has. been changed in the anner
originally planned. (Young, p. 71)

To recover the investment, a pharmadeuti-
cal minufacture might understandably de-
cola to market a modified,drug molecule"
that, in fact is not very much better '

than the original drug or that similar
drug manufactured by a competitor. The

result ofothis practice is that physicians
receive information about a very large
number of "new drugs, each one touted to
be superior in some way to any other evtr
produced". Naturqlly this is confusing
to the physicians and pharmacists and
gives the public an unpleasant image of
the pharmaceutkcal industry. (Young,p. 71)

To many this would seem to be an ideal place
'to consider questions regarding t,he practices of
.selling and advertising drugs to professionals,
and further issues about testing and regulatiOn
of the pharmaceutical industry. But what in
fact happens is a return to ari unjustified as-
sertion that industr ial. research is. truth-

seeking and progressive..

With each failure and so.ctess of a modi-

fied drug molecule now, a few,myre facts

are obtained. Ultimately, these obstrva-
tions wilj lead to a more informed, surer

0 molecular artistr'y. AL that time it will
not be as necessary to attempt.to sell

.-such a profusion of varied drugs in order
to attempt to recover an-investment.
(Young, p. 71)

We do not wish to comment on the economic
misunderstanding here except to say that If the
profit motive created the confusion which be-

.$ guiles the public, what shred of evidence is
there to suggesc that further research will re-
solve that confilsion? The reasoning.that says
accumulation of facts reads to greater progress
and that this progress will intrinsically
eliminate the problems which confuse the public
and the hea,1,..t,4...,aiofessions is simply an ex-

pression of faith in the scientific or techno-

logical fix.

A related notion is the assertion that
scienee'is morally neutral and that its know-
ledge and.,c1,11scovery is "amoral". Here is an
example of that belief.

.7

This Cyan Scott's discovery of a treat-
ment for skin cancer with nitrogen mus-
tard@ is indeed a striking case oT the
amoral nature of science. The knowledge
that we have of the properties of mole-
cules us neither good nor,evil. How we

use that knowledge ddes involve morality.
Theknowledge tan be used either for our.
benefits or for our destruction. In this
respect; scienCe is no different from the
social sciences or the' humanities., (Hill,
Chelistry for Changing Times, thirdeedi-
tion, p. 331) empWasis added.

The conviction that science is "amoral", rests'
covertly uponlitlie distinction between academic
science, which is seen as a pure, and hence .

amoral:, quest for truth, and applied science
which is corruptible because. It can be put to
malevolent ends. The,difficulty here is two-.
fold: authors who advocate the "moral.neutral-
ity'rthesig\do not distinguish between academic
arid applied science. One wonders if this is
even remotely possible given the penetration of
government and industry.into all aspects ofere-
search and development. Secondly, the whole
question of "how we use knbwledge" and what that
really means is never discussed in any'letail.
Clearly a detailed case study would'go a long
way to explain haT people ustknowledge, par-
'ticularly its soCletal controlS, and it is HIT-
ly that a case study approach would dispel the
ocrtmoded.notion that academic and applied science
must be distinguished by possession or lack of a

"moral" nature.

#
To conclude this section it is appropriate'to

mention,a curious remark, which may be the re-
gillt of an unrestrained belief in the scientific

fix.

Moderate use of certain psychoactive drugs



!,-1

probatily wild bePi.hown eventually to,bA

safe for most Individuals, when the drugs
are prepared by reputable pharmaceutical
companies and are used under4he direc-

t
ti6n of, trained personnel. Unfortunatey,.
it is not known -at th ie. present time hich
drugs will be found.safe; furthermore,
illegal sources of, drugs ace unreliable
wioth respect to purity and corwentration.

, (Clark and Amai, Chemistry: The Science
and the Scene, p. 245)

The textbooks in the %sues" category are:
.Clark and Amai, Chemistry: The Science and the
Scene; Hill, Chemistry for Changing Times, third
edition; Wade, Contemporary Chemistry; Science,
Energy.and Environmental Change; Wolke,
Chemistry Explained; and Young, Chemistry, A
Human Concern.

NATURALIST APPROACH

Tlis aRproach rests on controversy because it
takes ecolipgical questiens and principles as a
means of organizing chemical and scientific
knowledge. logy has emerged as a discipline
along with a gr win public awaredess of'environ-

mental problems. t was, in a sense, born into
controversy and from inception 'it had to face
.clusters of economic; political, and social as
yell as scientific problems. It is not surpris- %

'therefore, that wtext emphasizing ecology
would have a more systematic, even...a more meta-
physical contexefor its value assertions.
Wature:as a whole is after all the subject mat-
ter. Roger Gymer's Chemistry and-Ahe Natural

, World opens with a pi-ITTOsophic definition.

,

'
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We find in nature a grand architecture in
which smaller; less complex structural .

units come 'together to build Atert larger
and more.complex units. (Gymer,- p. 1)

Nature mas be understood in terms of hierarchies.
Levels, sin& cycles, and each level or ,cyCle has
its own intrinsic value-and its own distinctive
set 'of properties.

Although the author does not use this wdrd,
he is talking about wHat philosophers call
emergentism, the metaphysical doctrine that
universe is,stratified into levels of inveasing
complexity. Each level has unique distinguish-
ing properties`or characteristids which cannot
be reduced to the properties and characteristic
'of its simple components. EmergentismmOes
room for a sort of ethical auturalism because.
it suggests that-some distinguishing chafacter-
istics of each level may be values.- Values,
thereTore, objective and discernible becauge .
they are intrins to each level in Nature's 4

hitrdrchy.

For exam. G r discusses the carbon mole-
cule as the "Most'Fit" for building life, and he
offers this definition of die ke..? termr,"fitness".

if we leave out questions of what the

.

tft's

,

composition of the earth's crust might
. .4

have been when and if life originated on
ear4h, we can say that the,availability
of the'elemepts did nollgovern the consVi-

11,

t,ution of living things and that some
'other quality (or qualioies) of these
elezeIts especially suited them for
parti4pation in life processes and
structures. The sum of these qu'alities

has been called fitness,. (Gvmer, p: 53)

TeChnology is discussed exclusively in te7rms
of what its effects will be upon the biochemical
"cycle". Some cycles are more basic, more
"natural" and thus intrinsically more valuable,
than the processes which disrupt those cycles.

It is intrusiOn into some of the basic bio-
chemical cycles by human activity that
causes many of the pollution T.r.e,blems of
'today. (Gymer, p. 99)

This definition permits the author to reject a
narrower definition of pollution than that which
says pollution must be defined in terms of what .

is detrimental to human interests, economic,
medical, or so on. ID opposition to the human
centered approach, this ecological view asserts,

". . . pollutdon is viewed as any de-
viation from the normal in the natural
composition of the environment that ad-
versely affects not just us, but life
in general." (Gymer, p. 117)

One advantage of this kind of reasoning is
that it does not lead to the debatable and
ddUbtful strategy of attempting to derive ...ralue

conclusions from descriptive statements of fact.
In'the ecological approach we begin,with a
value premise, namely, that certain cycles are
"natural", and intrinsically valuable. These
ought to be maintained and preserved. This

value orieptation might be called Aristotlean,
because it uses a notion of teleology, (viz.
vfltness") and it 3ive3 a pivileged status to

,certaia cycles and organisms, each.of which has
a place in the well-ordered hierarchy of nature.

r

We have used the atmosphere as a "sewer"
almost froM the time of prehistoric man.
(Gymer, p. 118)

But we'know that people can affect the
sea, and one of the whys we do this is
to regard it as a gigantic waste basket.
When nature uses it as the ultimate
waste basket*, natural processes"keep it
'from overflowing. We should realiie
that we do not have the same privileges
thacnature hasiand so we should be
especially careful oT our treatment of

cqastal waters. (Gymer, p. 230)

The author indirectly re-enforces an image
of society's relationship to the natural wOrld
which has a great deal of appeal to many.
Humans are the caretakers or stewards of nature.
The human species is that part of nature;which
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understand.; and komprehends nature, and in this

role mankind takes responsibility for control-
ling and preserving natural cycles in so far as
it is within his power to do so; in other ords
to apply the "natural fix". This orientation
can be translated intoasoThe practical pedagogic
assignments. One of tA¢se Is the example of
i-eaciffig and compiling an Environmental Impact

Statement as-a mean's of understanding the mean-
ing of technological-assessment.'

The proper application oE technological
assessment could help us avoid an un-
thinking exploitation of scientific
knowledge and attain a,better technol-
ogy. In this way-those who new enjoy
a high quality of life (not to be
confused with a high material stan-
dard) and wish the same for their
children, may continue to do,so,
while the disadvantaged of the world
may still hope for a better life.

(Gymer, p. 550)
-

If a truly participatory technological
assessment is to be achieved, laymen
must have some basic background in a
number of disciplines to help them.,
participate in arld evaluate the argu-
ment for technological assessments.
The goal should be to create a society
whose members can discriminate and
assess, who have enough knowledge
and insight to guide them in the
rejection of bad ideas and acceptance
of good ideas. .(Oymer, p. 550)

THEORY AND PUZZLE APPROACH

A number of science teachers believe that
the traditional f,act stating mode of textbook
writing does not engage or stimulate large num-
bers of students. In a time that has witnessed -

a general decrease in theteadingy writing, and
interpretative abilities of incoming students,
it is not surprising to find textp which have
wide margic,s, large print, pictures, cartoons,

and caricatures - all with the avowed purpose
of getting students interested in scientific
ideas. The strategy seems to be that signifi-
cant theoretical information and some puzzle
solving ability can be conveyed or inculcated
by these devices. Can one learn the atomic
theory by picturing atoms as disco-dancing
partners? Can students be inveigled into work-
ing problem sets? Is curiosity and imagina-
tion really stimulated by graphic illustrations?
An affirmative answer to these questions will
leaa to special pedagogic problems.

One of these prmblemg has been concisely
stated by Leonard Fine in his textbook,
Chemistry Decoded.

"What to do, what to teach?. . . .

Should one's first exposure be the
kind-that shows the more correct but
more complicated law, br should one

first use slightly less honest lessons
which do not require the more difficult

ideas? The bigger thrill lies in the
perception of the newer reality; but the
older theory is easier to get at, easier
to understand, and perhaps best opens
the road to an understanding of these
newer ideas. Many old theories, because
of their overwhelming utility and rela-
tive simplicity, are happily retained
'within the basic scientrfic curriculum - .

and we do not think any less of them for
their limitation. This predicament of
pedagogic license and.iudgment presents
itself time and tple again." (Fine, p. 3)

"The predicament of pedagogic license and
judgmentiqs ap apt phrase. It suggests morellthan

the conflict between old and new, which Fine men-
tions. There are deeper problems in the neigh-
borhood. Must the teacher sacrifice a rigorous
and accurate, but difficult', formulation of
sc;entific ideas in favor of a thrilling and
intoxicating, but superficial, exposure to the
same ideas? This isea different issue than the
conflict between older and,new ideas. Pedagogic
license reaches into the very heart of scien-
tific education. How far should a teacher or
publisher go in using "gimmicks" attractions,
cartoons, or other misrepresentations in the
name of engaging student intere*t before the
subject is debased or degraded.

While-it is frue that today's student has
grown accustomed to television and print media'
which specialize in presenting ideas and images
in glamorous totes and with an illusory celerity,
and while it is true that those media try to
create inteeest and even drama where there is
little or none, mu'st science education imitate
these approaches? One acquaintancb of ours,
upon hearing of this study, asked us to inves-
tigate old textbooks, at least those of his
generation. "They were real tomes", he said,
"800 pages of straight facts, no frAlls." He

was right about the gize, abd right, too, in
Rointing out what a vast change has occurred.
clearly some science pedagogues have embarked
,upon a path which creates an ethical issue.

If it is true that, as a way of thinking,
science requires careful formulation of facts,
a rigorous deduction of consequences, and a
patient testing of hypotheses, can such a sub-
ject be taught using passive methods of quick
impression, oversimplification, and facile as-
sociation? Is scientific knowledge a commodity
which can be dismembered and packaged? At what
point does the moral question of corrupting
the subject become the responsibility of the
teaching f)rofession?

There is certainly room for further study of
these questions especially when the role of the
publisher is under examination. The trend
towards glossy gimmicks may be a process which
is fostered and promoted by publishers. Do they
insist on "dressing up" a textbook with the un-
necessary paurphernália in order to attract
student interest or that of eeachers who are
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looking for some new window dressing for the

standard introductory course? How much of the
soaring costs of texts is attributabre to un-
necessary color graphics and.photo reproductions?
This study does not investigate those questions.
We can only raise them in the hope that others
will pursue the answers.

These developmnts can 6e seen as improve-
ments and as ways of making the discipline "fun",

but again what is the true "fun" and where is the
true excitement to be found? The danger of
pedagogic license is that7, the pivotal role which
science plays in developping skills of careful
thought as well as the mastery of facts, mayt be
lost in a wash of appealing, but vapid, graphics.
The comieg decades idill tell. The result may be
a degrading and a debasement of science educa:-
tion itself. Every educator should be troubled
by the declining achievement scores of 'students
at all levels. Some believe that a contribut-
ing fact for this decline is the lifelong ex-
posure of students to passive media such as
television. If this thesis is correct, a great
irony emerges - that the textbook indilstry

imitated, and therefore perpetuated, the very
weakness which a science education should over-
come! ,

0 I
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BIBLIDGRAPHIU OF SCIENCE AND SOCIETY TEXTS

,Cfark, Ronald D. and Amai, Robert L.S. ChemiAky:
The Science and the Scene. Hamilton Publishirig.
Santa Barbara-, Calif. 1975. 355 pp.
ISBN 0-471-15857-7.

Scientific Method. The authors give a narrowin-
ductivist account and they add the further claim%
that we use this method in everyday decision
Dlaking. One example appears on page 7. .

History. The history of science is not treated
in detail; however, some.historical figur&s are
dissiussed in connection with their experimental
or theoretical c(Atributions. This procedure
gives some sense of the debt which chemistry owes
to its predecessors.
TechnOlOgy. The authors attempt to draw a sharp
distinction between science and technology.
"Scienee is not the solution to all man's prob7
lems, nor is it the caltse of them all. Actually
science should not even be directly involve in

the discussion. Science.is merely a 4stematic
search for knowledge.... Knowledge alone .cannot
pollute the atmosphee or devastate the cities.
These problems often arise when knowledge gen-
erated'by.science is applled thoughtlessly or
carelessly by man ift an effort to gain benefits
for himself or for A special interest group. In

other words it is technology ,Chat is responsible
for the great..benefits man has received from
science as well as the great problems that have
been created by scientific discoVeries." (p. '2).
The authors do point out the potential harm of
Some teChnological discoveries, e.g., "The fields
of biochemistry aqd pharmacolOgy have not pro-
gressed to the point that drugs can be Made with
complete safety." (p. 230). They also sing the

:promise of'a brighter and better future through
biochemistry. "The results might be efadication
of cancer, muscular dystrophy, and other fatal
or crippling diseases.. It ma'Y even be possible

to extend the human life span by chemIcally de-'
laying the aging process..." (p. 221). When
issues are discussed, the authors try to present
botn sides of the question, but solely in terms
of effects, and not in terms of who or how deci-
sions should.be made. In other words, issues
are divorced from actual social situations.
'There is no 'attempt to point out how various;in-
terost groups dash around a given proposer':
"It is the responsibility of all people, scien-
tists-and non-scientists alike, to weigh the

advantages and the disadvantages of a.techno-
logical advance before applying it to the ser-
vice of manking." (p. 345). But there s no
discussion of how OD do this or how it,j.s being
done. "The distinction between scienee.7and
technology is more than semantic.... Eltaluation

must be done by man. ,To make intielligent de-

cisions man must'be informed.of both the advan--
tages and the disadvantages of technological
advance. This means that a technologically
oriented society requires a technologically

aware population." (p. 2). It is not clear if
awafeness is to extend beylond some factual ac-
quaintance with a problem as opposed to an aware-
ness of how risk asseSsments and declosions are
made.

Value Orientatidn. The authors are impressed
with scienCP7Tromise for the future. There

is mention of space travel, prolong ed life,

creation of "synthetic living entities" through
genetic engineering. (p. 223). "Biochemists
might develop a new 'superman' that ig stronger
anoi,moie intelligent than any existing-man.
Again we must ask whether society wants this."
(p. 224). In discussing drug issues, as with
others, the authors take the line that'individ-
uals must be educated and make their own deci-

sions as matter of enlightened self:interest.
"Moderate use of certain physchoactive drugs
probably will be shown eventually to be safe for
most individuals, when the drugs are prepared by
reputable pharmaceutical companies and are used
under the direction of trained personnel. Un-,

fortunately it is not known at the present time
which drugs will be found safe; furthermore, il-
legal sources of drugg are unreliable with re-
spect to purity and concentration. For these

reasons, it is safest to avoid the use of illegal
drugs...." (pp. 45-46). emphasis adde.a Two

important points are overlooked here.* First,
some researchers have data to challenge the first

statement. Second, the authors do not mention
that some drugs are controlled substances and
that alone is sufficient grounds for abstention.
While not precisely an argument for the use of
drugs, this position makes their "purity and
concentration" the primary caUse of concern.
This may be the inevitable result of failing to
show that experts do disagree, or of merely
warning of some potential harm without detail-

ing what it is.

An additional topic area lated in Table I is
chemistry and space.

Compton, Charles. Inside Chemistry. McGraw-Hill.

New York. 1979. 569 pp. ISBN 0-07-012350-0.

Scientific Method. The author stresses the ten-
tative and revisable cyracter of laws and [her
ries. "The laws of science Ite Frequently found
to be in need of revision in the light of new
facts, or sometimes abandoned altogether, but
this does not invalidate their usefulness....
Laws of science are generalizations which express
fundamental relationships be.tween factual obser-

va.tiOns. They arejformulated by those who have

the background ytOnformation and high intelli- .

gence to recogAze thecritical observations.
Laws are assumed to apply to all comparable situa-
tions beyond those already observed, but sinCe
-there is always a chance that the future observa-
tions may not be in agreement with a law, ,the
provisional nature of a law is never removed."

(P. 133). "A 'correct theory is one which suc-

cessfully embraces the relevant information of

its own time." (p. 136). Broadly speaking the
author has articulated end applied an instru-

mentalist view. This approach avoids the pit-

falls of the narrow inductivist account and also
gives the sense of scienCe as a revisable body

of knowledge.
History. The text has a strong historical '

orientatton. Interspersed throughout the book

are anecdotes about the achievements of impor-
tant historical figures. Nearly a dozen bio-

graphical sketches are put in illustrated

/-
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margins. Nu women are mentioned. Although enly than in the relief of disease and discomfort."

those components of past achievements which sur- (p. 331). Not.surprhiingly, existing techno-
i .

vive today are discussed, the historical emphasis logical solutions to energy problms ore endors-

does contribUte ,ionsiderably to the*reader's ed. "Such-abundance (of coal) eliminats the

impression that chemisery is an ongoing humtar-----_... need for any imports and gives-the nati plenty

activity. .
of time to develop renewable sources of energy.

Technology. The auChor does not draw dtstknction Coal is a relatively low-cast fuel, and.the -

between science and technology. In fact there is techniques for using it are already in place."

such a balance between 0,14p treatment of scien- (p. 421) . There is a tendency throughout y em-

tific information and technological achievement phasize how the chemical industry can raise 'pro-

it would be difficult for the reader to think duction, produce rapid change and'growth, and

that there might be important diff'erences. The increase quaatity. Correspondingly, there.is

'Fbook contains a long chapter on the chemical less emphasis on how the industry is regulated,

industry (Chapter 13) which presents a very the importance of environmental impact state-

favorable picture of industry's accomplishments. ments and the' involvement of the common citizen.

Far more space is devoted to its accomplish- Warnings are,given, but Ithese are not pursued or

ments than to its liminations. It is described explained in detail. .

as."beneficial", "flexible", and as possessing
"extra ordinarx ability" - in short, a series of Additional topic areas listed in'Table I are

success storie4. "One Of the most striking the chemical industry and philosophy of science.

characteristics ofethe chemical industry is its
capacity for innovations.." (p. 368). " The

Haber Prq.ess .is a.notable example of the extra-
ordinary Aility of the chemical industry to
bring about new and far reaching solutions to
pressing problems." (p. 370). The author does

not mention that this prolonged WW I. Potential

harm is merely mentioned and not explored in any
detail while achievements are touted. "For the

most part, the aetivities and products of the
chemical industry are far removed from the
public's general knowledge, even though the
scaje for operations is often huge and the social

and' economic impact substantial. ...The chemical

industry produces an amazing array of products
of great value both to the ecdnomy and the
general welfare, but obviously this work must be

carried out in harmonious balance with environ-
mental considerations. Considering the huge w

scale of operations and their many built-in- -,
hazards, the record is moderately good." (p. 316)

This favorable view of the chemical industry
is somewhat mitigated by a discussion of the
thalidomide disaster, by pollution problems, and

the energy crisis. The chapter on energy lists

proi and cons, but there is no discussion of any
problem in its ecodomic, social or political

contexts. The section on population and food
production deals solely with technological solu-

tions.

The role of the expert has a great deal of
emphasis and is re-enforced by terms like "food
experts", "authorities", and "experienced in- :

vestigators". The reader's role is to be' well-
informed in scientific matters, to seek or ap-

c preciate expert advice, and to understand issues

from the layman's point of view(p. 15). No

further attention is given to the student's or

citizen's role in decision making. The author

does mention a few instances where experts dis-
agree, but these are not interpreted as'funda-
mental aspects of the interchange between science

and society.
Value Orientation. Chemists appear as a great
hope for solving future problems and a boon to

mankind. "nowhere are the contributions of
chemistry to the general welfare more striking

Fine, Leonard W. Chemistry Decoded.' Oxford

Press, ;ew Lork. 1976. 446pp. ISBN: 0-19-501886-Q.

Scientific Method. Scientific method can be

desei'ibed in terms of "rules or guidelines for
the practicing of science". "Classic'ally one

begiw by collecting information on data, by
obsearation and experiment. But simply collect-

a

ing facts is no more than accounti ; no sckence

here. The crux of the mat.ter lie i in the system-

atic ordering of information." (p. 14).. Since
training and practice are required for observa-
tion, "perception in a scientific sense is more

than perusal". "Science is orgavized common
sense", and this amounts to more than a simple

inductivist account. Also, though unnoticed by

the author it is not a matter of rules and guide-

lines.

The author explicitly mentions "the problem
of pedagogic license and judgment" (p. 3) which

must affect every writer of science textbooks.
It "Should one's first exposure be the kind

that shows the more cormect but more complicated
law, or should one first use slightly less
honest lesson which do not require the more

difficult ideas?" In this book there is a move
toward capturing the curiosity of students by
conveying the thrill of some new ideas.

History. The history of science plays an im-
portant role in introducing the atomic theory.
Greek science, early atomists, tnd the phlogiston

controversy provide examples. The author takes

. the time to develop the phlogiston controversy
as a scientific issue between theory and evidence,
but then dismisses phlogiston as "nonsense".
Dalton and Lavosier bring out the "right" answer:
Having missed the opportunity to show the
plausibility of older views, the author gives
the overall sense of linear historical progress.
Dalton is given considerable attention (pp. 53757)
and is called "modern".
Techndlogy is not distinguished or mentioned in

this book. Specific problems, such as water
pollutiop, are discussed from a point of view
which'requires little more than understanding
some facts. The author lists the eight kinds
of contaMinants in water and describes them,

/



but these are not dikkussed specifically in a
commercial or social policy context. General

f wal:nings emerge. "The demands of industriali-
zation and the consumer society swell the word
need out of all proportion. Our modern water
needs are all but dnsatiable." (p. 301)..

OSHaber process. As with other books the life
Discussiop of the nitrogen cycle brings up

and statements of Haber eause some corwern.
While others pass by these'concerns, this book
mentions them indirectly, was Aber who
suggested that Jai times of peace, the scientiipt

belongs to the 1.1Orld, but in times of war, to
hie country." (p. 325). When Haber was
awarded the Nobel prize in chemistry, "...many
people at that time criticized the choice of
Haber because of his scientific involvementin
World War -I." (p. 326). This is as close as
we come to the issue of the Social responsi-
bilities of scientists.
Value Orientation. This book has a large
number of picture5, cartoons, caricatures,
diagrAls, and drawings. The desire to arouse'
curiosity in the student and to show that
chemistry is closely tied with new scientific
ideas in physics and biology explains some of
the variety of graphics. Still there is the

4question of how much graphicsis too much.

Gymer, Roger G. Chemistry in the Natural(
World. D.C. Heh. Lexington, Mass. 1977.
573 pp. ISBN 0-669-00343-3.

be
Scientific Method. Since this text uses
chemistry as an interdisciplinary foundation
and bridge to ecology and related environ-
mental issues, it treat& science as a means of
discovery and inquiry into tfie levels and
cycles of natural systems. "We find in nature
a grand architecture in which smaller, less
complex structural units come together to
build ever.larger and more complex units."
(p. 1). Science tries to understand these
Levels.and cycles by means of theoretical'
models, but these always have limitations.

A model is a simplified and idealized
representatioq of the real system. A model
cannot take everything into account, or its

... analysis will become unduly complicated..

"...Most of the ecological problems we are
having today are the result of the use of
crude, oversimplified models that neglect too
many iInterrelations within and among natural
systems. These systems may bevocial, economic,
or political, as well as the physical natural
systeras of atomS, molecules, apd gases we are
concerned with right now." (p. 83). The
author strives to keep a large picture before
"the reader. Nature is the subject matter here,
not just chemistry, and it is nature understood
in terms of hierarchies, levels, each with its
own special properties. Moreover, each level
or cycle has intrinsic value or worth. Implic-

itly a philosophy of nature guides this book
and makes it unique. That philosophAmight
be called "naturalist" or even Aristotlean
because it admits emergent non-reducible
properties and teleoloical descriptions and
explanations.

,
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History. Tfie history of...science has a_low
priority. The overall tripartite ortghniza-
tion ,into Air, Earth, Water, recalls the Greek
philosophicalmitradition with which ehe authdr
identifies his philosophy of nature.
Technology is understood in a quite different
sense in this textbook. Technology and qs'
effects are discussed in relation to the cen-
tral idda of a "biochemical Cycle". Some
cycles are more basic, more natural and thus
intrinsically more valuable and worthy of
preservation? TeChnokogy becomes dangerous,
undesirable, Jnd even morally cdolpable when it
or'human agents interrupt, disturb, or over-
burden the natural capacities of these cycles.
"It is intrusion into someof the basic bio-
geochemical cycles by human activity that cause
many of our pollution problems today." (p. 99).
The author rejects any definition of.pollution
which would define it solely in terms of what
is detrimental to human iqterests. "...pollu-
tion is viewed as any deviation from the normal
in the natural composition of the environment
that adversely affects not just us, but life
in general." Cp. 1171. The belief that
humans are stewards of nature and are responsd-
Male for care and preservation whenever possible
might well describe the leading.principle of
triis view of technology.

The author asserts that educated lay
persons have an important role in technological
assessment, that citizens have responsibilities
to create a good society.

A

The_proper.application of technological
assesmeat could help us avoid an un-
thinking exploitation of scientific

. knowledge and attain a better technology.
In this way those who now enjoy a high
quality of life (not to be confused with
a high material standard) and wish the
same for their childen, may continue to
do so, while the disadvantaged of the
world may still hope for a better life.
(p. 550).

If a truly participatory technological
assessment is to be achieved, laymen
must have some basic background in a
number of disciplines to help them
participate in and evaluate the arguments
of technological assessment. The goal
should be to create a society whose
members can discriminate and assess, who
Have enough knowledge and insight to
guide them'ip the rejection of bad ideas
and acceptance of-good ideas. (p. 550).

To support this claim, the author describes
the form and language of an Environmental
Impact Statement, and although nop complete,
this section approaches a case study. This
teliance on the technological assessment may.
put the author at cross purposes which his
advocacy of the "natural fix" for, in the end,.
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technological ass'essmenE is just a.version of
the "technological fix." He mentions the poPu-
lation problem and other specifically political
issues,such as the 1976 California referendum
on reexamination of the state's nuclear power
plant prograA "The important questions wT must
ask are Eirst of all political, social, 4nd
moral nbt scientific or technical. Their an-
'swers will add to our survival as human beings
and not merely as organisms." (p. 536).
Value Orientation. The 'naturalist' viewpoint
goes a long way toward interweaving factual
descriptions and normative judgements cince
one accepts the pivotal ideas of a natural'
,cycle, fitness, levels, and heirarchies. `
There is cleafly a sense of urgency and a
sense of pcomis'e in this boa:" The educated
reader.is made to feel a responsibirity for
what has happened to nature and is encouraged
to do something about it. The auglor has no
truck with cost-benefit analyses, with a utili-
tarian, much less a consumer or individual-
ist approach. All technological problems in
so far as they disturb natural cycles are
social human problems. Humans must be guid-
ed and limited'by what they know nature to
be. "But we now know that people can affect
the sea, and one of the ways we do this is
to regard it as a gigantic waste basket.
When nature uses it as its ultimate waste
basket, natural processes keep it from ow--
flowing. We should realize that we do nor"..
have the same privileges that nature has and
so we should be especially careful of our treat-
ment of coastal waters...." (p. 230). "What is

not so obvious is the fact that the modern.ag-
ricultural ecosystem is an inherently unstable
system which tends toward a state of greater
diversity (and, entropy) a state that does not
tavor humans above all other organisms."
(p. 4Es2).

Topics listed under "Other" in Table I
include geochemistry (705, ecochemistry (25),
origin of life, conservation and other
miscellaneos topics.

Hill, John C. Chemistry_for Changing Times.
third edition. Burgess Publishing. Minnea-
polis, Minn. 1980. 396 pp. ISBN 0-8087-
3146-7.

Scientific Method. The author avoids calling
science a body of accomplished facts and adopts
a much more flexible characterization. "Sci-
ence is a way of trying to cope with our en-
vironment through an understanding of the
nature of things." (p. 4). It is clearly
stated that scientific knowledge is not ab-
solute (p. 5), that facts are often discard-
ed, and that ethical questions enter science
in open ended controversy. The author cites
unresolved issues such as Pauling's vitamin
C hypothesis, the DES controversy, and the
effects of LSD, and marijuana. We have a
tremenaously useful knowledge through sci-
ence, but its limitations increase as it is

applied to complex social issues which have
a large number of variables. Science has

given us a better life'; nonetheless, this

1

,knowledge has created problems which the educa-

ted layman must .be apprised.' The author argues
that there.is no one method in science, and
none is explicitly affirmed in this book. There

is a reference to the fictionalist account of
theories (yiz. models in science are pictur-
able cOnceptrs.which aid in understanding and
making predictions). This reference adds to
the general theme about the complexity and un-
certainty of science.

History. The history of science is.introduced
through historical anecdotes about major figures,
through marginal pictures which show contribu-
tions of famous chemists'(including women) and
through .rtlentionin& the human dimension. Over-

all, the view of Mistory is "Whig revisionist"--
science is seen as progressing from ignorance
to enlightenment with each episode bringing us -

one step closer to the present.
Technology is ditinguished from science as
historically predating science and as having
no independent theoretical foundation,(p. 2).
Modern technology is clearly grounded on re-
search (p. 3). The Motivation for applied re-
search is economic. "Applied research is
carried on mainly by industries seeking a com-
petitive edge with a novel, better, or more
saleable produCt." (p. 13). Technology and

science are the hopes for the continuation of
our life style, and while the problems created
by technology are not discounted-, there is a

faith that science can trenscend them. "
science and technology probably will be able-to
provide us with a plentiful supply of energy
for the foreseeable future." (p. 174). "Let"s

hope-that scientists soon develop new sources
of energy that do not depend on petroleum..:"
(p. 137). "Even the problem of handlidg drug
resistant strains of bacteria can be solved.
It will take a lot of good science to do the
job." (p. 321). This appears to be an endorse-
ment of the "sqentific fix".

Decisions involving risk assessment are to
be made through government channels and must in-
mplve-science with well reasoned social action.
The author offers a "what we can do section" at
the end of some chapters, e.g., (a) enerd -
indivi,dual conservation, (b) water pollution -
government action and conservation, (c) food
additives - government regulatiOns and research.
The author advocates populaion controls (p. 22).

Much of the text addresses the consumer ad-
vocate perspective. Many products are listed
by brand name and judgments are made about their

effectiveness. Specific recommendation include
avoiding high priced, heavily advertised pro-
ducts. (p 297, 313). The scientifically liter-
ate person can avoid misleading advertising and

economic pitfall.a-.

The author speaks of science itself as
"amoral". "This (Van Scott's discovery of a
treatment for skin cancer with nitrogen mus-

tards) is indeed a striking, case of the amoral

nature of science. The knowledge that we have

of the properties of mplecul& is neither good

nor evil. Haw we use that knowledge does in-
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volve'morality. The knowledge can be used
eithef-for our benefit or for our destruction.
In this respect, science is)no different from
the social sciences or the -ItImanities."
(p. 331) (emphasis added).
Value Orientation. This textbook attempts to
give a balanced view of science as an on-going
human endeavor-. While technological problems
abound, they can be minimized or resolved by
more technology, by informed risk assessment, .

by educated individual judgments, by govern-
ment control and regulation. Though less strin-
gent than other texts, there is a definite in-

.
clination to embrace the scientific fix, but
this does not exclude the author's willing-
ness'to discuss potential disasters,or mis-
takes. The book is noteworthy in its Attempt
to include pictures of women chemists, mention
their contributions, and to, use the,"his or

her" 'form of pronoun reference.

The additional topic listed in Table I is

cosmetics and personal care.

qUrk M., NettervIlle, John T., Johnston,
David V. and WOod, James L. Chemistry, Man and
Society second edition. W. B. Saunders.

Philadelphia. 1976. 706 pp. ISBN 0-7216- -

5220-4.

Scientific Method is characterized as !,1,,accurate,

objective, broadly disseminated and, mmrehcon- -

cisely summarized" (p. 229) and nojbase4 on
submission.. 'The authors avoLd the pitfalls
of the.narrow inductivist account; the scien-

.

tific method is largelycliscussed in terms of
"attitudes" which require "intellectual honesty
and the arrangement of data in a pattern that
reveals the underlying basis of the observed
behavior." (p. 231).
History. Although largely a 'skills and drills'

- ,

text, the book is leavened with historical
references to the lives and achievements of
major figures such s qalton. It is claimed -

that this text "will serve well those who wish
to examine the beginnings and growth of the
science...." (p. iii). Its discussion of th
histury of the atomic theory is superior t
others, however on many other topics they re-
vert to a 'names and dates' view of history.
In a reversion to the Whig interpretation of
history, the text has a graph to show the pro-
gress of the atomic theory. Surprisingly there
is a drop in die curve when Aristotle taught:
(p.'48). Thus, while the text poiras out some
of the faults in,Dalton's original theory and
thereby gives some of the excitement and diffi-
culty of the achievement, this approach is not
carried over to other topics.
Technology is distinguished from s'cience as
"...the manipuleition of our environment"
(p. 230) which is "alwayp obtained at some
cost". (p. 233). Applicatiohs of human
knowledge have good and bad aspects and
choices must be made by informed rational de-
cisiontc. ,The.autho6 do not provide case
studies; nether they describe attitudes and
speak of "Sc,ieqce and Technology as a New

Phllbsophy". (Chapter 11). In the "New

Philosophy" the importtnce of experts and
recognition of their authority in making

15 sq.

trucial decisions is frequently emphasized.
Ultimately, criticism of technology is seen as
the voice of`the uneducated, the fearful, and
the superstitious who are reacting to rapid
changes which they do not understand. .

"Understanding nature does not necessarily'
lead to a better world." (p. 235). "Is tech-

nology escaping control? Technology is always

initiated by man and is therefore under his
control in principle." (p. 242). "It is

quite easy to imagine a situation in which d
technological -process can introauce into our,
environment drastic and irreveriible changes
which set a chain of events into action before
we can stop them." (p. 241). "The vast major-

ity of mankind has no knowledge of the scienti-
-fic principles upon which technology is based
and accordingly must accept the opinions of
others on technological matters. This depen-

dence upon experts, in Furn, arouses fears of
these experts and the damage they can do
either by error or by evil intent." (p. 243).
"This fear, in some people, is an unreasoning,

blind, driving force which leads them to con-

demn.all technology. The only antidote to

such fear is an understanding of the technol-
ogy based.on study. Mankind's perennial enemy
has been ignorance and the prejudice it gener-

ates: Human progress has always been the re-
sult of activities of that small percentage of
people who accept)beither the ignorance nor
the popular prejudices of their fellow human
beings." (p. 243k. "In all fairness, it must

be noted that the,tenefits of technology far
outweigh its disadvantages, and also that its
transformation of the human condition is still

in its infancy. There is, even now, an enor-

mous number of practical problems facing man-
kind which can be solved only by new scienti-
fic discoveries and the technological advances
which they will make'possible." (p. 243).
Value Orientation. The authors recognize that
technology creates problems and they disctiss
some of them in detail. They frequently rely
upoi the distinction between the educated <or
the expert) and the ignorant masses. One might

think of this as an elitist principle. It is

explicitly 'sated that the vast 'majority are

ignorant of the scientific principles which

govern technology. This fact makes the role
of the expert crucial. There is no discussion
of the fact that experts disagree, that they
serye their own' economic interests or those
of theii employers; no'r ip there any mention

of the fact that complex environmental problems
can be utiderstObd in quite different ways, es-
pecially by those who are directly harmed or
immediately involved. There is no discussion
of consumer advocates or consumer rights.
Ethical issues are presented as if they were
entirely matters of individual personal choice.
Thus there are extended treatments of topics
such as fluoride in tooth paste and aluminum
compounds in deodokant at the expense of larg-

er social issues. A goal of the book is a de-
sire to make highly personal choices .as ration-

al as possible. (p. iii). This highly individ-
ualistic arid consumer centered goal clearly
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predominates over a view which stes environ-
mental issues as a matter of complex social,
economic, and political interaction. Science

. (particularly chemistry) and inherent values
in the scientific method are the best way for
an individual to run his or her life. Science
,is a guide to a better way of decision making

and of living. The citizen's role and the
interaction of political and economic forces
in complex social questions are conspicuous by
'their absence.

The additionaa topics listed under "Other"
in Table I are cosmetics and natural waters.

Kieffer, William F. Chemistry: A Cultural

Approach. Harper and Row. N.Y. 1971. 461 pp.

ISBN 06-043638-7.

Sc&ntific Method. The author outlines the
narrow inductivist account of scientific
methodology and then proceeds to note it is
noe'the exclusive method ot science.

"Any method the scientist uses is essen-
tia113, combining curiosity with imagination
to seek answers by.experimentation." (If. 10).

Science's method is best characterized by the
attitudes a scientist has which include
"dynamic curiosity, skepticism and.ruthlSss

.

objectivity." (p. 11). While not prescribing
a specific method, the author, nonetheless, '
indicates that science works by the most
demanding of ethical principles.

History. Several of the chapters in the text
have's strong historical slant. Contemporary

understanding of reaction stoichimetry is
given by a 'case history' on qombustion
(Chaptsr 3). Similarly, the periodic table
and the development of the gas laws have a
strong component of historical narrative. Each

of these accounts is told from the bias which
we have.called the 'Whig' interpretation of

history. For instance, the modern periodic
table'appears as linear progression.in succes-
sive enlightenment from Dalton to Mendeleev%
He does-attempx to tone down,the mocktry of
qutdated theories which is often found in
texts. In Chapter 2,, the Gr ek view of the
elementsis told with some sinpathy. Thus,

an historical development appears to be the

result of the continual accretion of more and
more enlightenment ipstead of successive

' triumphs over intellectual paupers.
Technology. The relationship between science
and technology is.explicitly discussed. The

4 .

authoemakes it quite clear that science is
the value free search for truth while:

"Technology is the application of science,
especially to industrial or commercial objec-
tives (p. 14), "The goals of technology are
solutions to iracEical problems" (p. 15). The
author's discussions of several kinds of tech-

nology demonstrates that technological
problems do occur. While discussing and then

advocating nuclear power, he explores the
hazards of nuclear wastes and says in a some-

what alarmist tone:

informed citizenry should tonsider'it
an ob igation to keep informed (about the
problem of nuclear wastes)" (p. 200). Several

stancei on issues are explicitly takvi:
nuclear disarmament is favored (p. 2(7), con-
servation of resources is advocated (p. 392 and
elsewhere), and the restricted uge of pesti-
cides is outlined (P. 417). In each case, the

author makes it clear that more scienct and '

technology can solve'any problem.

Existing technology (on disposal of
nuclear wastes) must be applied fully and
research pursued to find new and better
methods for assuring that this form of
environmental pollution never be allowed

to exist. (p. 200).

Responsibility for control over technology
ultimvly rests with the individual (see
p. ?)96, pp. 422-423). Hence, there is'a neces
,sity for an informed citizenry_to be able to
direct the government in regulation.

It is importany that human beings thus
recognize theix responsibility as individ-
uals and not act in an uninfoxmed or N
emotional way against an impersonal tech-
nology as the demon responsibletfor the
destruction ol a beneficient environment"
(p. 396).

Ultimately, means of control over what'is
deemed undesirable will have to be estab-
lished by government regulation (p. 423).

Value Orientation. The author's general value
orientation is typical of most texts in this
category. He favors scientific knowledge as
superior knowledge, subscribes to the truth and
progress view of science and technology and
sees the progress in science as a linear accu-
mulation of knowledge. What is unique.about
this text is that the author makes all these
presumptions explicit in his discussions.of
various topics. There are several sections in
chapters that address ethical problems in
science: "Ethical Imperative% cf Nuclear
Energy" (pp. 204-207), "Science and Religion"
(p. 367-68), and "Does Science ContribLte to
Ethics?" (p. 425). The author takes the well
tempered, open-minded scicttific view. Perhaps

the most obvious judgment rendered is the
ultimate superiority of science and its methods

'"The striving for the highest precision in
communication %is an attribute of science that
could have important consequences if cafried
into all other segments of society" (p. 95).
The internal values of science are of the
highest character and deserve to be include&
in all facets of human activity.

These values, the dynamic curiosity that -
seeks and attacks problems, the denial of
nihilism, the awareness of all experience%
the striving for completeness in communi-
cation, and the avoidance of provinicial-
ism, are some which science holds high.
...But the emphasis science gives these
suggests that they are worthy of

2J.
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inclusion among th"e values Upon which all
human activity is based (p. 427).

'Kieffer, William F. Chemistry Today, Canfield
Press. San Francisco. 197.6. 596 pp.

ISBN 0-06-384550-4. -

Scientific Method. This text claims to stress
'the "interdependence" between science and tech-

nology. The author's definition of chemistry:.
"Chemistry is a human activity which studies
the transfo6ations of matter,and energy.
(p. 1). "Science articulates laws and theories
which are invent*ons of the h'uman mind:"
(p. 16). Its method is special in that sqien-
tists seek theories to answar questions and
they test b.efore they accept answers. There
is no one 'scientific method; consequently, tIle

author does not repItt the familiar litany of
the narrow inductivist account. The emphasis
is on science as a way of asking questions and
testing the answers.

pistory. There is little mention of the
history of science in this book.

Technology is a major subject of this book. It

is defined thus, "Technology,is the application
ofthe scientific knowledge and methods to
solving the practical problems of commerce and
industry., technology, like all forms of human
activity, such as social structures and s;ystems
of government, can be used for good and bad.
gnds." (p. 18). The author points out that
government spends tax'dollars to regulate tech-
nology (p. 20) but does not mention ehat tax
dollars are also spent on research. Although
claiming to emphasize the "interdependence" of
the two, this book has very little on the ways
that commerce, industry, and technology
influence and direct the goals of research and
the efforts of scientists. Holding to the ,

distinction is more difficult than stating it,
especially when it is not clear what is meant
by "interdependence". The book is really an
introduction to some cf the scientific knowl-
edge which underlies existing tEschnology (s-ot

an intei-lependencot and it(Prequently attempts
to justify the status quo with respec.t to
nuclear energy and other extant technologies.

"...all reactors are designed with second
10ve1. containment systems built in behind thy
radiation shield. Such an ::ccident (i.e.,
melt down) would require costly and time con-
suming repairs, but it would not result in
widespread contamination of surroundings."
(p. 268). (emphasis added). "The potential
dangers from fission reactors cannot be cal,er-
looked. ,Certainly, a public awareness of
these is essential. 'But it is alsoessential
that this'awareness does not generate a fear
that totally bloCks balanced consideration.
The nuclear power industry now has a safety
record far superior to that of any other
industry." (p. 269). The author does not
hbsitate to aff-irm, "A look toward the future
assures us of one inescapable conclusion. The
fossil fuel of the future will have to he
coal." (p. 211). He endorses coal gasifica-
tion. As in some other texts, the author sees,
science and technology threatened by an

a

irrational, emotionbl, and fearful public. On

the topic of nuclear energy there is no dis-

cussion of the plausible and reasonable
objections agarnst nuclear energy. Likewise,

tt;ere is no discussion of the fact that
experts disagree. In short, it is arguable
that with these omissions the author fails to
provide the, "balanced view" which he hibself
finds necessary. There is little on the dan-

.gers of nuclear power plants, and a great deal
on their commercial benefits. "The possibility
of accidents always exists, and we must be sure
that steps are taken to minimizT such a possi-
bility.' Theeame is true in our private lives;
for example, we defy the statistics'demonstrat-
ing that most home accidents occur in the
bathtub!' Risk can never-be totally al,spided.

However, sensible-awareness and careful plan-
ning can decrease any risk. The rewards are
worth the plannin'g." (p. 265). The bathtub
risk analogy seems very poor. It compares a

situation in which individuals have control
with one in which they do not.
Value orientation. As noted this text concen-
trates much of its effort on presenting,
understanding and justifying existing technol-

ogies. Tt does not present case studies, nor
does it examine incidents in which either the
lack of scientific information.or the mal-
fesiance of technology has caused human harm.

Students are urged to see science as a
guide to-living their lives. "Obviously, the

more wei learn about the wav the natural world
works, the more we must plan to bring human
activities into line. Here,is one more illus-
tration of what is meant by saying that
scientific information must be the basis on
which human society develops a wise plan for
the future." (p. 307). This statement is
unclear and obscure. At one Prvel it suggests
a dangerously one-sided view of how issues are
to be understood and resolved. Implicitly it

puts forward the expert a's a kind of mentor
or problem solver. What and how "human activ-
ities are to be brbught into line" re ques-
tions which could undermine many of societies
other values. One is lead to think of science
as providing a,plan for the future if one does
notsee it as'a complex social activity in
which there is disagreement controversy, and
'conflict, just as there is in other tnstitu-
tions.

Spelicer, L. and Stoker, H. Stephen. Chemistry
A Science for Today. Scott, Foresman.
Clenview,I11. 1973. ISBN 0-673-07808-6.

Scientific Method. The authors introduce the
atomic theory early and marshall evidence to
convince the reader of its correctncss. Theory
is distinguished from observatidn. "A large
amount of supporting evidente has led to the
general acceptance of the atomic theory as
fact, although it is still a theory because no
one has seen an inavidual atom." (p.18).
There Is no treatment of the skientific method;
consequently, not even the narrow induktivist.
views are(Tound.
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Eistory. There are a few references to
historical figures and these occur primarily
lin the chapter on "Chemistry and Medicine".
.These references are very brief and they do
not give a sense of the importance or signifi-
cance of the hchievehent.
Technology is not distinguished from science in

, this book. In fact the words are seldom used
despite chapters on so called "high interest"
topics, i.e., environmental chemistry, bio-
chemistry, chemistry of the body, and medicinal--

chemistry. (p. iii). Explanations of techno-
logical& process are treated in the same way as

baste scientific facts. The treatment is so
even.44Tded that there is no suggestion of

differences between Pure and applied reseatfch.
The reader is left with the impeession that the
problems created by technology can.be solved by
technology as causes and solutions become
known. (Vide Chap: on air pollution). In the

chapter on "Water Pollution" various pollutants
are discussed and hazards are listed; but
,nothing further is said about resolution of
th'bse problems. The fact that experts dis-

agree, that many points of view ihfluence
decipion, aqd that parties are motivated by a

variety of interests are not mentioned.
Value Orientation. The aim.of this book seems

to be a "value neutral" presentation of basic
facts which are relevant to understanding con-

temporary problems. The supposition is that
educated people will use their knowledge as
they see flt and presumably basic information
is all such people seek. "We feelkthat
educated people...should know something about

themselves and their environment. In addition,

they should be able to relate to and function
in that environment in a way,that is satis-
factory (to themselves)" (p. iii). In peda-

gogical mattecs the authors explic4tly state
that they "...have used terms or concepts that
are a little Tess than rigorously correct but
are more familiar to the stident. or more
easily understood." (p. iii). (i.e., using

weight instead of mass). Cleally another sort

of selection process has gonc into the selec-
tion and treatment of technological issues and

related social problems.

Wade, Charles G. ContemporamChemistry
Science Energy, and Environmental Chang?.
Iacmillan. New York. 1976. 457 pp.
'ISBN 0-02-423650-0.

Scientific Method. An announced goal of this
text is ro stress the limitations of our
scientific knowle'lge of the environment,
"...but emphasizes the importance of scientific
input when attempting to formul,ate policies..."
(p. vii). Accordingly, it criticizes the
popular idea that science is "exact" and that
it always has precise answers for every.data,

the construction of a model or theory that is
consistent with the data and useful for making
predictioa. "...what science really does is
provide answers'that are consistent with the
input data and wtth the constructed model. A

scientific prediction is not more exact than
.the data and the constructed model. If either
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ór'both of these are inadequate or inaccurate,
the prediction can be no% better:" 1) . In

keeping with this view of_the scientific
method the author frequently stresses the fact
that the environmeht is extremely complex,
xomplete solutioAs to environmental problems
are beyond'Man's,intellectual capabilities,

therefore "...the complexity of the environment
makes the data inadequate, dooms the model to A
simplified approximation and leads to genuine .

disagreement among scientists about the vali-
dity of scientific predictions. It would be a
mistake to assume that science has all the
correct answers to the problemS we shall
discuss." (p. 2).
History. As the title indicates, the book con-
centrates on contemporary issues. The history
of science is not introduced into these dis-
cussions. The sense that issues involve people
and their opinions is reenformed by the
author's assiduous habit of mentioning names,
corporate affiliations and dates. Numerous
small 'stories' involving the work of these
individuals adds an interesting perspective to
issues. One of the most interesting is the
discovery of juvabione.which is a tale which
shows e role of accident in scientific
discov y.

Technology. There is no sharp distinction
between gtience and technology and the issue
orientation of this text can easily lead to the
impression that science is the same as its
application to problems. Technology must seryc
social ends, promote conservation, and ensure
Ehe habitability of the earth. Technology is
seen qs providing answerS, e.g., solid waste
problem can be solved by recycling, water pol-
lution by existing technologies. The auehor
concentrates on population as a problem and ad-
vocates birth control (particularly the pill).
He dtscredits the rhythill method. The scienti-
fic fiZ position is tempered by frequent inter-
jection of the political and economic dimen-
sions of various problems. The author covers
many issues which lead to quetions of moral
obligation, e.g., DDT, the kepone diaaster, the
use of herbicides in Vietnam; however, the
moral dimension is not pursued.
Value Orientation. The author never loses
sight of his basic assertion that scientific
knowledge is limited and technological innuva-
tionS are not miracle solutions. Cost benefit
analysis appears, but never'as the decisive
voice whicfroverride politizal, social and
possibly moral considerations. Each chapter
shows a willingness to. make value judgments and

urge for solutions which involve more than
merely fa,cts. ."Whether or not we improve the

system eff:iciency,depends more on our collective
wills and judgments than on scientific and tech-,
nological breakthroughs." (p. 259). This
approach tends to draw the reader towards an
awareness of policy decisions. Of course, stu-
dents are not policy makers, but the final chap-
ter, "Legalities, Politics, and the Future"
gives the reader a sense of urgencylbecause it
forecasts the'collapse of the world s resources
(viz. the Forester-Meadows model). 'World must

switch to a steady-state economy" (p. 435)

.
fa.
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otherise there will be "Hell on Earrh".
(p. 437) . Throughout. the bolc-the author ques-

tions the popular conception of "Progress", and
his concluding chapter is commensurate with the
challenge. It leaves the impression that a
concerned citizen must not simply act for him-
self or herself, but rather for the common good
to prevent a bleak and catastrophic future.

The additional topics listed under "Other"
in Table I are ti-ansportation and legalitieg
of technological control.

my

Wolke, Robert L. Chemistry Explained.
Preiltice-Hall. Englevood Cliffs, N.J. 1980.
561 pp. ISBN 0-13-129163-7. 0

, .
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Scientific Method. This book is written in a
chatty, conversational style which seems to
ease the reader from one topic to another.
"Pore science is humankind's effort to under '

stand the workings of nature." (04).
"Science 'is absolutefy, iron-cladOdouble-your-
money back guaranteed to be responsible, sensi-
ble, and understandable." (p.,52). While

trying to stress the variability of the scien-
tific method, the author ultimately falls back
upon the narrhw Inductivist account and spells
it'out (p. 53). In other passage& the author
attempts to shake off some stereotypical views
of experimentation and method. "There are fLw
crucial experiments in science, no scientific
experiment gives an unambiguous answer unless
all the conditions are spelled out." (p. 30).

"There have been errors in the development of
.cience (p. 109), but these can be transcended, ,

i.e:, historical development runs in fits and
starts and sometimes even in circjes." (p. 86).
Our increased confidence in what we know leads
to Realism with respect to theories. "At what

rint does faith (in atoms) become certainty?"

(p. 98).
History. The history of science is covered in
a storytelling fashion. Fistoric.al figures

are addressed by their given name, i.e., Joseph
Proust Is "Joe". Although conceding that

LLs'ori does not shuw a linear development of
progte.-;s, the author subscribes to the 'great

figure' view of his discipline. There.are
frequent references to Nobel prizu aInners.
In general, tLe author tAkes the 'Whig' view.
Technology. "What Lumankin does with the aew
knowledge that science unco ers is an entirelY
different story. That's technology." (p. 4).
Pure science is valueless". p. 6). Applied

science is not. There is a li ed for ,techno-

logical assessment by lay peo le. Our salva-
tion is through people working through "social
tools available for shaping fa e." (p. 8)4,
Moreover, technology may save u from itself.
"With the single exception of fu ion, we
already have the technological k owhow for
clean methods: solar, nuclear, a d ocean

thermal. Now what's needed is mo engineering

development studies...." (p. 316). Fluor-
carbon's problem is told as a story of techno-
logical fix. (p, 317). "All things considered,
I think we are doing just fine." (p. 530).

Some of the optimism of the author i balanced
by the recognition that the chemistr industry

Is economically motivated, i.e., foo

r-
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additives. (. 452).

To show some of the diffetences between
basic research and industrial applications the
author explains how research is funded,;and
writes a narrative about funding a university
research project. (p. 11-12). "The necasity
for basic research is its eventual probape
applications". (p. 8) . "Science aids pAgress.
There is no substitute for knowing what's
really going on. And that, in a nutshefil is
science's value to society." (p..203).

The fact that.experts disagree recetves
attention. "Although scientists are indeed

, ordinary people with ordinary human weakgesses,
they-most certainly didn't choose their careers

out of a lust for money and power. There are

much better ways of getting them. They choose
to hecomescientists because, for them, 6cience

is 'fun." Thus, they "are just not the Lype tb

succomb easily to bribery, No, deliberate

deception cannot explain so many disa0eements
among scientists on important technolog al

,Issues that affect our society. The re
explanation is that these issues are so 'ompli-
cated that all the hard scientific factsltare^
not yet known" (p. 21). The author argues for
serious consideration of Kadtrowitz's proposal

for a Science Court, (cf. American Scientist,

Sept.-Oct., 1975).
Value Orientations. ThauthOr sees bas1c
science as value free; normative questi s

arise in connection with technology. bepiorts

4isagree because they must extrapolate Psi-cm

incomplete facts (p. 20), not because self-
interest clouds their judgment. While aittemp-

ting to give a balanced view of many isaies
such as drug use, food additives and nikl.ear
energy, the author succeeds in making h4s own
view clear. (p. 462, p. 81-82). "Therecpre

strIng economic motives in the drug indtistry,

look for generic name." (p. 452). In a'!debate

between Plof. Pro and Prof. 6n on the hazards
of nuclear energy, the author.quite unfairly
caricatures the con with a cartoon of a scruffy
bearded radical, while.Prof. Pro is a smartly

dressed businessman. The pro-nuclear side wins

in virtue of its great safetyrecord, but the
reasoning that reaches this conclusion isfar
from reliable. "The air pollution causa by a
typical coal-burning power plink kills about
1000 people over a 40 year period. A typical

nuclear power plant kills about 2 people over
a 40 year period with its radiation." (p. 167).
This is not an-assessment of potential harm.
Stereotyping the nuclear energy debate in this
fashion has its own dangers because it creates ,

the impression that all sides of the pies,tion
are stuck on fixed points. As is true of many
books, this pitfall could be solved by inclu-
ding at least one inclusive'can, study which
shows the complexity of an issue.

The author is aware of the fact that books
like his own must face the students expecte-
tions and attitudes about science directly. Tn

fact, he presents a 25 question test of "your
science attitude", the answers to questions
like, "A scientist is just as likely to possess



the necessary skill for holding.public office
as a lawyer or .;omeone In Imsiness", reveal
whether one has an "open minded" aetitude
towardp science." (p. 24-25). The mdrits of
this idea probably need further testing.

additional Copic listed under "Other"

in Table I is food additives.

Young, Jay A. Chemistry, A Human Concern.
Macmillan. New York. 1978. 439 pp.

' ISBN 0-01-431160-X.

This Book is difficult to summallizeunder
almost any category but a,own.. Its purpose
is to demonstrate that chemistry is a human
discipline with important similarities to all
other disciplines incluOing art,'poetry,
religioh and economics. Considerable portions
of the text set up Zomparisons between disci-
plines through global similarities such as the
role of creativity, the hnagination, the need
to satisfy our curiosity about the world, and
the desire .to communicate and to understand
our surroundings. "Faith and logic" can
bridge science and religion (p. 416): Science
and economics join on tIle common ground of
developing "...an ordered set of known, or
knowable, interactions between mankind and the.
environment." (1)% 417). In a very important
sense the excellent detailed bibliographies in
this book are crucial to developing the thesis
that science and chenistry are closely related
to other human concerns and disciplines. These

bibliographies also fit the author's avowed
goal to involve the self-motivated student and
to recognize that not every student will learn
the same thing from a chemistry course (p. ix).

Scientific Method. Chemistry is defined as the
study of "sensual, delightful facts that
demand intellectually imaginative explanations.
In this, .chemists are not different plan
Wbers...." (p. 44). It is argued that sci-
ence is primarily observationally based. This

4 view is reerforced by a lengthy reprrnt from
the famous Fhrrady lecture on observing a can-
dle. Theories are called comtiinatipns of fact
and imagination (p. 45), the atomic theory is
an "imaginary model" (p. 57). In competing art
aad sciencd a ;lightly different methodology is
.descrIbed. Arttst and scientist separate a
fact from illusion, they recognize Lontradic-
tions, search for unifying ideas that show
contradictions to be only illusions (p. 413).

The tentative charac'ter of certain
theories and the limitations of our knowledge
are iniicated by rrequent qualifying phrases,
"...for i-eadons that are not well under-
stood..." or "...poorly understand proc-
esses...." Theories are derivable from facts
and observation by powers of imagination

, which resolve apparent contradictions. -*-

History. The book does not mention the history

of science in any substantial way with the
exception or the Farraday lecture.
Technology. The author does not attempt to
distinguish between science and technology in
any systematic way. As science is related to
many other disciplines', so too is the chemical
industry which is "not precisely definable"

(p. 375) . In a short chapter on the chemical
industry (Chap. 13) the author gives a favor-
able appraisal of that industry's performance.
He.points out its "flexibility", Its "complex-
ity", and its abieity to innovate. There are
some disclaimers such as, "Not entirely to
their credit, some members of the chemical
industry have presentedl these developments as
though they were altruistically conceIved for
the benefit oP the consumeF. Of course, as in

any otlier industry, the return on investment

under the pressure of competition was actually
the primary-motivating konsideration. How-

ever, the consumer has benefited also, as is
obvious from one glance a your surroundings
compared to what it vas like only a few
decades ago" (p. 381)1

In discussing applied chemistry there is
emphasis on energy,.drdgs, air polluticin and
the environment. Problems raised by these
developments and review of potential harms arc
not covered extensively except in the case of
energy. The bibliographies show more balance
than the text. The author calls for dirept
conservation programs, immediate development
of solar energy, and wise resdurce manage-
ment. There is an implicit assumkion of a
technologic fix or save. Moreover, there is
'an explicit calljor the richer nations,
wbich,are consuming such a large percentage
of the worlds' resources, to share with the
poorer nations. Not to do so is "foolish and.
Immoral" (p. 193).
Value Orientation. The author does show that
there are value issues in the application of
research knowledge. Instead of leaving the
Issue at a list of pros and cons, the author
summarizes an issue in terms or the difficult
choices between technological alternatives,
moral, ethical and philosophical considera-
tions, e.g., genetic enginee9ing (p. 305) and
nuclear energy (p. 202). No attention is
given to the ethical problems raised by
research itself although the puthor comes
"rno-st:-..to :his problem in talking about the

Haber process and WW1. "...It may be possible
to conclude that rhere was som justification
(far Haber's mottves)..." (p, 165).

It is acknowledged that experts disagree
and individuals must make their own choices.
Advice on how to judge betwer experts is
given on p. 207-208. The author uses the "his
or her" terms of reference.

In the chapter'on chemical
is no mention of such.mistakes

tallidomide, PVC, DES, or

Idustry there
d disasters

e flurocarbon
controversey. It is regretable that this
section did not prompt the same questions the
author takes up in other subjeCts.

"SPILLS AND DRIUS"

Many of the introductory textbooks for
non-majors bear a striking similarity to each
other. This is certainly no surprise to the
science teacher. BoOks in this category share
a common pedagogical goal, which despite
various formulations, can succindtly be
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be expressed as, "To know the rudiments of
'chemistry is to know a certain repertoire Of
skills and the best way to acquire those
skills is t5rough problem drills." _There is
a remarkable consensus among authors and,
presumably, across the whole profession,
regarding wIlat these facts and skills are. The
aim of each teRt is ta transmit these factS and
inculcate the basic skills as clearly and as
directly as possible. Dif rences emerge in
the,organization of materi 1, in the quality
of the writer's style, in fhe inclusion of
ancillary material, (such jis the history of
science) and in the persp acity of illustra-
tions, diagrams, and figu es; nevertheless,
despite these variations, even a naive.reader
could see that the subject matter is defined
by a common content of facts and skills in
which there is little variation. Recognition '

of this class of introductory textbooks
suggests a label for easy reference, and we
will ue the appellation "skills and drills"
to do so.

In the."skills and drills" approach,
applied chemistry and topical-social or
environmental issues reoeive little or no
attention. Applied science usually enters as
examples of principles. For instance, the
lead storage battery frequently appears as he
example oT choice for the theoretical explana-
tion of electrochemical cells. When applied
science appears in a purely illustrative role,
there is little or no mention of the problems
generated by the iiiteraction of science, tech-
nology, and society. Authors do not raise
ethical or moral issues, even when mentioning
topics where there is obvious and recorded°
public concern. A typical example is the
cursory mention of nuclear power debate in a
section on radioactivity. It appears that
textbook authors have decided to avoid politi-
cal and moral controversies by ignoring them
whenever possikle. IWases where issues
slmplv.Lannot be Ilv-passed, textbook writers
indulge in a truncated reference. They will I

say, in effect, "there is a grave problem
here with serious consequences," but refuse
utterly io say whit they are. Many Nxamples

of this could be cited,.but one from Chemistry
for the Health Profess,bons (Henderson and
Byrd) makes the point.

Th potential benefits of recombinant
D are enormous, but at the same time
the risks can also be great. The
possibility of producing a new and'
deadly bacteria/or virus, or even a
human mutation, has turned recombinant
DNA research into a highly controver-,

. 1sial issue w4th strong social and
- I

political overtones. (p. 689).

IPrecisely what these "overtones" areftand
what heights the çontroversy reaches will not
be...found in the tOxt. In sum, skills and
drills books eithOr avoid issues entirely or
they mentioned them in a tangential truncated,
way.

"0.

Another feature of.this group is an
emphasis on simple quantitative work. The

ga8 laws do not merely reeive mention'and
theoretical explanat.ion, they are also.illus-

trated with numerous examples. Often covider-
able space is devoted to problem drills.
Authorqfpresent,rules ot4standardized ap-
proaches to problem solutions such as a,
dimensional analysis method for concentration
calculations or a step-by-step precedure for
balancing redox equations. Like the'presenta-
tion of facts, the procedures, problems, and
drills are virtually the same in all of these
books.

Some Examples of Standardization

There are two important global features
in the growth cif..scientific informationl;

first, the livrsonal dimension of research
requires craft-like skills, and secondly, the
cumulative,items constituting scientific
knowledge are the result of a complex social
process.. A scientist learns his or her
research skills by a,long apprenticeshi4,to
eiperienced leaders* Many of the skills and
value judgments learned are not communicable
as rules because they involve the tacit acqui-
sition of laboratory and tool handling know-
how. Through apprenticeship, scientists learn
how to judge good and bad data, how to follow
a good hunch or when to abandon oa.one, how to
judge the work of peers, and how to spot good
research, and much, much more. The results,
but not the manner of exercising these judg-
ments, reach the public in the form of a
research report. Even at this stage, the
information in the report is vastly trans-
formed from.the raw data in the laboratory.
The items of laboratory data a4.:e tabled or
graphed to Tit some pattern of rlegularity.
United in a way which antecedently did not
exist, the "facts" of a research report repre-
sent a major conceptual transformation. Vamt
once eXisted in the tacit judgments of the
investigator has taken on the fiwd language
and the form of a conventional vehicle of com-
munication. Once the research report is pre-
pared, its content enters in a complex social
proce s of evaluation by journal editors and
refe ees. These professionals play the impor-
tant role of monitoring the quality and
sign ficance of research. Further value
judgments are made. Publication 8f A piece
of research gives it access to the audiehce
which shapes its evolution.

The information contained in the origrnal
report will not live on unless it is recog
nized by someone and'used in further research..
The first furiction of a transmitted fact is to
be a vehiclp for citation. Removing the infor-
mation from its original research context

I. These distinctions cope from Jerome
Ravetz's immensely rich and complex book,
Scientific Knowledge and its Social Problems.
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uonstitutes the first step in its transforma-
tioti.' It is now used to support or augment the

1..esearch of others. As the infqrmation is

used by others..in new,situations to;do new
work, its meaning is altered to fit its role

in the new context% It has a "meaning in use"
which'is quite 14/Tferent fr.= the original.

It is the "fact as cited" and not the "fact as.
first formulated"%hich.becomes the information
understood and,shared by the scientific com-
munity. Thus, if a,useful bit of information
becomes widely circulated and exploited, It
eventually takes on a fixed character. Repe-

tition through citation brings uniformity. At

this stage the fact is so far removed from its
context of discovery that it has lost all the
subtleness and suggestive richness associated
with its birth. Repeated application has
exposed all the pitfalls inherent in its

application. Rules of use and qualifying
theoretical statements chart,a4uI disclose dif-

fltulties in its use, anTTey give the
practitioner an understanding of the fact
which is much.different from'that of its

discoverer.

Since atthis stage the fact may be read-
ily summarized and since it is invariably
associated wiae set of solved probleMs, it
is no longer the subject of a theoretical

debate. The scientific fact is seen as a para-
digmatic answer to a problem. Its meaning no

longer includes what was merely suggestivecin
the original research Problem because its
meaning has been trimmed and tailored by the
set of problems which the fact helped to solve.
The first standardizing move is the uniform
meaning which a scientific fact-achieves when
it it associated with a set of solved problems.
In this sense the meaning is its solution-
history. Ravetz summarizes this process in

this way:

For a standard Act is not only something
which performs a function in the solution of
problems; it is also an assertion about classes
of thitngs and evbrits, intended to relate to tile

external Werld. Now, as such assertion passes
into the social phase of its development, after
its original appearance in a reseatch report,
its content inevitably changes. Even in the
descehdant-lattice of problems, its increased
precision and sophistication will, frequently be
achieved by ihe sacrifice of the deep analysis
which enable its first'formulation, but which
was either unnecessary or incapable of reten-

tion in subsequent work. . . But when the fact
undergoes standardization, mot merely the

nuances of its first intimation, but even some
important but subtle aspects of the assertion
or its objects, are smoothed over.and espe-
cially when the end-product is examined by an
expert in the corresponding descendant field of
research. But it is quite necessary, if the
fact is to be useful to those who.lack the
time, skill, or inclination to master the elab-,
orate theoretical con xt in which its sophis-

ticated versions cre comprehensible. (Jerome
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Ravetz, Scientific Knowledge and Its Social

Problems, page 201.)

Standardization does not stop here. Some

of the facts which are widely understood among
the scientific community are used in teaching.
These facts take on a didactic role which
involves further standardizing moves. First

certain facts'are selected as basic or funda-
...mental to learning the discipline, and this is
quite different from being basic or fundamental
to doing research in the discipline. The core

group of basic facts is taught through drills
or exerciseg which bear a remote resemblance
tq the set of nroblems for which the fact was
a solution. Divorced from their history the
basic Tacts require,illustration and examples
which are easily understood and(elsily taught.
Teachers create.drills and exercises. The

meaning.of the fact becomes the set of prob-
lems, exercises, illustrations and examples
which are most efficacious in meeting the
demands of pedag'ogy. As Ravetz has said, it
.would not be a mistake to call the textbook
fact a "standardizahtion of a standardization."

Here is an examPle from the study of the
structure of molecules. Nearly every general
chemistry book written includes the concept of
the "octet rule" and.the Lewis dot structure -

in a discussion of covalent bonding. This

scientific fact was first published in 1916 by
G. N. Lewis, although he noted that much of the
paper ha4 occurred to him as early as 1902.
(cf. G.'N. Le is, "The Atom and the Molecule,"
Journal of th American Chemical Society, 38,
762-785; 1916. The origieal fact, as it
appeared in the esearch report, is embedded
,in a matrix of the theoretical speculation.
In this article Lewis offers the theory of the
cubical atom and how its structure explains
many material facts., He assumed that an atom
consisted of an inner core or kernel with a
positive charge which is the same as the group
number of the element in the periodic chart.
The kernel was not involved in chemical change.
Outside the kernel, the valence electrons were
arranged at the corners of the cube (except in
the smaller atoms like carbon where they
"pair" along the edge to form a tetrahedron).
Compounds were created when an atom's elec-
trons we're shared to complete the cube of each

atom. Lewis introduced the notion of differ-
ing degrees qf sharing to4treate an explanation
of the categories of polar and non-polar aim-
pounds and their intergradation. See Figure 1

at the end of the text.

Certainly, Lewis"proposed his static,
cubical atom in the spi.rit of scientific real-

ism. It was not a meA'fiction. He claimed it
best accounted for empirical fact, and he
cited the work of a Mr. A. L. Parsens who pos-
tulated the electron had both electric and .

magnetic properties. Evidently the magnetic
attractions would stabilize the electric repul- 11%*
sions. In this view, eight electrons would
find thfir most stable position at the corners



of a cube. Lewis was also able to explain
color on the basis of the vibrations of the
electrons; strongly bound electrons woul
radiate in the ultraviolet; whereas, xthkly

bound electrons would radiate in the visible.
Interestingly, Lewis disagreed with Bohr's
hydrogen atom and claimed his static model
could equally well account for the spectral
series.

In this context, Lewis introduced the'dot
structure as a symbol for the cubical atom.
To Lewis, the letter stood for his kernel, the
surrounsling dots were the electrons in the
outer sherl: The closeness of the shared dot
pair to the letter symbol signified the dif-
fering degrees of polarity, thus C12 is Cl:C1

. while Nal is Na :I. '64

The famous "octet rule" was a postulate,
"The atom tends to hold an even number of
electrons in the shell, especially to hold
eight electrons which are normally arranged

,

gymmetrically at the eight centers of a cube."
(Lewis, p. 768). This was verified by counts
of the valence electrons in various formulas,
which nearly always came out in multiples of
eight.

It should be apparent tharthe notion
of a dot structure was a notatdonal conve-
nience for the Lewis static, geometric atom.
It had a subtlety of interpretation in that
the coaction of the dot pair could symbolize
the degree of'polarity or eleceron sharing.
The octet rule was a theory laden postulate
with certain empirical support. Thus in the
'original research report, the dot structure
had rich significance and much attached ,

meaning.

The Lewis dot structure in its standard
form, as it appears in textbooks, is con-

siderably transformed from the original report.
Tihe notion of the dot structure and the octet

rule arR introduced in the section on chemical
bonding, usually in conjunction with a discus-.
sion of covalency. The dot structure concept --"-">

is dsed to ratiohplize why a certain molecular
formula exists, i.e., why water is H20 instead
of H30. It is alo used to do electron
accounting id covalent molecules and hence to
determine the number and.location of multiple
bonds. Its introduction usually follows a
discussion of electronic structure of atoms,
so the dots carry the significance of the

4 'outer valence shell electrons linked intimately
with orbitals not a static cubical atom.4
Often, writing the dot structure for a molecule
is reduced to a set of rules (e.g. Kroschwitz -
and Winokur, 252-254). Even the examples
given in the texts are standardized'. Out of
eight books, six used CH4 and NH3, while 1120
and N2 were used in five. .0ther standard
examples are C12, N114+, C2H4, HCN, H2SO4, CO2,
and S02. Thus, in its standarized form, the 4-

dot structure is immersed in modern valence
theory and becomes an explanatory tool.

The change in dot structure concept is
a good example of the information decay proc-
ess that accompanies standardization. Several
things have happenedhere. First of all, the
idea is taken from itts original theoretical
matrix (the cubical atom) and transpl,anted
into a completely different one (modern
electronic valence theory). In this case, it
is worthwhile to note that' C12 for G. N. Lewis
is a completely different thing than for a
contemporary chemistry teacher.2 For Lewis,
the dot structure was a research tool'used to
catalog facts in a new and exciting way, It

had a richness of interpretation, such as
location of the dot pair closest to the "more
negative" kernel symbol. As a'standard fact,

it has a rigorously prescribed locat.ion in a
text. What was once an original way of think-
ing has been reduced,,,to a set of rules,applied

to the same compoumls (even the examples
become fixed!). The subtleness of the dot
pair location is but one obvious example of
what becomes lost in this process. The ETA
result is a rather simple, robust concept
capable of being used in explanations even by
students not well versed in chemistry. How-
ever useful this standard fact may be, the
point Ls that an enormous transformation has
occurred in the process of standardization.
In a real sense, it is a misnomer to call it
a "Lewis dot structure" since it bears only a
visual similarity to Lewis' dot structure. IF

The static atom bpcame a %static fact (of quite
a different sort).

The companion concept, the octet rule,
is similarly transformed. What was originally
a postulate in a theory is now,a calculatignal
tool in a textbook. In the original reseat/ch
report, the rule of eight received modest
experimental support. As a standard fact, its
validity derives from the modern electronic
structure of the atom. On the introductory
level the octet rule is explained in terms of
'a set of filled s and 2. orbitals. For Lewis,
the octet concept was intimately linked to
the structure of his atom, a cube with eight
corners. Obviously the original interpretation
is completely Unthinkable, even nonsensical,
when juxtaposed with the current theoretical
support for the octet rule.

The history of science affords another ex-
ample of the divergence between seminal hypo-

2. Psychologists, philosophers and linguists
have long understood the intimate association

-between the theoretical presumptions one has
and how one sees the world. For an illumina-
ting account of this distinction in science,
see N.R. Ranson, Patterns of Discovery.
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thesis and de4iendant textbook formulation.
Every introductory text teaches Boyle's law,
and most do so tn a mathematiial form such as
PV = k, P1VI = P2v2 or Vxl/P. The verbal ana-
log appears along the following lines,i,"At con-
stant temperature, the volume of a ftxed mass'
of a given gas is inversely proportional to

the pressure it exerts." In its original form
the rule was extracted from a series o.f obser-
vations of air trapped in a U shaped tube.
Boyle stated ha law in terms of the recipro-
cal proportion between the "spring" of the gas
and "its density." Translation of these con-

- cepts into the current terffis "pressure" and

\ "volume" did not, occur until much later, and
indeed the difficulty in making that concep-
tual change Is apparent if one recalls that
while "spring" and "pressure" have similar-
ity, "volumn" and "density" do not. Siince

Boyle did not recognize the constraint of
constant temperature, his law underwent fur-
ther transformation many years later. Boyle

probably would not recognize his descendant
fact, and he certainly would have difficulty
in accepting the notion that his law is not
a.universal expression of all gases but
rather descriptive only of a hypothetical
construct calred an "ideal" gas. 3

*With.evolution (or informatidrdecay) as

a model for the process of standardization, one
might expect to find a propagation of non-le-
thal anomalies or mistakes. And indeed this

is so! One example wi11 suffice. Some texts,

in the presentation of the shapes of atomtc or-
bitals, depict the p orbttAl as a distorted
figure 8 with the two lobes touching like two
pencil points. These figures are presumably
derived froethe angular probability plots of
the wave function or its square. Anyone who

has ever done these will instantly recognize
the pencil point plot as grossly incorrect.
In spite of such an error, these diagrams con-
tinue to be repeated in many of the skills and
drills cluster.

The word, "s6andardization" suggests as
part of its definition that there are discrete
units or parts qf uniform dimension and size
which are indefinitely interchangeable with
one another. Textbook facts are like inter-'
changeable parts in a number of respects.
First they carry a large component of invari-
ant meaning when moved from one theoretical
Context to another. Examples,are the law of
multiple proportion and the 'conservation of

masses. Interchangeability of discrete parts
perMits a variety of rearrangement and this

3. Boyles law is also discussed by Ravetz,
p. 208, n. 18, also an excellent paper by C.
Webster, "The Discovery of Boyle's Law and the
Concept of the Elitsticity of Air in the Seven-
teenth Century," Archive for History of cact

S'ciences, 2 (1965), 441-502.

is borne out by the fact that there are many
wayr of ordering and organizing the material
in a introductory chemistry textb''Clok. Order,

in a sense, doesn't matter, textbook facts are
like heads on a string. Each to be mastered
in its turn, but which comes first is relatively
unimportant. Curiously, errors such as m7./
correct probability plots remain invarianO°
under almost any ordering of material. Here,

of course, is the first indication of the value
question inherent in standardization - it prop-

ogates falsehoods.

The Value Dilemmas of Standardization

By its very nature standardi,zation mis-
represents science as it actually is; _that is,'

as it is actually understood and prac.ticed by

working scientists. It is surprising, if not

shocking, that not one textbook in this survey
reported, explained, illustrated, or even men-
tion the existence of or the role of research
experts. One could easily gatn the impression
that the nature of scientific discovery!' and
communication differs not a bit from the form
and style of the textbook itself. There is an

important value issue here. To what extent is
the teacher or writer obligated to give a more
realistic pictUre of the scientific enterprise?
Another way to put the question is in terms the -

internal values of science itself.. It is often

said that scientists must be open-minded, ration-
al, and truth seeking. If so, is it not incum-

bent upon teachers and,textbooks writers to
demonstrate how these praiseworthy attributes
are articulatea, developed, and supported by
the scientific community? To show how science's
internal values function, the student must learn
something other than the'standardized version of
fact precisely because the standardization pro-
cess either eliminates or obscures the social
,process which re-enforces those attributes.
Any enterprise which espouses rationality and
honesty as its cardinal Virtues must, on pain

of inconsistency, make some effort to inform
its students of the truth about itself. Fol-

lowing the highest principles of rational in-
quiry is incompatible with telling what Plato
called "the Royal lie"; that is, telling a
falsehood which is safe, or palatable, more
convenient, and easier to comprehend than the
truth. Put in the harshest way possible, it
is arguable that the exclusive reliance upon.
standardized facts in the skills and drills
texts creates a royal lie about science. It

misrepresedts what science is in order to pre-

sent material which, is misleading but easier

to master.

Standardization has created a pedagogic
situation which inherently produces a mis-
representation of the nature of scientific
activity. Surely one need not abandon the
many pedagogic advantages of standardized
facts in order to introduce corrective or.
counter-balancing measures. Here are some

suggestions. By turning to the history of



science and investigating one case history in
detarl, students could be brought to an appre-
ciation of a research problem, its development
and eventual transformation. .The previously
mentioned cases of Boyle and Lewis might do
handsomely; others could lie easily found. An-

other possibility is"to give students a brief
acquaintance with in situ research reports.
Even if these reports largely surpass their
comprehension, they will, nonetheless, learn
something about the internal values of science.
The instructor can point out the style and
foim of the reports, the role of referees and
editors, the communicative aspects of publi-

, cation. Students will see the numerous cita-
tions in a research report. The role Of au-
thority, the importance of,giving credit .

where it is due,.thesignificauce of hon-
esty, replicatton, etc.-Zall sould profit-
ably be discussed. A report must distin-
guish its contribution from previous work.
Giving credtt where credit is due is a ver-
sion of the moral imperative of telling the
truth. Moreover, the student could see the
research reports are the products of human
enterprise, shaped and acknowledged by hu-
man judgments. Attention to the processes
of communication within science will re-
solve the sense, which so many beginners have,
that the discipline before them is a pyramid
of facts, staggering in complexity, and myster-
ious in the apparent lack of a social context,
remote in their lack of a historical context,
neutral in their lack of value of value judg-
ments. Standardization makes one's view of
science dangerously one-sided, but it needn't
be so, the corrective antidotes are the his-
tory of science and actual scientific prac-
tice. Both resources can enrich the im-
poverished skills and drills category.

Another value dilemma seems to stem from
pedagogic lethargy and license. On some very
important topics, the skills and drills texts
perpetuate incorrect and discredited pictures,
models, and facts. A prime example is the
seeming immortality of the Bohr model of the
atom. Why should the planetary model, which
has been discredited for over 60 years, be so
frequently and faithfully repeated? No work-
ing scientist thinks in.those terms. Teach-

ers know it is wrong, and-yet it endures with
few or no critical disclaimers. Again, isn't
a discipline whose pivotal values are ration-
ality and truth-seeking obligated to put
these misrepresentations in some sort of 'cor-
rective light? Another example is the en-
during standardized version of the law of
multiple,proportions. Should an instruc-
tor state it as anLinviolate law or should
the true mysteries of nonstoichiometric
compounds be adumbrated? At some point the
"truer" version will be difficulX, but does
mere difficulty require.that the very ex-
iAtence of a truth 5e ignored entirely?

Orre response might go something like
Chia? You are right in pointing out that the
"5k1115 and drilds" group makes a resplendent
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use of standardized fact's, but you cannot
fault these books for misrepresehting science
and misstating certain facts until you under-
stand what pedagogic goals guided the organi7
zation of these books. After all, standard-
ized facts do serve a didactic role and that
role cannot be understood withoilt considering
pedagogic aims.

To meet this response, our sur.vey collated
various statements of the authors' purpose.
We found six descriptions of pedagogic goals
'with many books subscribing to several on the
list. They are:

1. To create a scientifically imformed
laity.

"...to make'rational decision about
chemical problems." (Aul,t and
Lawerence, p. iv)

"to understand this scientific age
in which we live." (Maier, p. iv)

"...to improve our scientific literacy
..." (Cherim and Kallan, p. v)

2. To know about science and its methods

4

...while providing an explanation
of its methods and principles."
(Kostener and Rea; p iii)

4:1, 3. To know the historylof a science

...to give the student an appreci-
ation for the significance and
development of science..." (Kostener
and Rea, p iii)

"...an appreciation eor the rich
historical aspects of chemistry can
generate a desire to inquire more
deeply into our physical world."
(Cherim and Kallan, p iii)

"...the opportuny to glimpse the
complete development of scientific
thought..." (Kroschwitt and Winokur,
p. xv)

4. To understand chemistry in order to
Ilse it

"...students will have the back-
ground skills and the motivation for
further study of chemistry or other
sciences." (Pottenger and Bowes,
p. iii)

"Chemistry, then, is the cential
science. It is important and rele-
vant to anyone who wants to become
a professional or para-professional
in any area of science, medicine or'
engineering." (Roach and Leddy,
p. xviii)
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5. To develOp tools and skills for
thinking and asias

, "We believe that the mastery of
problem solving techniques...can
generate a desire to inquire more
deeply into our physical world."
(Cherim and Kallan, p.iii)

"...the opportunity...to develop
their awn reasoning skills..."
(Kroschwitz and Winokur, p. xi)

":..students will have the back-

ground skills...for the further
study of chemistry or other sci-
ences..." (Pottenger and Bowes,

p. iii)

6. To have an appreciation of science
and chemical knowledge

"The study of chemistry can...
gratify our intellectual curio-
sity about the nature of the
physical world..." (Cherim and
Kallan, p. iii)

u ....should enable students to

understand and appreciate much more
of what goes on around them." .

(Maier, p. iii)

"Now, chymistry can be more to you
than a Oequirement, in fact, some
people even find it so fascinating
that they devote a lifetime to it..."
(Seese and Daub, p. 2)

"...few callings are more noble than
the humanization of college chemis-
try.". (Yablonsky, p. ix)

In sum of these six pedagogic goals;
1. increase scientific literacy,

2. tearn the methods of science,

3. learn the history of science,
4. learn to use chemistry,

5. to develop skills for thinking and

doing, and
6. to appreciate science,

it is not possible, in our opinion, to achieve

(2), (3), (6) and possibly (5) without coming
to grips with, or at least mentioning, the
limitations of standardization. The value

dilemmas of misrepresentation and misstate-
ment,are permanent obstacles to (2) understand-

ing the methods of science (as actually prac-
ticed), to (3) the history of science (as
something more than names and dates), an'd to
appreciating and social dimension, the in-
ternal values, and the complexity of the sci-
entific enterprise (as a social reality). It

is likewise doubtful that (5), developing
skills for thinking and doing, can be real-

ized if the inherent limitations of standard-
izations are never, pointed out to the stu-

dent's questioning mind.'
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The goal of "increasing scientific liter-
acy" may be fairly argued to be realized in
the acquisition of standardized facts. Cer-

tainly such facts are a part of the meaning of
"literacy"; however, if literacy is to include
an understanding of the social dimensioli of
science, it is doubtful that the skills and
drills texts achieve that goal. Likewise, if

number 4 is understood as the manipulation of
standardized facts, it appears that textbooks

'are achieving that goal; however, there is a
vagueness in what it means to "use" chemistry.
Does it mean the student should use his stock
of chemical facts in everyday life and there-
by increase his practical knowledge, or does
it mean that as a physical science chemistry
exhibits a certain pattern of rational anal-
ysis which is applicable to many problems not
explicity discussed in textbooks? If the

latter, that is if 'using chemistry' is pert
of learning to follow the method of science,
then standardization contributes very little.
The skills and drills textbook appeal pri-
marily to one mode of learning--namely, memor-
ization. The drills and exercises of these
texts make it abundantly clear that the pre-
ferred way of learning is the assimilation-

regurgitation model. This iS certainly impor-

tant, but, again, is it one-sided? Solving a

problem, learning to think and to "use" chemis-
try involves memorizing ways to solve drills

and exercises. There will probably be no change
in science education, and possibly no change in
the low scientific literacy in this country un-
til educators and writers address all of a
student's cognitive abilities. Certainly sci-

entific literacy must involve more than memor-
ization.

Technology

In examining the skills and drills texts,
we found that there is ,virtually a complete
lack of applied chemistry. There is no mention
of the distinction between basic science and its

technological applications. The content of

these books is standardized facts from academic
sctence, and even the examples, diagrams, and
illustrations are taken from abstract models
rather than from the concrete details of in-

dustry. There are one or two exceptions,
Pottenger and Bowles devote a chapter to sci-
ence-technology issues. Scientists must gain,

"the ability to predict and control soine natur-
al phenomenon", while a technologist solves,
"human problems through the production of goods

and the providing of services." (Pottenger

and Bowles, p. 469). But on the whole, most
authors do not make an attempt to clarify the
relationship between scientist and technologist.
One could easily draw the conclusion that no
distinction exists, or that all practitioners
of science share a uniform attitude and respon-
sibility in virtue of tpeir shared knowledge.

To put the matter a little differently,
in the absence of any discrimination between
the complex roles and different positions of
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research and technology, we find that the
general ethos of truth and progress emerges.
The activity of science is to pursue truth a d
to produce knowledge which is truth's artif ct.
This knowledge has resulted in the bettermjnt
of mankind, and it will continue to do s , so

long as there are no restrictions on free
inquiry. Some examples:

There is such a thing as 'better living
through chemistry' because chemistry has
been a conspicuous contribution to the
progress of civilization and to the
quality of our existence. (Kostiner and
Rea,,p. 4).

Chemists are helping to gain information
needed for solving the pr9blems of
tomorrow while providing us all with
better lives today. (Ault and Lawrence,
p. 5).

Our technblogical capability and
rapidly expanding information reservoir
provide the basics for even greater
progress in the future. (Ault and
Lawrence, p. 2).

By suggestion, but not by example or argu-
ment, the skills and drills authors transfer
the ideology of truth and progress, which was
characteristic of 19th century science, to the
science and technology of today. Many years
ago the advertising slogan of "better living
through chemistry" was purely the coin of the
chemical industry and its commercial adver-
tisements. Now we find writers who have com-.
pletely assimilated the supposed economic and
material benefits of technology with the moral
requirements of pure research. The ideology
of truth and progress, which was once defended
as the way to attain knowledge for knowledge's
sake, now appears as the justification for a
belief in the inherent benefits of technology.

This asstpilation or obfuscation of dif-
ferences between research and its economic
applications contributes substantially to the
subsidiary idea that there is atechnologic
(or scientific) fix for every human problem or
social issue. Thus when a text does mention
that science and technology create problems,
they immediately express the connection that
sustaine'd research will eventually solve the
problem. It is a matter of time, *money, and
more research. Some examples:

Stmilarly, many of these problems can
best be solved by the proper applica-
tions og,other scientific knowledge.
(Kostener and Rea, p. 3).

The specialist of our society-the econ-
omist, the engineer, the lawyer can
join with the citizen to anticipate the
problems that will most likely arise out
of new technology and help provide
solutions that will limit future problems.
To a major degree, we can select today
the problems we want to confront tomorroe
(Pottenger and Bowes, p. 471).
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One text, Cherim and Kallan, does
acknowledge the real problems created by
science:

Chemistry, the science concerned With the
structure and behavior of matter, has
provided more than an adventure in living.'
It has been and still is the basic tool
for death and destruction in war. (p. 4).

This is not followed up. The "scientific
fix" is obviously dangerously one-sided and
misleading. It obscures the fact that econo-
mic, political and.social interests influence
decisions about funding research and imple-
menting technological solutions, there must
be more explicit recognition that science,
particularly chemistry, and industry and
government are closely allied: There must be
some indication of the economic realities
which shape both the practitioners and the
practice of science. Furthermore, the fact

that experts disagree should not be hidden; '

it is no weakness in science education'to see
the perspectival nature of a technological
issue. It is a weakness, we believe, to study
a discipline and to read only the noble
rhetoric of its successes, ignoring its rela-
tionship to the social issues of our time,

Chemistry is, of course, very much an
applied science-. As such it can be immensely
beneficial in expanding a public awareness of
disasters such as Love Canal and potential
"m1racles" such as interferon. As mentioned
earlier, one thorough case study of a complex
social-technological issue, would go a long
way towards restoring a proper balance between
science and its applications. Even if such a
study did not have a neat and tidy resolution,
so long as a diversity of experts, motives,
values, and information appeared, it would
remedy the one-sided deception of the "techno-
'logical fix",

On other poines our study of "skills and
drills" texts showed that "affirmative action"
'considerations have made some headway. We
found little evidence of racial or sexual bias.

.All books published after 1978 use "him or
her" (but not "her or him") for personal refer-
ence. With one exception, there is no evidence
of sexism in cartoons, diagrams, or pictures.
(Vide Yablonsky, pp.,318, 284, 266). One might
raise the question of how far authors should go
in discussing the role of m'inorities in their
profession. Since there a're few women chemists,
it is difficult to eite examples, Authors
might make greater use of women in non-tradi-
tional roles such as laboratory scientists. At

present, most texts show men and women in tra-
ditional roles, although there are some impor-
tant and intgresting exceptions, Maier and
Kroschwitz and Winokur, use a balance of minor-
ities, men and women in pictures. Roach and
leddy are the only ones to cite Geoe.ge Washing-
ton Carver. Seese and Daub mention that all
nationalities,and ethnic groups have made con-
tributtons to chemptry, Moreover, they cite
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same cases.

Image of Science

Like every introductory textbook the
"skills and drills" group convey an image of
science. One's global impressiRns are, like
beauty itself, difficult to define but certain-
ly not ineffable. In this section we describe
the remarkable uniformity of notions about the
nature of science. Science is rigorous,
rational, observationally based, demonstra-
tive and cerain. Most importantly, it is
"organized and systematized knowledge."
(Seese and Daub, p. 2.) (Also Ault and
Lawrence, p. 4, Pottinger and Bowes, pp.5-6,
Krischuritz and Winokur, p.5.)

rn philosophical terms the theory of
scfence which lies in background is a curi-
ous amalgam of "narrow inductionism" with
respect to the methodology and positivism
with respect to the finished result. As

with the science and society texts, the nar-
row inductivism and empiricism of the 19th
century, particularly that of John Stuart.
Mill,.plays a formative role the image of sci-
ence in skills and drilldl'texts. The essen-
tial outlines of Mill's view are incorporated
into textbook discussions. It goes something
like this Chemistry is a collection of
achieved faces woven together with threads of
theory. The edifice of scienca rests solidly
upon an observational foundation. Scientists
proceed by (1).observing facts, (2) making a
.hypothesis, (3) experimentally confirming or
rejecting that hypothesis. Now the mistake in
this view is, of course, no one has ever been
able to show .how all of theoretical constructs

of science can be reduced to or derived from
the vagaries of observation. But even,put-
ting aside tHis false epistemology there is a
pedagogic flaw in a textbook espousal of
"indmctivism." ,Ironically, none of the mater-
ial in an inti'aiductory textbook.is organized

or presented inductively, on the contrary,
skills and drillvtexts present material
deductively. They give the essentials of
atomic theory, the evidence for it, and a set._
of problems successfully resolved by that 4i

theory. In problem drifls the student learns
ways of deductNely proving things given the
premises supplied by the theory. There is no
induction and little observation in this pro-
cedure. Even' laboratories are extensions.of
deductive drills and eArcises% Laboratory
exercises do not retrace steps of the sci-
entific method, nor do they impreve induc-
tive reasoning. They teach one how to fol-
low directions and how to search for a
"right" answer known in advance. Talk of in-
duction is merely an old myth about science.

,- One wonders why it even occurs at all.

The emphasis on deductive reasoning and
'organization shows a strong positivist orien-
tation. The textbook is a rational recon-
struction of selected items Of knowledge. The

atival evolution of such knowledge is irrol:.
evant since what counts most is a perspicacious
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organization and presentation of standard in-
formation. Science in this form is the body
of achieved knowledge containing inviolable
truths 'and predictions. Theories exist, as
convenient instruments (even fictions) to make
predictions and help us control nature. "A

good theory has the power to direct pretliction
and new experimentation." (Pottinger and Bowers,,
p.6.) Curiously a theory's power to deepen '

our understanding or satisfy some inherent de-
sire to know is not mentioned. In keeping .

with positivist ideology, the strength of chem-
istry is in its ability to predict and control
nature. The pragmatic dominates the contem-
plative; the practical over the absolute.

Interestingly we found that there was scime
disagreement on the question of whether sCience
was organized common sense or an entirely dif-
ferent non-ordinary way of thinking. (Vide,

Kroschuritz and Winokur, p. xv.) The pursuit
of organizing and systematizing facts naturally
leads to a removal of the supposed extraneous
elements. Thus, skills and drills books make
no explicit mention of value questions or
social issues. By implication science is mor-
ally neutral. Neither is there a word about
the economics of science, nor anythAng about
the fact that experts disagree, are subject
to human f,railties, and so on. Exc"lusion of

these extraneous elements also accounts for
near exclusion of any examples of applied
science or technology: Standardized facts
stand pristinely aloof fr,pm values and from
practical applications.

The value neutrality of.science is not a
new theme recently created by textbook authors.
It is a 19th century defense of academic sci-
ence's right to pursme research without-socie-
tal, particularly theological, interference.
di modern society, which no longer fears the
cross currents of theological and scientific
debate, but lives instead with concerns of
atomic warfare, pollution, health hazards,
etcl will fiddithat the value neutrality the-
sis is another myth.1

To think otherwise is to ignore some ob-
vious facts about cOntemporary science. Mast
research programs have internal.criteria of
value which are used to sut good data from
bad, sound work from mere hack work, the signi-

ficant from the merely-adventitious. Most aca-

\
demic reseal:ch is mission oriented and funded,/
by governmental agencies witH specific outcomes

in mind. This brings research goals within
the web of the politics and its, accompanying

values. The ethical neutrality view ignores
the obvious feet that research has its fads .

and trends and that a particular topic of re-
search may be determined by the desire for e-
conomic gain or professional prestige rather
than an inherent thirst for truth. If it is
possible to separate academic research Clean-

,
ly from applied science, and in chemistry it

1. Vide. Ravetz, pp. 414-422



is doubtful that one can because of its close
connections with industry, the applications of
research knowledge will raise further value
questions which are completely ignored by the
value neutrality thesis. There haa been a
cry in some chemical circles that-there is
still too much separation between academic
and industrial sectors. .In some universities
there are programs to bring chemical educa-

tion even clostr to the industrial realm.
This development underscores the falsity of
the positivist's claim of a value neutral
science.
History of Science

The inclusion of historical material in
"skills and drills" is a rather common occur-
ence. In their prefaces, a few authors even
claim to organize the book in an historical
manner. For example, Pottenger and Bowes
say ". . . the sequence of topics introduced
in this text roughly follows the order of
their appearance in the evolution of chem-
istry" (Pottenger and Bawes, p. 1), and Kos-
tner and Rea put toge er, ". . . a coupling
of the historical deve opment of the,oncepts
of modern chemdstry wi h an essential nuts

and bolts' approach" (Kostner and Rea, p.iii).
There appears to be two ways this' is done.
First text may, in its discussion of a.prin-
ciple like Boyle's Law, mention the naine,
date, and place of the discovery, e.g. "In
.1660, British physcist and chemist Robert
Boyle, carried out experiments on the'change
in volume of a given amount of gas with the
pressure of the gasat constant temperature"
(Seese and Daub, p. 246). A second and some-
what more elaborate technique adds a little
story to the factual material, e.g., the dis-
covery of radioactivity by Becquerel (Cherim
and Kellam, p. 410) or Kekule'soUrea4 suggest-
ing the ring structure of benzene. (Kostener
and Rea, p. 169). Both the name/date and anec-
dotal teqhniques treat history asappendages
.to standard facts. There is no mention of the
intelleckval, metaphysical, or religious tra,
ditions which motivated the great men of the
discipline. The process of the sievelopment

of science appears to be a continual steady
rise, by accretion,'to the enlightment of the
present day. The past is always presented
as if it Aust have been progressing towards
today's understanding. Almost any histor-
ian, and particularly historians of science,
will be quick to attack the "history as
progress" hypothesis. Thomas Kuhn's, The
SCructure of Scientific Revolgtions is
rightly praised for giving the counter bal-
ancing notions of "normal science," which is
a phase of fact accUmulation and "revolu-
tionary science," whick is a phase of re-
definition and re-,interpretation. Ravetz
has shown why the misunderstanding of.the
hiptory of science as "progress" attaches
so easiky to the standardized version of
facts found in textbooks.

.

In general, the standardization of the
materials of a field necessarily kills

. them. What' was created in a succession
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of turbulent and frequently confused
waves of advance, and then abandoned
before being fully clarified when tbe
frontier shifted elsewhere, must now
be given ai.tidy organization. It must
be presenter-adif it all started with
the discovery of an elementary fact by
elementary techniques, and then grew
by a linear, logical-development with
the injection of new elementary factts
at the appropriate places. It matters

less that such a presentation destroys
the actuai history, than that it impli-
citly urveys a fa ana deadening
pic re of scient fic knowledge and of
its achievement, and resents its ma-
'terials in truncated nd vulgarized

form. (Ravetz, p. 2 6.)

Clearly there has been an accumulation of
fact, but it is an error to interpret this with
the profoUndly ambiguous idea of "progress," be-
cause use of the word "progress" can easily
shift from being a description of the growth of
a discipline and its institutions, to an 'evalu-
ation and approval of its.present practices
and directions and of the institutions and in-
terests which support it. The history of hci-

'ence can show many conflicting ideas and.forces
at work in scienct, just as there are many at
work in the present, but it does not show a
linear or even a logical development. An im-

portant textbook which does show how the his-
tory of science can effectively aid the under-

, standing of science is Introduction to Concepts
and Theories in Physical Science (by G. Holton
and SA Bush). The skills.and drills texts have
far to go ih reaching the real resource that
is the of science.

SIJMMARY

Given the pervasive influence of the phe-
noAena of standardization, it is surprising
thdt itis bot discussed'and debated in the
journals of science education, Tp our know-
ledge depite,much ittention to novel strate-
gies, reform programs, and various "crige-C,'
there has never been a sustained analysis 04
the strengths, limitationso advangts,
advantages of the standrrdization of facts.
The chemistry profession id now undergoing a
reappraisal of its methods by debating the
merits of descripti4 chemistry as opposed to
theoretical chemistry. Without adding fuel
to any fire it.should be noted that this debate
has gone on in- past decades. An examination
of'older textbooks would show that the main
features of the debate between theoretical and
descriptive modes have been worked ovet in the
history of science of education. An old addage
of scholastic disputations tells us that when
a debate re-emerges, when the pendulum start's
to swing in a direction it has previously
traversed, it does so because no one has guts-
tioned the fundamental assumptions which gen-
erated the issue in the first instance. There

is one universal feature common to all skills
and dtills texts - the standardization of facts.
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The polarity between descriptive.chemistry
and theoretLcal chemistry does not alter that.

In fact, descriptive chemistry and theoretical
chemistry 'differ only in the kinds of stand-
ardized facts which they emphasize and explpit.
It is a debate entirely within the framework
of the standardization process and it is not
fundamvitally,about that process. Consequent-

ly, thereNis little that is genuinely original
and novel in this debate and quite possibly in
science pedagogy as a whole. It is tempting
to speculate that the' "crises" wave which
flood through science education may be perpet-
uated by a neglect of the phenomena of stan,,
dardization. We shall return to this specu-
lation in the conclusion.

While stressing the importance of a criti-
cal scrutiny of standardization, it is equally
important to emphasize that this must be done
without making textbook authors and class-
room teachers the subject of criticism. The

particular ways that writers and teachers
present standardized facts is not a primary
issue, it is the phenomena itself which must
be understood. Ravetz stat,es the position of

teachers with ,meat fairness and understanding.

It is easy to single out schoolteachers
as the prime targets for a critical anal-
ysis of standardization. Their social
isolation from research activity cuts
them off from the stream of sophisticated
discussion of the facts and their objec-
tives; and in any event their discussion
of the Nts,will usually have little
similaritIK' to those used in curren

search. Vence they are generally force

to retail standardizations of standardi-
ations, or vulgarizations of vulgariza-
tions, as 'the case may be. These inher-

ent limitations of the school teaching
situation, albng with its function of im-
parting basic craft skills rather than
'understanding' must be recognized if
there is to be any fundamental improve-
ment in its quality. (Jerome Ravetz,

ibid. Page 207.)

We ndld to address'the question of\what
information is important for th,e student in an

introductory course? The pedagogic goals oqt-
lined on pp. 25=26 [bight win universal approval

and endorsement, but if it is true, as we have

argued, that the intrinsic structure of sten«.
dardized facts nof only undermines but also in-
Kibits those goals, then the teachini profes",f

1.on must face a mijor reassessment of its pri-
mary vehicle of in(truction: The presence

lik :4pr absence) of the kinds of values mentioned
in this study ought to be taken as a symptom
of an underlying problem and also as an indi-
cation of possible avenues (35. solution. A

day may Cóme when the basicjacts and drills
of cheMistry will be mastered through an in-
tevicaOhetween student and his computer

r, Arograni.. When this day cometi tbe teacher will

, v.-have more frge time. Will it be'ped.to in-
,' tensify the absAption of more -Istarlderdized
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facts, or will this time be used for the ex-
ploration of the real history of the subject
and for the discussion of the values and con-
flicts which guide its present practice? The

teaching profe4sion will give its answer in the
near future. II'

In judging our appraisal of standardiza-
tion it is important to recall that nearly all
the textbooks reviewed in this study were
written for'undergraduate students who will
not major.in chemistry or physics. A required
course in, physical science may be the whole
of their exposure. Students who do not pur-
sue a major seem to us, at least, to have a

right to expect a mastery of basic infermation
and also an understanding of the role of sci=
ence in ehe art of living. Up to a certain
point standardization meets the former, ,but it
fails, by being one-sided, to meet the latter.
Tri some way the didactid role of standardized
facts must be expanded or supplemented by an

interpretative or evaluative one which meets
the requirements of educated citizens. Here

there is need of-much solid work in pedagogy.

Ault, Frederick K. and Iawrence, Richard M.
Chemistry: A Conceptual Introduction. Scott,

Foresman and Co. Glenview, Ill. 1976. 262 pp.

ISBN 0-673-07903-1.

This brief text attempts a nearly, complete-
ly value neutral aliproacb to chemistry. It is

notable for more,applied scientific examples
than usual in this group. The text has an in-

tentionally ahistorical approact, but it lacks
even the cursory citation of the n' e and date
of the 'discoverer' of a law or ef7ect. The

comments in the standard analysis apply to
this:text.

Cherim,.Stanley M. and !Callan, Leo E.
Chemistry An Introduction, second edition.
Saunders College. Philadelphia. 1980. 484 pp.

ISBN 0-03-056762-9.

This text emphasizes fact acquisition
without any applied examples except from nu-
clear science. Even the illustrative examples
for chemical 1;rinciples have been chosen from
the laboratory instead of the technological
realm. The usual standard analysis for vajue
presuppositions shouldfbe tempered'since the
authors explicitly mention the esthetic dimen-
s.ion of science; however, this avenue is not
pursued in the text itself. The authors, in
their introduction, recognize the social prob-
lems generated by science and technology.
They return to this theme only once'in the sec-
tion on nuclear chemistry.

e .

/
. Kostener, Edward and Rea, Jes 1.

FunciaMenlals of Chemistry. HarcoulT, Brace,

Jovanovich. New York. 1979. 4,72.pp,. ISBN

0-15-529430-X.

\ "The text is self-contained, coupling the
historical-development of the concepts of mod-
ern chemistry with an essentially "nuts and

«
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bolts" approach to calculations and manipula- ,

tions of chemical quantities" (p. iii). This '

is one of the few teTts that explicitly pro-
mises an historical developmtnt. The method
of presentations is merely by citing.a-name
and date or by the insertion of a.bKief anec-
dote into a traditional fact stating sequence.
At least one error of historical fact occurs:
plank is credited with quanitizing light
(p. 101). Poor grammatical construction makes
it appear that Boltzmann and Maxwell develop-
ed the kinetic theory together in 1860
(p. 221) and that Mendelejeev misordered Te
and I (p. 134). The comments applicable to
the 'Whig' interpretation of history apply es
this book.,

Kroschwitz, Jacqueline I. and Winokur,
Melum. Chemistry A First Course. McGraw-Hill.
New York. 1980. 554 pp. ISBN 0-07-035531-2.

This text is a goodlexample of standard
facts type text and meets nearly all of those
definitional criteria. The style of the text
is slanted toward definitions followtd by ex-
planation. Interestingly, the authors choose
to approach each topic by "complete, logical

explanations which include all necessary, steps
in the deductive process"

Maier, Mary.. Introduction to Chemical
Science. Willard Grant Press. Boston, Mass.
1978. 435 pp. ISBN 0-87150-722,6.

Here the major emphasis falls on co truc-

ting mathematical skills and developing Rrob-
lem solving Scheries; consequently, the.hiostor-

ical and value considerations are down played.
The writer uses a relaxed informal writing
style to temper the mass of facts and skills
which are presented as chemistry. There
appears to be a deliberate attempt to include
women and minorities in the numerous marginal
cartoons scattered throughout the text.

Pottenger, Francis M., III. and Bowes,
Edwin E. Fundamentals of Chemistry. Scott,
Foresman and Co. Glenvil, Ill. 1976. 494 pp.
ISBN 0-673-078176-0

The distinguishing features of this book
are the lack of any applied chemistry and the

inclusion.of a chapter (chapter 21) which dis-
cusses science and technology. The authors
also claim to have organized the topics rough,-
ly in an historical order. Chemical history
is presented in the usual manner of name and
date citing. The discussion of technology
and science is noteworthy for a text in this
group. Science is to predict and control

nature by experimental and theoretical
knowledge; while technology solves human
problems threugh the production of goods and

the provisign of services. The standard anal-

ysis applies to the text.

Seese, William S. and Daub, Guido H.
Basic Chemistry, second edition. Prentice-
gall. Engle)ood Cliffs, N.J. 1977. 576 pp.

ISBN 0-r3-057513-5.

The standard analysis applies to this
text. 'Some interesting features are the list
of con emporary chemists'and their contribu-
tions jd the citation of foreigners and mi-
norities as great chemists. No women are
listed in this introductory table. Applied
chemistry is introduced mainly in illustra-
tilies-examples, followed by a lootnote explain-
ing the utility of the chemical (see chapter
7).

Roach, Don and Leddy, Edmund, Jr. Basic
College Chemistry. McGraw-Hill. New York.
1979. 636 pp. ISBN 0-07-052987-6.

While the authors portray chemists as
problem solvers (p. 1) and provide a table of
technological achievements of chemistry (p.5),
,few applied examples are used in the body of
the text. When they do appear, it is by way
of an illugtrative example for some principle.
The text mentions three chemical disasters
without any analysis. A brief section is de-
voted to the history of chemistry to Dalton,
presented as gradual progression to today's
understanding.

Yablonsky,

Y. Crowell Co.
0-690-00223-8.

Harvey A. Chemistry. Thomas
New York. 1975. 401 pp.

The author states that "...there are few
callings.more noble than the humaniA.ation of
college chemistry." (p. ix), and he attempts
to achieve this goal by seeking Eo "minimize
studeRt'distress" by using common place anal-
ogies to introduce difficult concepts, (e.g.,
gas laws are described in terms of the rules
of evidence that prevail at a court trial)
and by putting mathematical exercises be-
yond basic arithmetic in an appendix. There
are few drills-but the standard analysis of
chemical facts prevails. The book is leay'en-
ed by many cartoons and unusual analogies

,
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(pp. 7, 11, 15, 71). Many of the cartoons are

sexist and overtly so. Two short chapters on

applied chemistry focus on basic facts and do

not discuss issues or problems. A chapter on

consumer chemistry does make the following
generalization,

The motives of the Borgias for employ-
ing their additives are easily imagined:
revenge, jealousy, fear, and other such

basic human emotions. Cynics might say

that the motives of modern food pro-
cessors for using additives are similar:

greed and ambition. The more fair-
minded, however, recognize that modern
processor.s are acting in the interest
of improved business, aiming to in-
crease the saleability of their prod-
ucts and thereby increase their prof-

its. Their motives are thus more
subtle than the Borgias, and the
effects of their additives are, happily,
less lethal. (p. 332).

The problem of pollution is encapsulated with
a.homey analogy.

The problem is that man, for all his
advancement, does not in fact differ
so radically from apes who throw tgday's
banana peels on the ground to be slipped
op tomorrow. Pollution is yesterday's

discarded peels. Its solution is not
abstinence from bananas, but beneficial
utilization of the peels. (p. 381).

The use of LSD for psychotherarpy is favorably
mentioned (p. 348), Creon is characterized as
presenting "no hazard" at this time (p. 365),
and the food additive controvers'y is confined

to one old isue, the "butter yellow" story
(p. 334).

EVALUATION OF A MAJ9R LEVEL CHEMISTRY TEXT

While the thrust of this bibliography is
on textbooks designed for students that are
not destined to become science majors, we
couldn't refrain from looking at a text de-
signed for students who are likely to be
science majors. A leading textbook in this
class is W. L. Masterton and E. L. Slowinski's
book, Chemical Principles, fourth edition. It

may be the most widely adoped textbook in the
field. The fifth edition of Chemical Prin,
ciples, with a new coauthor, C. L. Stanitski,
arrived in time to also be included%

The fourth edition of Chemical Principles.
(CP) is in many ways intermediate in its
overt characteristics befween the ecience and
society and the skills and drills texts. As .

Table 3 (see end of text) indicates, it.has a.
large amount of material dealing;with subjects
that have potential for value discussions.
This is a characteristic of the science and
society texts. However, like the fact
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acquiring texts, there is an emphasis on
the acquisition of chemical facts and problem

a5olving skills,. Stressing the latter material
would be expected in a text designed for
science oriented students who might be asked

to use their knowledge in future courses. The

inclusion of large amounts of potentially
perscriPtive issues is somewhat surprising.

Overall, CP does not present any new
issues in terms of its value presuppositions.
Its treatment of the scientific method is on
par with the more enlightened science and
society texts like Hill or Young. Masterton

and Slowinski avoid the narrow inductivist
trap, chosing to emphasize the method largely
in experimental terms. This approach cer-
tainly downplays the role of theory in scien-

tific investigation. CP shares the general

view of technology as outlined under the tru .11
and progress rubic on page 5. More than mo:tN.
other texts, CP unites the factual exposition
of technological processes and chemicals into
mainstream of skills acquisition. For

instance, in a spction on solubility, DDT is
used as an example or in a discussion freezing
points, ethylene gycol is the chemical system
examined. This unity reenforces the assumption

that pure research and technology share the
same goals. CP does not, however, avoid

devoting space to topics with evident.value
concerns as do most of the skills and drills.

Limitations on the availability of natural
resources are explicitly mentioned (e.g.,
p. 81, p. 167). Substantial sections of chap-,

ters are devoted to air pollution, water
pollution and energy sources.

In many ways, CP handles he history lof
chemistry better than any other text. True,

the end impression given is still that the
history of science is a culmulative record of

achievement. Nonetheless, CP has several
redeeming features which tend to temper that
perspective. The text follows the usual prac-
tice of interweaving names, dates and short
anecdotes into the skills and drills material.
Even here, Masterton_and Slowinski have done
a much better job in making these more unusual

and interesting. As an example, in the sec-
tion on Charles and Gay Lussac's Law (p. 96)

it is r,evealed that their motives were linked
to hot air balloon flying, not pure knowledge.
In the same section, we find out that Lord
Kelvin (p. 97) really had more to do with

?I formulating the law as we know it than did

either Gay tussac or Charles. Clearly,

accounts like this, if carefully read, do
address sore of the real issues in the develop.-

ment of a science. Another interesting fea-

ture is the 'historicl.perspective'. There

are five short essays focusing on biographies

of scientists oron retelling the story of a
development of an idea. The perspectives On

atomic weights and the periodic table are
loaded with issues. ,They show the errors of
great scientists, how facts are slow ,to develop

and how ideas, even in science, have an ebb

and flow,



Scientists, even great scientist , are

capable of mistakes in reasontn . Some-
times they continue to,Mhintain'a point
of view in spite of an overwheltiing
weight of evidence to the contrisry.
Perhaps we can'illustrate the bruman
qualities of scientists and the tor-
tuous path that leads to scienitific
principles if we follow the Ei.omic
weight concept 'as it evolved in the
19th century. (PP. 37-38)

They do deliver on this. However, sace
the perspectives are always located at the
end of a chapter '(even set off on a colOred
page), we wonder how much the students wo'uld
carry over into the main text. The biogra-
phies, while reveaLing the human qualities

'of great scientists, do end up portraying
them as men of heroic dimensions. Certain-
ly discussions of these perspectives by the
students would go a long way to counter-
balancing the Whig interpretation which is
so uniformly used in chemistry texts.

A comparison of the fourth edition with
the recently published fifth edition is inevi-
table. The fundamental value structure remains
the same. We did perceive some changes, but
they come in shades of gray, not black and
white. The revision increased the amount of
descriptive material in the text (see p. v).
The net effect of this is to decrease the a-
mount of material which has value content
(e.g., the chapter on water and water pollu-
tion is gone) and to increase fact stating.
Inspection of Table 3 shows how this change of
content has affected the diseribution of topics.
The increase in technological chemicals and
processes is all in the fact stating mode.
The introductory paradaphs have been changed
from a listing of -technological and environ-
mental problems in the fourth to an attempt
to define chemistry in terms of the activities
of chemists. The total effect is move the
text slightly away from the diversity of the
science and society texts to the more rigid
formal view of the skills and drills books.

TEXTBOOKS WRITTEN PRIMARILY FOR ALLIED
HEALTH AND RELATER FIELDS

In our review of introductory texts we
found a class of books with a rather narrow-
ly defined purpose: to relate releyant facts
and principles to students who would pre-
sumably need to use these concepts in their
chosen occupation. For the most part this
means students interested in what has be-
come to be called in educational jargon
the 'allied health' professions, i.e.,
nursing, inical technology, physical
tperapy, et The books all feature ex-
tensive sect ons on general chemistry,
organic chemistry and biochemistry and
are obviously often used in chemistry
courses intended for agricultural science,
physical education and other vocational pro-
grama'. The singular goal of providing infor-

A
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mation of supposed direct utility in an occi-
pation places these texts in a special cate ory
for value orientation.

There are a large number of texts in this

group. We have reviewed seventeen in this anal-
ysis. Perhaps a clue to the number comes from
the estimate by Sears and ctanitski (Asnects;

of Chemistry for Heajth-related Sciences, gx4)
that there are about 400,000 students majoring
in a health-related science curriculum requir-
ing some chemistry. Such a large market would
certainly be an incentive to an author and pub-
lisher, and it would also seem to encourage di-
versity in the pedagogical modes, content and
style. However, as we have remarked on many
occasions previously, the chemical education
community is hide bound by the merchandising c)
standard facts. Thus, instead of diversity we
have found a striking uniformity.

The books in this section contain large
masses of standard facts and drills. In fact,
the general analysis we have given for the
skills and drills texts (see pp. 20-30) can be
applied in toto to these books. We feel, how-
ever, given the special mission of this cate-
gory that certain questions of value arise
which do'not exist for the other texts. The

most striking claim of these texts is that

the material covered in the books is directly
relevant and useful to the student audience.

,..(1) presenting systematic methods of
dealing with the quantitative aspects of
chemistry, and (2) relating, as much as
possible, theAkepics to those situations
encountered in daily life and in the

health professions.
(Bauer and Loeschen, pxiii)

(The text) is consistently and directly

related to life.
(Hill and Feigl, p iii)

Because the principles of chemdstry are
presented in the context of their clfnical
and biological applications, the relevance
of these conc'epts to the students personal
dnd professional life is constantly ,

emphasired.

(Bloomfield, p vii)

It (the text) provides thorough, system-

% atic coverage of the chemical information
related to health...

(leko, p.v)

The basis for maintaining and restoring
humans to good health lies in the chemical
principles presented in this text.

(James, Schrek, BeMiller, p 1)

,



Given this bold mission, we (an ask hcimOis this

relevance revealed to the students? lhe answer

is in the.form of standard.chemical facts.
These standard facts are chosen from areas of
the life sciences where chemistry has been par-
ticularly successful. For instance, the topic

of osmosis is made relevant by discussing kid-

ney dialysis. Coverage of' diabetes occurs of-,

ten "in the section devoted to the chemistrioy of

carbohydrates. The anesthetic properties of
'elhers are, predictably, reviewed in the sec-

tion on ethers; as are amphetamines and bar-
biturates in the organic nitrogen compounds
chapter. In each instance, the nature of the
relevance is.communicyed by factual recite-
tion of a chemical catNe and effect rela-
tionship between a disease and its symptoms
or of a listing of the physiological proper-
ties of some chemical. In other words, the
concept of reyelance in these texts is
rather narrowly and precisely defined as

follows:

A standard chemical fact is relevant .if

it can be used in a standard ex'planation in
the general,field of medicine or biology.
These explanations-have been heghly standard-
ized Chemselyes by the educational community.

Let us illustrate this by a few examples
Nearly all textS treat the physiological sym-
toms of acidosis and alkalosis either in a
chapter on simple acids and bases or en a sec-
tion devoted to the biochemistry of extracel-
lular fluids. The symptoms are elaborated;
then an explanation is given in chemical terms
of the shifting of blOod sys"tem buffer reaL-

tions *ThiS is often followed by a descrip-
tion in mechanistic terms of how the body

Copes with the imbalance. Phenylketonuria
(PKU) is anothcr'standard example ILL appears
under hereditary diseases in the genetiCs sac-

tfon or in the ehapter devoW to ahino acid
metabolism. An explanation of PIT:is given
which depends on the knowledge that the lack
of ability to metabolize phenylalanine causes
developmental Imbalances, particularly in the

brain. The cure is mentioned as a diet low in

phenylalanine. The acidosis-alkalosis case
dispJays the relevance of simple acid-base
theory to a phviological system, while the
Pial case supposedly shows the meaning of amino
acid theory to metabolism. Thespotion of rele-

vance used here is highly restr4tive. First
of all, the examples themselves ere truncated.
These standard examples displaying standard t
toots can not reveal the complex+ty pf the pah-
lem as it would occur in a clinicaituation.
If a nurse were t-o encounter a ca4e1; f 'res-

piratory acidosis, how relevant 4otrl1 the above

explanation be? Immediate questionswould a-
-rise like what is the clinical catise:.'what
tests should be done and how sevoee Is the

case? None of these can be answere0 (in a
clinical context, by a chemiciLl bufferk theory.

Our point is this, the notion Of releVance
uAed here is extremely limited to an lnter-

'connection between a standard fact and a '
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clinical example.

It is possible,.we believe, to argue
that standard chemical facts are actually ir-
relevant to the practice of allied heaAth sci-

ences. The point might be made with the acido-
sis case in the previous paragraph. The rele-

vant knowledge needed by a nurse, presented

with the syniptoms would be.experience in recog-
nizing the overt symptoms of acidosis and know-

ing,how to respond. The response would in-
cluhe whether to alert the doctor, whether to
call for tests, etc. These responses are all

based o skills acquired by experience, not
by a chtmist's understanding of the underlying
mechanisms. Even the drugs administered are

fixed by standard practice. The chemistry of*
the drug is irrelevant to the practitioner; he
or she only needs to know how to recognize the
correct drug and when to use it. The same

analysis can even be extended Into the clini-

cal laboratory. Of all places where chemistry
ought t? be relevant, this is the place. Act-

ual chemical procedures and analyses are carried

out. However, basic chemical facts seldom sur-

face here. The analytical'procedures are rou-
tine and are not selected by the technologist
but rather are established by accepted prac-
tice in the field or by law in some cases.
Instruments are used which have been, supposed-
ly, carefully designed and manufactured to
chart around any chemical ambiguities. The

relevance of chemistry is confined to the manip-
ulation of chemical glassware and to the ad-

herence to specific directions; both skills
are learned in the laboratory and not the lec-
ture hall or from a textbook. This notion of

the irrelevance of basic chemistry is certain-

ly stretching the point. However, it does sug-

gest that what is and is not relevant to a
practitioner in the allied health sciences has
been established in the confines of chemistry
department office and not from thcfloor of an

emergencv room.

In order to establish the idea of rele-
vance in a broader sense; we suggest that au-
thors consider the case study approach. For

instance, diabetes mellitus is often used as
a,standard example in sections on carbohydrate
chemistry or hormone functioning. An author

might construct a case history here which
would follow a patient from symptom to diag-
nosis to treatment. 'The human complexities as

well as scientific principles could be reveal-

ed and discussed. It would be possible to dis-

cuss the"ambiguity of clinical tests, the need
to cross-check a diagnosis, and the role of
Lounseling to change nutrition habits. At the

same time, chemical principles could be il-

luminated. Why is the glucose tolerance test

run? What biochemical processes created the"

symptoms? etc.

Two issues from the philosophy of science
arise in these books. The first is the claim

by some of these texts that there is an exact
parallel between the scientific Method and



medical diagnosis. This is made explicit in

texts such as James, Schreck and BeMiller
(p..6), Sherman and Sherman (pR 9-10), and

Ucko (p.1). All of these authors display 'the
scientific method as the narrow inductivist
model. They then proceed to force medical di-
agnosis into the same mold. We have already
exposed the faults of the 'narrow inductivist
account of scientific activity. Those same
comments apply to it as a mode of medical di-
agnosis. This does leave unanswered the in-
triguing question of whether the practice of
medicine is scientific. An answer will cer-
tainly require a much more sophisticated a-
nalysis than looking for similarities in
methodology.

The second philosophical issue we have
noticqd is that all the texts in this group
espouse scientific reductionism, namely,
that fundamentally all of biology (eherefore
medicine) can be reduced to chemistry.

It, (the molecular basis of life) is thei.
common thread woven through every chapter
from start to finish. We aim to see a
few ways in which life and health do have
a molecular basis and some consequences
when thing goes wrong at the molecular
le

(Holum, P. 2)

-

Since living cells function because of
the great variety of chemical reactions,
a study of biochemical principles ,is
important for students and practitioners
in health-related fields.

(Bauer and Loeschen, p.xiii)

The basis for maintaining and restoring
humans to good health lies in the chemical
principles presented in this text.

(James, Schrek and BeMiller, R 1),

Even the titles of the texts suggest this
view: Living Chemistry, Chemistry and Life,
and The Elements of Life to name a few. Re-

ductionism may seem axiomatic, especially in
light of the rather spectacillar success that
chemistry has\had in giving cause-effect lex-
planatIons to many biological'processes and
systems, but it is also a promissory note to
be,redeemed by future research. From a philo-

'sophical point of viewf reductionism is but one
of many ways to view the relationships among
disciplines. For instance, one could take the
position that scientific knowledge 14 pro-
duced by the scientific community selecting
information and applying it to produce ;tan-
dard facts and techniques. Thus, when a fact
is taken from one discipline and applied in
another the nature of that standard fact must
change because it is being'used in a situation
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'where all the difficulties surrounding its use
are nor64Cwn. In this view, reductionism is
impossible sin the very character of the
knowledge changes as/it is applied in other
disciples. An example of this is the fact that
the organic chemist's penchant for correct com-

.

pound nomenclature topples into a jumble of
acronyms in biological chemistry.

When the reductionist concept is applied
to medicine, it produces a judgment on whati
medicine can be and how disease is to be trAt-
ed. The whole focus, in this view, is on the
chemical or biocemical explanation of disease
and the attendant chemical response resulting
from the administration of drugs. This ignores
whole traditions in modern medicine that claim
that there is a psychological as well as a
physical basis to diseyse, and that adequate
treatment may 5ot call for drugs. The redut-
tionist view also denies as valid the con-
cept of 'wholistic' health which has gained
some currency in recent years.

More than any other area, the application
of chemical technology to the human being
raises all kinds of ethical questions. It is

more than a little surprising that none oP the
texts targeted toward students who will be 4

working with the technology have any discus-
sions of the moral implications of the tech-
nology. We have found that the best these
books-can do is wave the flag. For example,

Already chemists are forcing E. coli to
produce human frnsulin. Could hereditary
disorders be cured by manipulation of
human genes? Could highly virulent micro-
organisms with no natural enemies escape
from the laboratory and contaminate the
earth? The moral and social implications .
of artificlal genetic recombinations are'
certain to create political controversy.

(Fessenden and Fessenden, R 451)

This-is peiagogic11 cliff hanging. Pre-

sumably the controversy hinted at would 111-'
clude the issue when and under what circum-
stances society 4ould impinge or restrict the
'scientists right to investigate. When authors
limit themselves to merely indicating that
there is S moral problem in the neighborhood
ithout giving any context or perspective, we
find the sort of truncated intellectual vision'
which pictures scientific knowledge as logical-
ly independent and conceptually separable from
moral and normative ideas. Such a view is
certainly dubious (and possibAy nonsense)
especially in the allied health fields.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ALLIED HEALTH TEXTS

The basic value analysis of these text;
is the same as we have applied to the 'skills
and drills: texts (see pp. 20-30). See that sec-.

tion for a general treatment. The annotations

u



here relate to specifi< issues raised-by texts
or point out unusual'features or problems.

Inthe paragraph counts under the category
"Other", we have placed topics which did not

' fit under the listed categories. Most promtn-

ent in these. texts i hat.we have loosely
called."Body Chemistry", including such dis-
p;ussions is the_tunctioning of respiration;
the blood and unne, etc.

Bauer, Rbge,r D. and Loesche; Robert L.
Chemistry for the Allied Health Sciences.

Prentice-Hall. Englewood Cliffs, NeW Jersey.

1980. 601 pp. ISBN 0-13-129205-6.

This is a good example of a fact acquir-.
ing text in almoQt every way. While drawing
on some examples that might be called rele-
vant to allied health, these aie sparse
(usudlly only a single paragraph or two at
the end of a fact giving section). This de-

emphasis extendsto the illustrations. Thdre

are no pictures of allied health personnel or
of medically related subjects.

there are do explicit sections devoted to
the structure and method of stience or to the
interrelationship of science and technology.
Only occasional references are given to tech-
nological problems and thesetare brief. Chlor-

inated and fluorinated hydrocarbons, DES,.vita-
min A, and recombinant DNA afe only topics
where there is more than a short eference to
a complexity. The authors project a positive
view of science and technology, with an occa-
sional qualification.

The study of biochemistry is that endless
search Co epply the principles of chem-
istry and biology to both this level of
understanding and its application toward
imprbving the quality of life." (p. 556).
This is being done (plan( breeding) and
is a splendid example of applying basic
understanding of scientific principles
to a practkcal problem facing mankind.
(P. 505). -

Unfortunately, our demands are always
high, and our commerical chemical experi-
ments are on such a scale that they can go
beyond our ability to curb them before
damage is inflicted on our environment.
(p. 361).

Because of their biochemical potency, and
important physiologtcal response, the
hormones deserve careful study and judi-.
cious application. (p. 368).

The discusgion of recombinant DNA (one
paragraph) impliAs value neutral science.

The experiments, regardless of their
application, remain landmarks of bio-
chemistry. This.series of experiments
is the culmination of years of pains-
taking researchp'and represents an
example of map's effort to unravel some

of the mystery of living processes.
(p. 532).
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The standard analysis ror fact acquiring
texts applies to this book.

"Othe:r" topics include 7 on body chemistry.

Baum, Stuart J. and Scaife, Charles W.J.
Chemistry A Life Science Approach. second

edition. Macmillan. New York. 1980. 828 pp.

ISBN 0-02-306610-5.

The explicitly stated goal of this book
is to prOvide facts and skills for allied
health students (p. v). As such it has many

of the features typical to a fact acquiring

text. No discussions of science or scientific
methodology are given% Very little space,is

devoted to defining chemistry (see five.para-
graphs on p. 1).44 The first eleyen chapters on
general chemistry are very much in the skills

and drills format. The history.of chemistry
is treated mainly through the citation of
names-and dates, although more elaborate anec-
dotis are found in the biochemdcal section.
No distinction is drawn beiween science and
technology; no space is devoted to wilue judge-

ments in science." 0

What distinguishes this text from the
skills and drills health science books is the

amount of applied chemical,material covered in
the rest part of the text. NGmerous citations

technologi.cally important compounds are used

as illustrative examples. Substantial space is

devoted to pesticides, street drugs, recombin-
ant DNA and nutnition. The last topic has an
entire chapter devoted to it, (this is a re-

print from Chemical and Engineering News4)
which, in an even handed way, outlines the
various dieory.and medical Controversies sur-
rounding many nutritional substances,..e.g.,
vitamins. The reader would get some Ideas a-
bout the ambiguity in chemistry as it is ap-

plied by the controversiee that are aired in

the text. There is little in the way of value
judgmente in the text, though.. One of the
strongest statements to be found is as follows:

Until the cause and effect relationship
of pesticide exposure and human disease

is understood, it is necessary that we

prevent their excessive use% (p.359).

Even in the street drug section, ,the authors re-

sist preaching. They do predominantly feature
che hazards of drugs use so lahat the reader
might well conclude that it iset a good idea.
This is then a hybrid text, bek g a cross be-
tween a typical skills and drills texts and
a science and society type.

.

"Other" topici include 6 paragraphs on
body chemistry and 8,on natural products.

Bloomfield, Molly. Chemdstry and the Living

Organism. second edition. J. Wiley and Sons.

N.Y. 1980. 159911p. ISBN 0-471-04754-6.
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l
The text has the announced

.

rpose of pre-
senting chemical facts in a biological context.
The mode Of presentation is to give the stan-
dard facts usually found in these texts with
the usuaT Tattual recitation about the uses of
certain substances. What distinguishes this
book from others is that each chapter is intro-
duced by a case study concerning some event
involving (except in two cases) some human med-
ical malady. The case study is not used, how-
ever, for the usual intense analysis but rather
to show the relevance of the chemical facts in

4 the chapter to the allied health sciences.

This gives a scrange tension to the text.
Each of the case histories is an invitation
to Ask myriads of normative questions, but
onlMn the case of the nuclear explosion does
the author raise, let alone examine, any value
questions. The analysis for the skills and
drills texts holds for the material and pre-
sentation in this text.

"Other" topics covered include 30 para-
graphs on Body Chemistry.

'Brown, William H. and Rogers, Elizabeth P.
t.--9General, Organic and Biochemistry. Willard

Grant Press.. Boston. 1980. 703 pp.
ISBN 0-87150'732-3.

This text is basically in the fact ac-
quiring mode. The authors claim to show how
the functioning of living systems depends on

; that is, the relevance of the text
posedly through its applicability to
of student interest.

.

Th w of science presented is the
usual one for this type of text. It is ex-
plicitly revealed through a conventional des-
cription of the narrow inductivist account of
the scientific method (pp. 2-3). A simplis-
tic notion of confirmation is given on p.33:

Regardless of how many experiments have
been done to test a given theory and how
much dat have been accumulated to sup-/port i ,- one experiment that can be

repeated by other scientists and whose
results contradict a theory forces the

.modification or even rejection of that
theory: (emphases added).

Additionally, thls 4uote emphasizes the
singuIar, bed-rock solid nature of empirical
scientific truths. The general analysis for
the skills and drills texts applies to-this

one, tempered somewhat by the inclusion of what
-the authors call 'mini-essays'. Thebe narra-
tives stand in contrast to the conventional
text. The recounting of the-periodiC table
(pp. 94f-94j) clearly shows how science can

'make mistakes, refuses to,.see a fact when
encountering it, and dan go backwards. The
story behind the work with juvenile insect hor-

,

mones (pp. 448a4480 sets out the human
nature of scientific research.

The history of science is also treated
in a manner typical to the fact acquiring
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texts in general. Again, however, the usual
Whig view in the text itself is countered by
the 'mini-essays'. The history of the periodic
table (pp. 94f-94j) does show that science does
hot progress linearly. It is curious that these
two views co-exist side by side.

The usual comments on technology apply to
this text. The text is definitely 'techno-

<upbeat'. The essay on ethylene (pp. 371a-371b)
is without any consideration of environmental
impact btvalternatives when the feedstock runs
out. Under anesthetics, no space is given to_
severe problems encourgered by operating room
personnel by the exposure to halogenated hy-
drocarbon anesthetics (p. 414)% The few men-
tions of scientific controversy are brief and

factual; see nuclear wastes (p. 62), freon and
ozone controversy (p. 329), and water pollu-
tion (pp. 465-466).

While several of the 'mini-essays' relate
directly to topics of interest to the allied
health professions, the text itself is rela-
tively free from such examples. Additionally,
the authors steer clear of any of the numerous
ethical issues that have arisen in the applica-
tion of chemistry to the health care field.
The text is another attempt at the description
of a value neutral science.

"Other" topics covered include 68 on body
chemistry, 40 on natural products and 8 op
clinical chemistry.

Fessenden, Ralph" J. and Fessenden, Joan S.
Chemical Principles for the Life Sciences.
Second edition. Allyn and Bacon. Boston.
1979. 526 pp. ISBN 0-205-06506-6.

This text is in the fact acquiring tra-
dition with'a heavy emphasis on organic and
biochemistry including a full chapter on chem-
ical and clinical tests relevant to blood and'
urine. The view of sciencepresented is
rather typical: the scientific method is a
set of "rules" but the authors avoid stating
it begins with observation. They also point
out the role of imagination, serendipity and
luck in scientific discovery. Pure and applied

researCh,are distinguished in terms of the pre-
sence or absence of a practical, immediate goal
(p. 2). The history of chemistry is ,incorpor-
ated only through references to names and dates.
Living systems are to be understood by reduc-
tionism.

Let us look at a living system from this
rather prosaic viewpoint. A living
system is a chemical machine in which
chemical reactions occur. (p. 353).

The authors call their pedagogical approach
"descriptive" and "pertinent to today's needs"
(p. xi). This is understood as giving answers
to questions such as, "How do birth control
pills work?" or "Why has the use of DDT been
banned?" The basics of 'how' and 'why' do not
extend to 'ought and ought not'. The relevant

/ 4 4



sections often leave the problem areas hanging.
.1

!dready chemists are forcing E. coli to
produce human insulin. Could heraitary
disorders be cured by-manipulation of
human genes? Could highly virulent micro-
organisms wi..th no natural enemies escape

from the laboratory and contaminate the
earth? The moral and social implications
of artificial genetic recombinations are
certain to create political controversy.
(p. 451).

"Other" topics covered include 14 on clin-
ical chemistry, 52 on body chemistry and 7 on
ecological chemistry.

Hein, Morris, and Best, Leo R. College Chem-i-q
istry: An Introduction to Inorganic, Organic:4
and Biochemistry, second tdition. Brooks

Cole. Monterey, Calif. 1980% 761 pp.

ISBN 0-8185-0349-1.

The text is another fact acquiring book,
distinguished from the other allied health
science texts in a greater emphasis on general
chemistry (468 pages). Several other features
,are worth noting; there is a short section on

4 the history of chemistry which is much less
chauvanistic and Whiggish than most. It re-

cognizes the achievements of the Greeks, al-
chemists and Parcelsus as important. While

few and scattered, there are historical stories
and anecdotes, as well, as the usual name and
date dropping. Most notable is a section on
Bohr's work which is intelligently discussed
but is not presented as a viable model (p.70).
The narr,ative surrounding the completion.of
the periodic table is more complete than
most.

The view oescience presented is rather
typical of fact acquiring texts. The narrow
inductivist method is displayed on page 6.
"The use of the scitntific method is usually
credited with being the most important single
factor in the amazing.development of chemis-
try and technology." (p. 6).A Science is a
body of knowledge and its wOrk yields social
benefit. "lhe science (of chemistry) repre-
sents a basic body of kn:owledge...". (p.6).
"Ultimately, the efforts of successful chem-
ists advance the frontiers of knowledge and
at the same time contribute to the well-be-
ing of humanity." (p. 1).

The authors discuss the relationship
among the sciences and point to chemistry's
role in developing technological solutions
to problems (p. 4). At _this point, no men-

tion is made of difficulties created by some
__technologies. Science and technology are
distinguished,"...technology repre4ents the
physical application of this knowledge (sci-
ence) to the real world in which we live-"
(p. 6). Glimmers of problems with technol-
ogy and of value questions appear through the
pages of standard facts. There is a chapter
on air pollution which clearly outlines the
hazards.and, in analyzing what has been done,

0
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admits automobile exhaust control has its prob-
lems (p. 465). The author,s also candidly note

----that induSrftes had to be coerced by legisla-
tion to clean up emissions. "The establish-
ment of controls on industry was hampered by
economic, political, technological and legali
pressures." (p. 463). A short discussion of
the unsolved nucleal: waste problem is given
(p. 372).

"Since petroleum is a nonreplaceable re-
source, our dependence on polymbrs is another
good reason for not squandering our limited
world supply of petroleum." (p. 607). No ex-

plicit discussions are given over to value
questions and an extensive pro/con approach to
technologically sensitive areas is not used.
Almost no attention is given to those applied
amps most relevant to allied health. For in-

stance, such common issues as drug use 'or
genetic engineering are covered only by very
brief mention.

The book has extensive, fact ortented re-
views of important industrial chemicals. These

notes are found in the sections of the text de-
voted to descriptive chemistry of the elements
and compounds.

In summary, the text has a heavy emphasis
on general chemistry and downplays relevant
facts from allied health fields. In many ways,

the book has features in common with standard
fact acquiring texts. The view of science pre-
sented is certainly the same. The use of his-
tory is more reflective; however, the text in
no way is 'historical'. Technology is viewtd,
esstntially, as good. A few pro6lem areas are
cited; enough perhaps to allow a student to
question.

"Other" topics include 19 on bodY chemistry.

Henrickson, Charles H. and Byrd, Larry C.
Chemistry for the Health Professions. D. Van
Nostrand. New York. 1980. 799 pp. ISBN
0-442-23258-6.

This text is a large compendium' of stan-
dard facts taken from general, organic and bio-
chemistry. Relevance to the health professions
is achieved by the insertion at various places
of a few short, desCriptive paragraphs indica-
ting the importance of a concept or compound
to the medical world. The usual mode of pre-
sentation is to list the toxicological or
phisiological properties of a particular com-
pound. Political, ethical and social dimen-
sions of various topics are carefully charted
around.

The potential benefits of recombinant pmA
are enormous, bur at the same,rime the
risks can also be great. The possibility
of producing a new and deadly bacteria or
virus, or even a human mutption, has
turned recombinant DNA research into a
highly controversial issue, with strong
social and political overtones. The

National :Institute of Health has, provided



guidelines by whikh thi, type ot research
can he carried out. Vith proper con-
trols in place, research may continue
with a minimum risk of a DNA accident.
(p. W)).

"If (genetic) errors are found, the parents
pre informed of the possible effects to the
child and a clinical abortion is a possibility,
but the abortion ia'sbe is very controversial."

(p. 688). This is the moral cliff hanging ap-
proach to controversial issues. The standard
analysis for skills and drills texts applies
to.this one.

"Other" topics include 71 on body chem-
istry, 13 on clinical chemistry and 7 para-
graphs on other issues.

Hill, 1,21u1 14. and Feigl, Dorothy M. Chem-

istry and Life; An Introduction to General;
Organic and Biological Chemistry. Burgess

Publishing. Minneapolis, Minn. 672 pp. 1978.

ISBN 0-8087-3109-2!

This text is to be.distinguished from
nearly all others in this general,category'.
It owes most of its concepts and content to
Hill's other book, Chemistry for Changing
Times, (CqT); in fact, much of Chemistry and
Life has been copied in total from it. All
of .what has been said in the analysis of CCT
in the science and society texts (pp. 14-15) is
applicable without modification to this book.

Several overt stances are taken by the

authors. Not only is the text to provide the
necessary knowledge for allied health students,

it is also to help provide for a scientifi-
cally literate citizenery:

Your work will.be enhanced and your life
enriched by your greater understanding,

yi).

"It will take an educated, informed so-
ciety toliftsure that science is used for hu-
man good." (p. 3). The text, as does CCT,
takes a proconsumer posture, revealing false
cIaims about headache remed).es (pp. 392-393),
and antacids (pP. 216-217) and enzyme deter-
genti (p. 544)? A little effort is made in
instructing the informed lay person how to
make intelligent decIsions:

1-

A concerned consumer can easily look up
the properties--such as*use, roxicity,
and side effects--of these ingredients in
a reference book sOch as The Merck Index.

(p. 393).

This text, more than many, integrates the
topical material.into the factual. The stan-

dard analysis of a 'skills and dri text is

considerably modified in this-i tance by the

view of science as seen in CCT

"Other" topics include 141 on body chem-
istry and 33 on natural pAxiucts.

Holaw4John R. Elements of General and Bio-

logical Chemistry)* 5th ed., J. Wiley and Sons,

1979,'57I pp. ISBN 0-471-02224-1.
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This text is in the fact acquiring cate-

gory. His fundamental pitch ts for understand-
ing the basic vocabulary and principles to
serve as a basis for work later in life. He)

stresses the role of cOntinuing education in
the health sciences and the need for the know-
ledge of the basics in continuing education
(see p. v). His mode of presentation is to give
the usual 'value neutral' material in an his-
torical way (a few name and dates are mention-
ed) in the first sixteen chapters. The materi-
al and its organization is typical except for
scattered short references to applicabiliq of
a concept in the allied health sciences. The

final seven chapters cover medically (or bio-
chemically) related topics in More detail. In

these chapters, the concepts are presented in
a factual way. There.is considerable space de-
voted to respiratiOn; pll balance and diabetes.
Outside of a few scattered moralisms on diet
(pp. 445-6) and fitness (p. 42), explicit
value judgements are absent and themore con-
troversial issues are avoided or the ethical
problems are downplayed. For instance, in
oiscussing amniocentosis, he says "The pro-
cedUre is controversial because of the abor-
tion issue." (p. 509), or in discussing nuclear
power, "The problem of safely storing highly
active,atomic wastes for hundreds of years re-
mains a major unsolved problem of atomic ener-
gy." (p. 533). Issues in health science which
have obvious value content are not extensively
treated--e.g., the section on heredity does
not mention recombinant DNA or genetic engin-

eering. Problems with prescription drugs,
anesthetics, and over the counter medications
are ignored. This is consistent with the
general 'value neutral' approach.

The view of science implicit in the text
is the usual one of champion of truth. Holum

does present a simplistic hypothetical-deduc-
tive scheme for the scientific method, avoid-
ing the usual narrow ,inductivist trap. The 4

fact acquiring'view of science as producing'
immutable truth is evident in his discussion
of the beginning of organic chemistry: "In
1844, A.W.H. Kolke (1818-1880-, who had bden
a student of Wohler, made acetic acid from
compounds everyone accepted as inorganic. The

vital force theory was finally laid to rest."
(p. 186). Truth, it seems in this view, is
instantly recognized. Confirmation is by e-
numeration of successful finds: "The data
gathered by this work attain worldwide ac-
ceptance the more they can be reproduced by ,

independent observers conducting repeatable
tests and measurements." (p. 4).

In general, the standard comments ap-
plicable to fact acquiring texts are valid
for this book.

"Other" topics 4qlude 48 on body chem-
istry, 11 on clinical emistry and 3 on mis-
cellaneous topics.

Holum, John R. FundaMentals of General, Organ-
ic and Biological Chemistry. John Wiley.



New York. 1978. 765 pp. ISBN 0-471-40873-5.

The first four hundred pages of this text

contain a straight forward presentation of gen-
eral and organic chemistry in the fact acquir-

ing mode. The author does spend a short sec-
tion on the nature of science (p. 3) in which
he espouses the traditional view of science as
achieved knowledle of a natural world which

works by fixed principles (p. 3). He does

make an interesting statement that all living
things have a commonality based on their
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ilar atomic makegp (p. 2). The only con-

,ssions to relevance for students with ap-

plied interests (the audience of the text,

p. v) are the introductory pictures to each
chapter. These illustrate chemical prin-

ples to be revealed in the chapter.

The last section of the text is a fa,e-
tual exposition about biochemical or dhemical

technological topics. The author,does not

distinguish between science and technology
and seems to endorse the technological solu-

-tions on occasion.

"High yield agriculture, without which
there is not even the slightest hope of feed-
ing the world population, depends heavily, for
good or evil, on considerable use of synthetic
week killers, bug killers and fungi preventers"
(p. 402). Even in the presentation of tech-
nological or clinical concepts, the author has
chosen to do so in a fact presenting mode.

Everything that was said about the author's
other text, Elements of General and Biological
Chemistry, fifth edition, would hold for this

book.

James, J. Lynn, Schreck, James O. and BeMiller,
James N.,General Organic and Biological Chem-
istry., Chemistry for the Living System.

D.C. Heath. Lexington, Mass. 1980. 752 pp.

ISBN 0-669-01329-3. 4

While in the tradition of the skills and
drills texts, this book does have some dif-

fering features. The examples chosen to il-
lustrate standard chemical facts are often
chosen from medicine, or applied biochemis-

try. For instance, BOyle's Law is illustra-

ted with a description of breathing, electro-
chemistry finds application in the.oparation
of the nervous system and i§omers find their
utility in insect pheromones. Additionally,

this text has a longer section that most on:
the nature of science (pp. 3-6). The scien-

tific method and medical diagnosis are para-
llel (p. 6). Scientists are depicted as
sometimes disagreeing, even blindly so

(P. 3).

"Scientists sometimes read into their
results what they hope to find rather than
what the results actually suggest" (p. 3).
The standard analysfs for a fact acquiring
text applies to this book.

"Other" topics include 87 on body chem-

istry and-13-on-clinical-chemistry

Routh, Joseph, Eymena, Darrell and Burten,

Donald. Essentials of General Organic and
Biochemistry. Third edition. W.B. Saunders Co.

Philadelphia. 1977. ISBN 0-7216-7762-2.

In a short introduction, the authors dis-

cuss scientific methodology. They have steered

clear of the narrow inductivist trap. They

point our that discoveries are often unexpec-
ted, or the result of accident, that theories
suggest,which observations are to be made,
that experiments often need to be redesigned,

and that a modern investigator is never "com-
pletely satisfied with his explanation."

(p. 2). The history ot science is viewed

from the 'Whig' position:

Most scholars of the his.tory of chemistry.
attribute the change from mysticism to
science as the result of the scientific

method. (p. 2).

The authors implicitly espouse the notion that

science is value free and that there is no dis-

- tinction between bag.ic science and technology.

To make the standard facts (which form the
backbone of the text) relevant, the authors
have inserted sections entitled "Topic of
Current Interest" into various chapters of the

text. There are only a few of these inserts,
presumably so that the text would remain true
to the authors' dictum:

The overemphasis on these subjects (i,e.,
environmental problems, etc.) often
results in the failure to cover the funda-
mental knowledge of chemistry adequately. .

(p. v).

The topics covered are not directly related to

the allied health sciences. The method of
presentation is to give a recitation of the
standard facts surrounding a topic like DES or

food additives. At the end is a,short pars-
graph which attempts to assess the pros and
cons of the topic relalpiNe to human or environ-

mental health. In eadt case, the authors only

reveal the problem.

The discovery of a carcinogen such as
vinyl chloride, after such long-term use
and exposure, obviously raises the cru-
cial issue of other potential carcinogens
to which.we are unknowingly exposed.

(p. 263).

On DES: Again, the controversy over the

use of an effective chemical (animal
growth) vs its potential harmful effects
in humans (cancer) is under question and
no easy answer is available (p. 294).

Concerned consumers will have to decide
for themselves whether or not, to limit
their additive intake by reading product
labels, kimiting their use of convenience
foods (which contain the highest percent-
age of additilK) or not purchasing
produc,ts that contain additives. (p. 389).

This way of indicating "relevant issues" shows

Wie
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little more than the belief that scientific
informatiOn can warn or indicate potential
118 Lu, i t dies not-show-the-Odder how Issues
are resolved or what considerations lead to
decisions in the consumer and health fields.
The cumulative effect is to create the appear-
ance that these questions aye decided by fact
or by purely individual, and possibly arbi-
trary% choice.

'Seeger, Spencer L. and Slfbaugh, Michael R.
Introductory Chemistry. General, Organic,
Biological. Scott, Foresman, Glenville,I11.
1979. 684 pp. ISBN 0-673-15026-7.

Much of the matbrial presented in this
book is in the mode of the fact acquiring '

texts. It qes the citation of names and
dates of historical personages to serve as
history of chemistry. Nothing is explicit-
ly said about the structure of science, its
methods or even what chemistry is. The stan-
dard view of chemistry taken by the skills
and drills texts must be implied fram the
methods of fact and skills presentation.

The problem of making the text relevant
to the intended audience of allied health
students is handled by sprinkling paragraphs
on allied science through the mass of standard,
pure chemical facts. The mode of presentation
of this material is by fact stating. Certain
topics receive more extensive comtentary which
attempts to present=two sides to sensitive
issues. Hence, we find pro and con discus-
sions of nuclear power (p. 247, p. 267), in-
secticides (p, 328) and genetic engineering
(p. 508). An attempt at balance.is made, al-
though the authors have a bias in favor of
genetic engineering. Topics.more specifically
closer to the practice of allied health pro-
fessionals is similarily inserted in between
the standard chemical facts. These presenta-
ttons are short and without any evaluative
commentary.

The analysis appropriate to the skills
and drills texts would suffice for this one
too.

"Other" topics include 14 on,natural
products.

Sears; Curtis T. Jr. and Stanitski, Conrad L.
Aspects of Chemistry fortHealth Related
Sciences. Prentice-Hall. Engelewood Cliffs,

New Jersey. 1979. 409pp. ISBN '13-137049282-0.

This text is a archetypical skills and=
drills book. While the standard chemical
facts that have been chosen to be included
certainly are related to allied health field
science, these facts remain mnleavened with
even citations to applied examples. The
only exceptIon is in a fairly lengthy dis-
cussion of drugs as illustrative of the
principles of Qrganic Chemistry. Here dif-
ferent iptegoris of drugs ake giYen and their
physiological and chemical properties are ex-
mnined.
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The standard analysis for fact acquiring
applies to_this ane,_

texts

Sherman, Al-an and Sherman, Sharon J. The
Elements of Life. An Approach to Chemistry
for the Health Sciences. Prentice Hall.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 531 pp. ISBN
0-13-266130-6.

Nearly all of what has been said about
skills and drills texts can be taken over to
this text. The authors treat the problem of
making standard chemical facts relevant to
health science students by inserting,facts

froM medicine or biochemistry into the usual
presentation of chemical facts and drills.
In the case of this text, there are two chap-
ters that are notable exceptions. . Chapters
16 and 17 offer a clinically oriented review
of the facts surrounding the blood and urine.
While there is no attempt to transcend the
fact stating mode of presentation, the mater-
ial is certainly of more utility to a nurse
or clinical technician than much of what is
merchandised as relevadt.

This text does present some issues in
pedagogical value judgments. More than any
other text in this group, it relies heavily on
caricature and stereotype to communicate to
the students. Prominently featured is 'Pro-
fessor Emeritus', a doltish cartoon figur"ho
presumably stands for the average chemistry
professor. The cartoon character is drawn as
a 'head in the clouds' (Figure 1-1),"somewhat

stupid (Figure 2-2, 6-18), and a bore (Figure
7-9). Cartoons are used elsewhere to demon-
strate chemical concepts. Thus, the catego-
ries of chemical reactions are depicted as

transmutations of animals(Fig. 5-4, 4-6, 5-7,
5-8), pH is described in terms of warfare
-(Figure 7-14); and the laxative properties of
magnesiuA hydroxide is emphasized (Figure 5-9).
The text also uses several unconventional
analogies. The progression of realism in
atomic theory is explained as being parallel

to.the evolution of dolls to a more humanlike
form (Figure 3-3). The sequence of amino acids
in proteins is viewed in terms of tennis shoes
tied together (Figure 13-5).

The pedagogical bias that selects this .

mode of communication raises some interesting
issues. We have examined some of die dilemmas
in pp. 9-40 of this text. The basic question

l'

-s this; Where is the point at which tbis em-
hasis breaks down and begins to either mis-
ead the reader or mock the discipline? This
text seems to waver on either side of the thin
line between perpetuating stereotypes and mis-
conceptions and communicating chemical facts.

4

orieWorthy of method also in the general value
ntation of the text was that it was de-

signed in part as a result of a questionnaire
sent to nursing, dental hygiene and chemistry
faculty.

"Other" topios include 75 on body chemis-
try, 21 on natural products and 21 on clinical
chemistry. 4



Timberlake-, Karen'. Chemistry, second editiolk

Harpe and-kow--New-Yk. 1979_ 582pp.
ISBN.0-06-163409-3.

The author explicitly stt4es she intends
to show the relevance of chemistry to those
interested inj4lied.health stAdi,es. This is

done by using a simplified fact acquiring ap-
proach, into which various topiics from medi-
cine, physiology, clinical chemical analysis,

health and nutrition are inserted. These in-

sertions come in the form of shpFt paragraphs
in the course of a long, fact a4uiring dis-
cussion or as brief, separate sections at the

end of a unit. The mode of pregentation in

these units is very factual. While the ex-

amples used are indeed'closely relAted to
health science, they are clinicallirather than

'everyday'. For instance, in the section on
hormones, there is no discussion of birth

control pills. Also lacking is, a treatment

of drugs. The topics in nuclear science are

almost all related to the medical uses or
effects of radiation, omitting the often
found cUrsory exgminatiod of nuClear power.

The text does not artempr to treat value

issues explicitly. It is nearly totally
ahistorical, leaving out even the-citation of

name and date of the 'discoverer'. Similarly,

a discussion of 'what is science' i omitted;

the text begins with a nuts and bolts approach

to measurement. This kidd of prsesentation

narrewly focuses the book on theOchemicar
facts to be learned and on those health sci-
ence topics the author has found relevant to

them. The book, implicitly by use of this

approach, takes a value neutral stance to
chemistry and its application. The nature

of the relbkance of chemistOto the health
topics is purely factual er explanatory.
However, the human issues created by the in-
teraction tretween chemistry and the health

care profession would remain unknown.

"Pther" topics include 69 on body chemis-

try and b--on other issues.

Urko, David A. Living Chemistry. Academic

'Press.. New York. 1977. 593 pp.

ISBN 0-12-705950-4.

The text is distinctive from all other
allied health texts by virtue of an emphasis
on t.opicc, And illlistrations drAwn directly

from the allied health fields.. However, much

of its approach is typical of the skills and

drills texts. It shares with them a tradi-
tional view of chemistry:

Chemistry Is a science, a systemiltic and

logical organization of facts that des-

kribe our world. (p. 1).

Science works by the narrow inductivist
method (p. 1) and the author claims this is
the mode of medical diagnosis. No distinc-

tion is drawn between science and technology,
although there is a considerable amount of
applied material in the book. It is nearl
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totally ahistorical. The text is also very
non-mathematical, so the material is mostly
a collection of facts loosely held together
with qualitative explanations. This approach
certainly de-emphasizes the view of science as

a rigid deductive system of knowledge.

The unique 'feature of the text lies in
the large amount of medically related material
to be found in it. Diseases and diagnostic

tests are the largest gingle topics covered,
followed by body dhemistry, drugs and common
industrial processes. The textual material
is re-enforced by the liberal use of photo-
graphs. Many of the pictures depict workers
in the allied health fields doing various
tasks. These are placed in the text where
tha scientific principle involved in the work
is first introduced. Women and minorities
are prominently featured in these pictures.
Another area of pictorial emphasis is in
discussion pf,diseases. Numerous photographs
illastrate people or body organs with some dis-

ease presept. Finally, iljustrations are used

to push certain aspects of public health: an
anti-smoking stance is taken through a picture
of a smoker's lung and an anti-smoking poster
(pp. 228-229). Similar combinations are used
to draw attention to saturated fat (p. 330),
obesity (p. 417) and high blood pressure

(p. 419).

Most of the applied chemdstry is presented
in a 'value neutral' way. Little emphasis is
given to exploring technological problems or
examining value questrons. Some examples

might suffice. The author does question the
effectives of Darvon (p. 532) and certain
over the counter sleep aids (p. 538). Street

drugs are to be avoided for their possible
impurities (p. 544), not for the legal or moral

complexities. The author does mention the
hazards of drug addiction by doctors and nurtes

(p. 535).

All in all, the text is an example of a
fact acquiring book which contains a cons:icier-
able amount of 'relevant' material to the stu-

dent in the health sciences.

try.

"Other" topics include 29 on body chemis-

PHYSICS TFXTBOOKS_

Whar of physics textbooks for non-majors?
Many of the trends such as standardization,
cross7disciplinary comparison, environmental-
ism, can be found in the wide variety of offer-
ings for non-majors,. It goes almost without
saying that a large number of physics texts
show the effects of sthndardization in much
the same way chemistry textbooks do. We

shall not persist in documenting that fact be-
cause there are some exceptions which deserve,
comment. Textbooks in the so-called descrip-
tive approach counter the student perception
that physics is a formidable discipline fil-
led with recalcitrantmath problems. Being



the very opposite of the "skills and drills"

format, this genre_concentrates entire1y_on
mastery of.yerbal explanations and definitions.
In Physics Without Math: A Descriptive Intro-'
duction (Prentice Hall:',1979) Gilbeft Shapiro,
the author, acknowledges that most non-science
students have a low mathematical literacy and
a corresponding high anxiety. The teacher
must face this fact by presenting a course
which does not require calculations, and yet
he or she must convey ideas which are "lastIA
ing and relevant". Shapiro's strategy ls./6-'
give carefully worded explanations of phenom-
ena and, when appropriate, physical laws..
Each ch'apter concludes with an extensive
glossary and a list of questions. Explana-
tion - definition - questions have an obvious
relation in being the minimal prerequisites
for science literacy or for re gnizing a
term or idea as belonging,41iysics. This
is part of the author's intent because he be-
lieves that such minimally conversant stu-
dgnes will become citizens who "will be
called upon to make many decisions, and
some decisions may involve scientific con-
sideratipons". (p. xiii) Bao questions a-
rise in response to the notion of increas-
ing "cultural breadth and appreciation". Can

one really be said to have learned the con-
cepts of phYsics when there is no correspon-
ding manipulation of problem solutions? Sec-
ondly, doesn't cultural breadth include recog-
nition of the ethical dimension of science?
Shapiro would appear to have answereci.both
questions negatiyery. Physics without Math
is also physics without values, or more deli-
cately, physics without an appreciation of
the ethical issues which surround science and
technology.

Conceptual Physics -- a new introduction
to your environment by Paul G. Hewitt (Little
Brown and Co.: 1977) exudes the enthusiasm
for enjoying physics. Its exercises do not
stress mathematics but rather "thinking about
the meaning and implications of ideas of
physics. . ." (p. y). Thus this book is a
modified skills and drills text written in
a lively style and supported by cartoons and
photographs (mostly of children). The title
suggests something in the environmental
genre, but this is misleading. "Physics is
the basic science", (p. 5), and basic physics
is what is here. The author quotes at length,
and with approval, Einstein's remarks on the
ethical responsibilities of scientists,

"Concern for man himself and his fate
must always form the chief interest
of all technical endeavors, concern
for the great unresolved problems of
the organization of labor and the dis-
tribution of goods - in order that
the creation of our mind shall be a
blessing and not a curse to mankind.
Never forget that in the midst of your
diagrams and equations." (p. 562)
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Ironically the author does not show the
reader how physicists or physics students
could manifest such concerns. In fact, he
uses this quote to lead into a section on the
Special Theory oC Relatiyity. Like other text-
books, this treatment of ethical responsibility
is merely to verbally acknowledge its existence
and, then pass on to other subjects. Has quot-
ing Einstein become a substitute for physics
teachers addressing the sort of issues which
Einstein himself addressed?

Many physics textbooks show a preferencc.4.
for using everyday examples (like bicycles
and billiard balls) rather than technologicaj
ones. To be sure such examples are common,
but they also have the effect of directing
attention away from the problems created by
technology. The Physics Around You (Wadsworth
Publishing Co., 1980) by D.D. Lou goes far in
the direction of how things work tn the house-
hold from light switches to can openers.
Homey examples show the laws of nature. A
drawback here is that one finds very little
about the structure of science or its method. ,

By contrast a typical "skills and drills"
text such as Physics and the Physical Univer-
se (John Wiley & Sons; 1980) by Jerry W. Marion
gives neither everyday examples nor techno-
logical ones. In their place one finds the
neutral lab examples. There is a fair amount
of mathematics included and used in explana-
tions. On the whole, this hook gives the
"value-neutral" picture of science, save for
one short section which explains nuclear reac-
tor safety (pp. 395-9a) The analysis is affir-
mative and upbeat. J:here is a short but in-
teresting discussion on methodology which re-
flects openness and flexibility: i.e., physics
is a kind of attitude or philosophy concern-
ing the way nature works (p. 27),. Regretably
the discussion is too short, and not re-en-
forced by the organization and content of the
rest of the book.

Thinking Physics:. Questions with Concep-
tual Explanations, by,Lewis C. Epstein and
Paul G. Hewitt (Insight Press: 1979) puts
basic physics with basic math in the form,of
question-answer puzzles. The most interesting
feature of this approach is-its reliance upon
diagrams and cartoons as the major vehicle
for stimulating questions and providing ex-
planations. There is no history or philosophy
of science in this approach; its predominant
goal is to stimulate wonder and inquiry about
how things work. Mechanics is the fundamental
model for understanding everything. This peda-
gogic strategy aims directly at that segment of
the student body which enjoys problem solving
and which might bt-conyinced that physics is
the field that satisfies such a craving.

Physics: Principles With Aeplications by
Douglas C. Giancol (Prentice Hall: 1980) is a
rather long text in the skills and drills
category. With its emphasis on quantitative



problem solvlug, it sainds in sharp contrast

to the physics wit_houI man genfe. AlthOugh
'little space is devoted tio the structure of

science, what there is, is inforretive and
contemporary. The history oI science appears
as reference to big events, but the author
does manage to relate an achieveMent without
falling into platitudes about enlightenment
vs. ignorance (pp. 564 and 570). Nuclear

processes again bring the reader close to
value questions. A short checklist of pader
generating schemes tells us that "each has
its problems." (pp. 480-484). There is a plea
for conservation (p, 484) and in general a
suggestion that.decisions must fol risk/

benefit analysis. But we are not Is-Sdpn how

to reach such decision. There is a section
on nuclear warfare and the moral, problems of
weapons Fasearch are mentioned (p. 743).
While these instances are few and possibly
superficial, they are not found in other texts.
They do show that it is possity for physils
textbooks to incorporate value questions.

physics for the Inquiring Mind by Eric
Rogers (Princeton: 1966) and Introduction to
Concepts ana Theories in Physical Sciences by
Gerald Holton and Stephen Brush (Addison
Wesley: 1973) share high praise from critics
and teachers because they set a standard and'
have become a model for textbooks in general
education which combine physics with history
and phillsophy,of science. Rogers provides
more diagrams and illustrations: Holton and
Brush give more math and problem assignments.
Both give a presentation of Greek astronomy,
proceed to examine Galileo's achievement and
the grawth of modern science. The historical
perspective is more than the "name and date"
variety and something less than a case study
approach6e The history of science appears as
thematic context for presentation of standard-
izedoOacts. Such a context sets the stage
for dialectical treatment of some of the philo-
sdphical ideas of great scientists. Holton-

Brush give Newton's famous dictum in Princlpia,
"Feign no hypothesis" and set it alongside his
speculations on the ether in Optics. The

contradiction between positivist restrictions
and speculative theory buikding emerges as an
indication of a basic tension in scientists.
The fundamental impulses to "avoid error" and
to "seek truth" lie behind the great achieve-
ments of science and hence behind every stand-
ardized fact. Ironically, the standardized -

Tact covers up the speculative reach toward
"truth seeking". Hofton-Brush-Rogers use the
history of science to show the bold specula-
tions behind standard facts. Regretably
neither b ok deals with value questions other
an the nternal norms of truth seeking;

co tly, the basic neutrality of physics
seems to be affirmed. The elegant integra-
tion of history, philosophy and physics in
these textbooks may have had the detrimen-
tal effect of leading all these writers who
would emulate Hdlton-Brush-Rogers successes

to think that a general eduCation course can-
not handle value Nestions and science and
technology issues. The, fact that in the his-

tory of pedagogy, liberal arts courses first
turned to the hpi.story of science as a way of
showing their connection with the humanities,
should not be taWen as a demonstration that
such a design is the only one possible. The

case study-value issue approach can make an
equally valid claim to satisfying general
education. If the history of science hol
too much of a grip on physics for no alors

(whereas in chemistry it holds too little),
it may be opportune to redress an imbalance
by following a recommendation from previous
chapters, namely give at least one thorough
case study of a technological issue along
with the historicel perspect,ive. 'The empha-

sis, as before, must be on doing a cumplex
issue extremely well.

kOther conclusions which this brief review
indicates are these: In the conceptual space
of disciplines, physics stands further from
the health science professions than does chem-
istry and biology. Does this make physics
less relevant? Does it foece the physics
textbook to avoid taking biological or bio-
physical examples? There is a preference for
everyday mechanical examples in Physics. Mus,t

this be so? Authors may be able to explore a
new direction by choosing examples closer to
the health professions, and they may come
closer to the ethical questiorls which abound

there.

The larger moral questions of weapons de-
velopment, 'and nuclear technology do seem to
involve physicists and physics directly. Why

aren't the ethical and moral reSponsibilities
of scientist given greater attention? It is

not enough to cite Einstein and let the matter
restthere. Human welfare must be before the
mind of the scientists, even tangentially,
otherwise there cannot be any talk of the
ethical responsibilities of scientists.

gar
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POSTSCRIPT

- The presence of values Such as rational-
ity, truth-seeking, a commitment to free
ingviry, an appreciation of scientific prog-
resi the reliability and the authority of
scientific and technologic solutions and the
importance of these solutions in our economy
and society has been-documented in this study.
Because these values are espoused as guides to
solving problems and ways of thinking about
societal issues, they become, id their strorg-
est form policy recommendations and in a

. weaker form they elicit subtle changes in
attitude. Since it is intrinsic to the nature
of edtkation, particularly higher education,
to- produce such changes, it would be plainly
incorrect to think that teachers and authors
are wrong to use the materials of,introduCtory
textbooks to present opinions, issues, facts,
and policies whose ultimate effect is to
change student attitude about science in a
free society. The question, therefore, is not
wfiether or not there are value presuppositions

-
and prerriptions in science textbooks, but
rather, how should such values be argued,
defended, or criticised? Once.this question
surfaces and receives attention from science
teachers "non-major" .textbooks may appear in

1 novel and more stimulating formats. If there
is a central cluster of values in science-__-

/pedagogy, and if- these are shaped and pre-

/ served by the standardization process as well
as the author's preference and expertise, then
those values o ght to be stated in a context or

i'

-"form which is Ifferent from, but not incom-
patible with., the ways in which basic facts
and fundamental skills are stated.

*

in several places our study has alluded
to the need for case studies in both the his7
tory of science and in contemporary "science
and society" issues. The fact that no text-
book provides even one thorough case study
suggests that textbook writers and teachers
have overlooked something. One thorough case
study of a given social issue or of a given
episode in the history of science could teach
more about the interaction of facts and values
than superficial summations'of numerous
unrelated issues and incidents. Decisions
about significance will dic,tate which issues
deserve detailed analysis in the case study
formdt. A "sci nce and society" textbook, for
example, might c ntain one very thorough and
normatively diverse analysis of a Complex
issue like nuclear energy. A standard "skills
and drills" textbook could cover the 'develop-
ment of a standardized fact like the Lewis
octet rule, by,showing itsanception, errors,
modification, and transformations. Certainly,
it would not be pbssible to dp more than one
or two case studies in a semester's time, and
this limitation creates a problem of its own
when an introductoty course, whose avowed
purpose is to-provide breadth of exposure,
must give its time to the depth of detail in
a case study. But again, it is our belief
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lhat just one case study, whether historical
or topical, will do more to show the reality
of'science's growth and interaction with
society than a host of historical anecdotes

or a series of sketches of current i)roblems.

The advantages of the case studybapproach
is that it removes the tendency to be glib and
to dissemble. 'moreover, as much as is possi-
ble with the Written word, the case study
method resembles and portrays the inttraction
and conflict of dissonant values in actual
situations: Experts disagree, teachers dis-
agree, and students disagree. A science
student can appreciate disagreement and avoid
the easy conviction that some authority has
the "right" answer only if he cot-strel,can

44. appreciate that scientific knowledge is the
result of a process rational disagreement.
Students can learn to appreciate pluralism in
a democratic society and also the role of
rational dialogue in conflict resolution,

Another advantage of the case study
method is that it is a kind of teaching which
combines precept and example; consequently, it
has as Certain affinity with the role of lab-
oratory exercises and their attendant reports.
Of course, an analysis of a social issue
encompasses a far wider range of variables,

but even at the broader level of discovering
how a social issue takes shape and gains
public attention one can learn to record,
observe, and interpret how subtle differences
of judgment might affect an outcome,

There are risks in the case study method.
One must find representative examples. Thal-
idomide and DDT will not raise the same kinds
of issues as Three Mile Island and nuclear
enyrgy. The choice of which issues to tackle
will be pivotal since.it is likely that,only
one or two case studies could profitably be
included in a terms work. An author's or
teacher's expertise will, no doubt, determine
the selection. No one can cover every issue
by the case study method not only because no
one has that much expertise, but also because
the resulting textbook would be unorganized,
unteachable and probably unreadable. A whole
series of case studies would add nothing to a
textbook already crowded with basic, informa-
tion. One possibility would be to have case,
studies published separately, but correlated
with, existing textbooks much in the manner in
which study guides are developed as adjuncts
(some.would say substitutions) for leading.
textbooks. Case study manuals like teachers
manuals, would be aids to instruction on how
to discuss the divergent values implicit in
each issue.

If, in the future, computer instruction
takes up the role of inculcating basic scien-
tific information, the science teacher and the
student may find-that they have the time to
explore.the historical, philosophical, and
normative elements in their discipline. At
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that time there wil be no surprise at the
many values and iss ed expoused in science
education, for these will have been seen to
be the necessary elements of an.expanding
process of inquiry. At that time it is to
be hoped that educational materials which
expose and document those elements will be
available.
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TABLE I PARAGRAPH COUNT FOR TOPICS IN SCIENCE AND SOCIETY TEXTBOOKS

TEXT
POLLUTION DRUGS, AGRI- TECHNOLOGICAL CHEM. ENERGY FOOD AND WAR- NUCL GENETICS OTHER1

AIR WATER OTHER MEDICINE CHEMICALS INDUSTRIAL HOME NUCLEAR FOSSIL dTHER POPULATION FARE SCI E

Clario and

Amai
54 44 8 65 3 38 39 5 4 23 0 4 12 0

Oir
36

Compton 36 139 33 59 0 12 80 48 8 22 10 29

Fine 11 16 0 8 4 40 9 1 2 1 0 3 4 0 11

Gymer 76 102 11 40 26 11 0 19 30 0 23 3 0 6 173

Hill 85 70 0 326 .70 66 72 24 26 25 150 28 6 5 48

Jones, et. al. 99 49 0 78 3 160 46 14 31 12, 54 0 16 6 94

Kieffer3 21 5 12 16 5 94 12 18 25 26 18 0 8 4 9

Kieffer4 31 10 15 2 6 31, 0 24 13 1 10 0 3 15 53 .

Seager and
68 92 0 . 86 15 114 33 7 19 0 0 10 12 0 0

Stoker

Wade 130 114 100 139 0 3 82 173 75 0 8 0 97

Wolke 61 26 0 . 60, 30 59 51 17 120 0- 8 5 11 15

Young 122 39 0 140 3 23 14 43 16 0 0 0 4

1. See individual bibliographies for topic specification over 10 paragraphs

2. Does not include a very extensive bibliography on the topic

3. Chemistry Today
4. Chemistry A Cultural Approach
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TABLE II PARAGRAPH COUNT OF TOPICS FORJSKILLS AND DRILLS TEXTBOOKS
A

TEXT
POLLUTION DRUGS, AGRI- TECHNOLOGICAL CHEM. ENERGY FOOD AND WAR- NUCLEAR GENETICS'OTHER

AIR WATER OTHER MEDICINE CHEMICALS INDUSTRIAL HOME NUCLEAR FO4IL OTHER POPULATION FARE SCIENCE .

' Ault and,

LawrenCe
3 0 0 3 0 26 2 10 1 0 o . 0 24 0

Cherim and,

Ransil
0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 2 13 0

Kostinem and

'Rea.
12 6 0 O . 1 11 8 3 0 0 '0 0 4 0 o .

Kroschwitz
and Winokur

0 o o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 6

,Maier 8 0 0 0 0 O. 7 0 0 0 "0 0 0 0 211

Putterger
and Bowes'

0 0 . 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Roach and
teddy

o o a 0 0 o" 0 0 o 0 0 2 8 0 0

Sense and
Daub

4 8,7 0 0 1 9 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 b 0

.Yablonsky 20 15 0 30 2 16 2 0 0 0 7 10. 0 162

i. Origin of life
2. Cosmetics
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TABLE III PARAGRAPH OOUNT FOR MAJOR LEVEL TEXTBOOKS

TEXT
POLLUTION DRUGS, AGRI- TECHNOLOGICAL CHEM. ENERGY FOOD AND WAR- NUCLEAR GENETICS OTHER1

AIR WATER OTHER MEDICINE CHEMTCALS INDUCTRUL HOME NUCLEAR FOSSIL OTHER POPULATION FARE SCIENCE
"

Masteirn
24 34 0 1 9 91 15 ,13 24 6 0 1 20 0 16and S1 winski

,Masterton,

Slowinski and 24 0 0 5 0 130 10 15 23 * 6

Stanitski
2 0 16

1. Mostly atomspheiical chemistry
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TABLE IV PARAGRAPH COUNT OF TOPICS FOR ALLIED HEALTH TEXTBOOKS

TEXT
POLLUTION DRUGS, AGRI-

CHEMICALS
TECHNOLOGICAL CHEM. ENERGY FOOD AND2 WAR- NUCLEAR GENETICS OTHER1

FARE SCIENCEAIR WATER,OTHER MEDICINE INDUSTRIAL HOME NUCLEAR FOSSIL OTHER POPULATION

Bauer And
Loeshen

0 28 0 14 4 1 0 0 10 0 7 1 7

Baum and

Scaife
0 0 0 74 19 43 10 0 0 0 141 2 6 5 14

Bloomfield 0 0 0 91 0 10 4 6 0 0 12 0 8 0 30

Brown and
Rogers

1 5 0 44 26 33 16 5 4 0 32 0 6 0 116

Fessenden and
Fessenden

0 0 0 43 2 13 3 4 12 0 25 1 0 8 73

Hein and
Best

69 ,11 0 26 0 83 22 5 0 0 5 4 7 3 19

Henrkkson
and Byrd

P 0 0 104 1 27 7 0
4

0 0 26 0 13 4 91

Hill and
Feigl

13 7 0 217 42 58 25 10 0 0 15 12 7 2 175

Holum,

"Elements" 5 0 0 68 0 8 4 4 0 0 0 0 23 0 . 62

Holum,

"Fundamentals" NOT COUNTED

James, Schreck
and Bemiller 1 0 88 6 16 9 0 4 0 61 0 0 4 100

Routh, Eymena
and Burton 18 7 63 11 26 .17 3 49 0 6 ' 5 0

Seager and
Slabaugh

17 18 0 32 4 26 12 4 0 0 3 5 5 0 14

t3c5

1. See individual bibliographies.
2. Includes discussion of nutrition.
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TEXT

Sears and
Stanitski

Sherman and
Sherman

Akberlake

, UckO

TABLE IV Continued

POLLUTION DRUGS, AGRI-

CHEMICALS

TECHNOLOGICAL CHEM. ENERGY FOOD AND WAR- NUCLEAR GENETICS OTHER
FARE SCIENCEAIR WATER OTHER MEDICINE INDUSTRIAL HOIE NUCLEAR FOSSIL OTHER POPULATION

0 0 0 68 0 0 4 0 0 0 18 0 8 0 0

0 0 0 58 0 18 3 3 0 0 4 3 12 0 117

,0 0 0 39 0 25 0 0 1 0 41 0 12 6 71

4 3 0 52
;

0 19 4 2 0 0 20 0 10 2 29

G
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B.

LI Be

Figure 1. A. Here aretLewis' cubical atoms for the first row of the-periodic table.

B. This series shows the combination of two iodine atoms into an iodine molecule in a series of

three steps. (Adapted from the Journal of the American Chemical Society, 38, 762-785; 1916.)

I.
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